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TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 1 
6:30 AM BARNEY & FRIENDS (703) Tea-Riffic Manners 
In this episode of Barney & Friends, the gang has a tea party in the park. First, they decorate the park and the picnic tabl e. Since 
it's a fancy affair, the kids go into the caboose to put on some adult dress up clothes. At the tea party, the gang teaches Baby Bop 
good manners, including how to cover your nose when you sneeze. 
 
7:00 AM SESAME STREET (4048) Rosita Befriends A Frog Wearing A Crown 
Rosita is sad because all of her friends are too busy to play with her. She ends up meeting a frog that wants to play and they both 
love to hop! When Rosita's friends meet the frog they are surprised to see that he is wearing a crown.  Baby Bear remembers the 
story of the Frog Prince who needed to be kissed in order to be a Prince again.  Rosita's friends feel bad for the Prince and they 
think Rosita should kiss the frog so that he can be a Prince again.  Rosita does not want to lose her frog, but her friends encourage 
her to imagine what it would be like to have a spell on her.  She figures out that she should help the Prince, but when she kisses the 
frog, he turns into an elephant!  The elephant is very relieved and luckily, he likes to hop as well! 
 
8:00 AM CYBERCHASE (214) Trick Or Treat 
Hacker shows up at Motherboard Control Central. He pleads guilty to being the King of Chaos, but says he's sorry. He doesn't want 
to be a bad guy anymore. But when nobody's looking, he slips a strange frog into the air duct. What happens when this frog grows 
into a grotesque, alien creature that threatens to destroy Motherboard? And what will happen to the kids when they go inside 
Motherboard to track it down? 
 
8:30 AM ARTHUR (207) Arthur's Tv-Free Week/Night Fright 
The kids and their parents have pledged not to watch TV for one whole week. Can they last? Who will be the first to crack? In part 
two, big, brave Binky is afraid someone will discover his secret -- he can't sleep without a night light. When Arthur spends the 
night and discovers the truth, Binky has no choice but to resort to bribery. 
 
9:00 AM CLIFFORD THE BIG RED DOG (130) Morning, Noon, and Night/Mr. Bleakman's Special Da 
"Morning, Noon, and Night"--Cleo and Clifford are excited to learn that Cleo will be Clifford's guest for a weekend while her house 
is being painted! But soon Cleo is filling Clifford's doghouse with her stuff, taking over his bed and butting in on his time alone with 
Emily Elizabeth. It takes time, but Cleo eventually perceives how to be a good houseguest. "Mr. Bleakman's Special Day"--Mr. 
Bleakman appears to be particularly grumpy one day. At first, the dogs are upset with him, but then they overhear Mrs. Howard say 
that sometimes a grumpy attitude can be changed through kindness. This inspires the dogs to perform a series of "secret good 
deeds" to turn Mr. Bleakman's frown into a smile. They are surprised when the kind acts make them feel much better, too! 
 
9:30 AM DRAGON TALES (102) To Kingdom Come/Goodbye Little Caterpoozle 
Emmy and Max are excited to attend the beach bash in Dragon Land. While the dragons are busy collecting all sorts of interesting 
seashells, Ord uses the rare Wish Shell he's found to transport himself to Kingdom Come, so he won't have to share his wishes or 
anything else with the others. There, Ord is greeted by host Monsieur Marmadune, who says that Marmadune's key is the only way 
out of the Kingdomand, unfortunately, he isn't sharing! In "Goodbye Little Caterpoozle," Everyone loves to play with Cassie's fuzzy 
pet caterpoozle, especially Cassie. When Cassie discovers a transparent cocoon in the cage, they all believe that Poozie has died. To 
help Cassie feel better, the friends share favorite memories of Poozie and offer to help find another pet. None will do, until a 
caterpoozle a lot like Poozie crawls up Cassie's arm, nuzzles her neck and smiles up at her. 
 
10:00 AM JAKERS (109) Song of the Banshee 
When Piggley, Ferny and Dannan hear strange noises in the barn, Piggley decides it's the "song of the banshee"-which frightens 
Dannan more than she wants to admit! When she finally confesses her fear to her friends, they search for the source of the 
noise...and discover it's only Wiley the sheep trying to lead his uncooperative flock in song. Jakers! Live and Learn: Cobi Jones and 
kids describe times in their lives when they were afraid to talk about their feelings-and how opening up to friends or family made 
them feel so much better. 
 
10:30 AM CAILLOU (216) Doing It Together! 
In this episode we explore the things we do together: Things we need help with and the things that require more than one person. 



 
11:00 AM BERENSTAIN BEARS (106) Visit The Dentist/Too Much Junkfood 
Visit the Dentist - When Sister gets her first loose tooth, Brother teases her that the dentist will extract it with a big yanking 
tool. After Sister watches Brother get a cavity filled, she discovers that her dentist is a very gentle fellow and he assures her 
that most baby teeth don't need yanking. They fall out all on their own. Too Much Junkfood - Papa and the cubs decide to train 
together for theAnnual Bear Country Run, but find their performance level isn't increasing the way that it should. Dr. Grizzly 
informs them that exercise is important, but so is a healthy diet. When Papa and the cubs put away the junk food and eat more 
nutritious foods, their energy level is given the boost it needs to run the big race. 
 
11:30 AM MISTER ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD (1692) Mister Rogers Talks About Mad Feelings 
Mister Rogers helps children know that everyone has different ways to deal with mad feelings for some it might be through art, 
for others through music. In the Neighborhood of Make Believe, Lady Elaine, still angry about her Eiffel Tower drawing, is jealous 
that Robert Troll draws better than she, and so she turns the Tower upside down. Jay Styperk, a teenager in a wheelchair who's a 
swimming champion, exercises with Mister Rogers and talks about how exercising helps him deal with his feelings. 
 
2:30 PM BOB THE BUILDER (104) Self-Esteem 
Bob and the team learn to believe in their own abilities. Bob and Spud discover soccer skill they never new they had in Bob and the 
Goalie. Wendy is nervous about delivering an important speech in Wendy's Night Out. A lucky charm gives Travis the confidence to 
work on his own, but what happens when he loses it? 
 
3:00 PM BETWEEN THE LIONS (215) Trains and Brains and Rainy Plains 
Lionel and Leona ride a train into a book called "Bringing the Rain to Kapiti Plain." Featured text: folktale. Key word: rain. Target 
vowel: ai. 
 
3:30 PM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (127) A City View (Manhattan, New York) 
While taking in the sights of Manhattan with new friends Aryeh and Mattie, Buster discovers that living in a big city doesn't mean 
you'retrapped in giant skyscrapers. The kids help Buster understand a little more about city life and about their traditions as 
Orthodox Jews. 
 
4:00 PM ARTHUR (219) D.W.'s Name Game/Finders Key-Pers 
What's in a name? A lot of hurt feelings, sometimes. At least that's what D.W. and Arthur discover when their efforts to insult 
each other get out of control. In part two, Arthur, Brain, and Binky find a key -- but a key to what? The city? A new sports car? 
And which of them will get to keep whatever fabulous thing they find? When they decide to split it 50-50-50 the trouble really 
begins. 
 
4:30 PM MAYA & MIGUEL (125) The Bet 
When Maya comes to believe that Miguel has grown overly obsessed with playing videogames, she challenges him to go cold turkey. 
He agrees --on the condition that she refrain from meddling in other people's business. Whoever gives in first will do the other's 
chores for two weeks. Miguel has to summon all his strength to resist the lure of electronic games, while Maya is going batty trying 
to keep herself from offering advice to friends in need. Finally, Maggie has a problem that's just too much for Miguel to solve by 
himself, so he gives up on the bet in order to enlist Maya's help to find one more big idea. 
 
5:00 PM CYBERCHASE (121) Less Than Zero 
The Leaders of Cyberspace have gathered to discuss Hacker's increasing influence, when they are suddenly interrupted by Hacker. 
Buzz and Delete, Hacker's henchmen, hide the leaders including Dr. Marbles, in the building and its' up to the kids to rescue them. 
Before long, the kids discover that they can only move between the building's levels by scaling its outside walls!  So the kids turn 
the building into a giant ruler in order to keep track of the floors. And when they discover that there are levels beneath what they 
thought was "zero," the kids must tap into the power of negative numbers. The Big Idea: Numbers don't have to stop at zero! 
Negative numbers -- numbers that are less than zero -- can extend the range of what you can measure on a scale and give you the 
ability to compare numbers using direction as well as amount.  Math Topic: Negative Numbers NCTM Links: Number & Operations. 



WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 2 
 
6:30 AM BARNEY & FRIENDS (704) Puppy Love 
In this episode of Barney and Friends, the gang learns about different kinds of dogs. The show begins with Mr. Boyd asking Barney 
and the kids to help him find his lost dog, Bingo. Once they do, they sing the song, "Bingo. " They also learn about going to the 
doctor's office and what a vet does with BJ. They meet Miss Duffy and her guide dog, learning that they shouldn't pet her without 
asking since she's working when she's leading Miss Duffy. Finally, the gang ends up in the caboose, looking at different kinds of 
dogs on the Internet. 
 
7:00 AM SESAME STREET (4102) Gina's Vet Assistant 
Gina is so busy that she is in desperate need of an assistant. With just a wish, her Furry Godmother appears and grants her a 
veterinarian's assistant who happens to be Grover! Unfortunately, Gina doesn't seem to be able to help the hiccupping duck in her 
examining room because Grover keeps screaming, "Emergency!" Gina also finds it difficult to help the other animals because Grover 
mistakes a camel for a horse, a lamp for a living thing, and a cat for a tiger. Gina then teaches Grover about these animals and 
about living things so that he can better understand what a real veterinary emergency might be. In the end, Grover doesn't think 
that he is cut out to be Gina's assistant, but finds a new calling curing hiccupping ducks- by surprising them! 
 
8:00 AM CYBERCHASE (121) Less Than Zero 
The Leaders of Cyberspace have gathered to discuss Hacker's increasing influence, when they are suddenly interrupted by Hacker. 
Buzz and Delete, Hacker's henchmen, hide the leaders including Dr. Marbles, in the building and its' up to the kids to rescue them. 
Before long, the kids discover that they can only move between the building's levels by scaling its outside walls!  So the kids turn 
the building into a giant ruler in order to keep track of the floors. And when they discover that there are levels beneath what they 
thought was "zero," the kids must tap into the power of negative numbers. The Big Idea: Numbers don't have to stop at zero! 
Negative numbers -- numbers that are less than zero -- can extend the range of what you can measure on a scale and give you the 
ability to compare numbers using direction as well as amount.  Math Topic: Negative Numbers NCTM Links: Number & Operations. 
 
8:30 AM ARTHUR (605) The Boy Who Cried Comet/Arthur and Los Vecinos 
Buster is convinced that he's seen real UFO's, and he uses Muffy's fancy new telescope to get the proof. What he discovers is 
much more terrifying-a comet hurtling directly toward earth! Can Buster convince his friends that this sighting is real in time for 
them to save the planet? Mr. Sipple from next door is moving away and Arthur wonders-who will be the new neighbors? When 
Alberto Molina and his family settle in, Arthur makes a new friend and learns about a different culture...and about a comic book 
character named Conejitos Mechanicos! (That's Spanish for Bionic Bunny) 
 
9:00 AM CLIFFORD'S PUPPY DAYS (201) Puppy Dog Power/Extra! Extra! 
Puppy Dog Power - When Clifford and Jorge find that their new rather large puppy playmate Bruno plays too rough for them, they 
ditch him rather than tell him the truth. But upon realizing how much they've hurt his feelings, they discover that telling the truth 
is far less hurtful and is, in fact, the best way to be friends. Extra! Extra! - The kids agree to create a local newspaper for the 
neighborhood. At first they aren't sure they can do it. But with the support of each other - and by believing in themselves - they 
manage to create an exciting newspaper filled with stories from around the neighborhood. 
 
9:30 AM DRAGON TALES (103) Knot A Problem/Ord's Unhappy Birthday 
Max and Emmy arrive in Dragon Land to find that it's Merry-Go-Round Day, but one of the carousel ponies has wandered off. If 
the kids can't help the dragons find her soon, they won't be able to ride. Armed with rope, they set off to find the missing pony 
after Quetzal teaches Max a short rhyme to help him remember how to tie a knot. In "Ord's Unhappy Birthday," it's Ord's 
birthday, but he can't understand why no one will play with him. What he doesn't know is that his friends are avoiding him because 
they are setting up a big surprise party. Confused and sad because he can't find a way to get his friends to play, Ord consults 
Quetzal, who says he knows just the thing to make him feel better.  He leads Ord back to the treehouse and encourages him to 
share his feelings with the others. 
 
10:00 AM JAKERS (116) The Legend of Raloo 
The kids learn about their Irish heritage. Unfortunately, the game that ensues puts Ferny on the opposing side to his friends 
because of his Spanish heritage. 
 
10:30 AM CAILLOU (101) When I Grow Up 
Caillou can't wait to grow up and do new things. When he and Mom clean out the attic and find an old chest full of wonderful 
belongings, Caillou realizes these treasures of the past were once someone's dreams for the future, and he longs for his own. But 
when he finds a dead bird in the garden, getting older suddenly seems pretty scary. After Mom and Dad assure him he has lots and 



lots of time, Caillou contemplates possible future jobs, like being a mailman or policeman. Meanwhile, the puppets aren't getting any 
bigger -- even though Rexy's and Teddy's long shadows give them pause! 
 
11:00 AM BERENSTAIN BEARS (135) White Water Adventure/Say Please & Thankyou 
White Water Adventure - At a weekend cub camp, Too Tall and the gang make a mess out of everything from pitching their tent to 
tie-dying t-shirts - all because Too Tall is too self-conscious to ask anyone for help. He professes to know everything to the point 
where he even accepts a canoe race challenge from Cousin Fred. But the night before the race, Too Tall secretly admits to Brother 
that he has no idea how to paddle a canoe and asks for his help. Brother is more than happy to oblige and gives him a crash course, 
which not only allows Too Tall to save face the next day at the race, but helps hi m learn that there's nothing wrong with not 
knowing something or asking for help. Say Please & Thankyou - Brother and Sister seem to have forgotten some important manners 
- like saying "please" when they need something, or saying "thank you" when something gets done for them. In fact, a lack of 
manners seems to be the norm around Bear Country school as well. After a few incidents are relayed to Mama and Papa during 
dinner, the cubs are reminded about the importance of saying please and thank you, and how much those three little words show 
appreciation and respect for others, and the things people do for them. Brother and Sister set out on a Please and Thank You 
mission at school the next day. Before long, the cubs' manners and show of appreciation start rubbing off on everyone, culminating 
in the school's presentation of a plaque and big round of thanks to the school's caretaker, Grumpy Grizzly. 
 
11:30 AM MISTER ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD (1693) Mister Rogers Talks About Mad Feelings 
There are lots of things people can do with their hands.  Even when they are angry, they can do things with their hands that won't 
hurt others.  In the Neighborhood of Make Believe, some neighbors worry that Lady Elaine has turned Mr. McFeely into a doll.  Mr. 
McFeely delivers a video showing how people make facial tissues. 
 
2:30 PM READING RAINBOW (306) Animal Cafe 
 
3:00 PM BETWEEN THE LIONS (501) Pigs, Pigs, Pigs!/The Three Little Pigs 
It's pigs galore for the Lion family! Pigs run amok in the story Pigs Aplenty, Pigs Galore! then try to escape the wolf in a retelling of 
a classic folktale. key words: pigs, house featured consonant sounds: p, h 
 
3:30 PM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (128) Homes Sweet Homes (Miami, Florida) 
Buster really misses his mom. But Bitzi is stuck in Elwood City trying to write a new food column for the newspaper. In Miami, 
Buster meets Athena who is half Cuban and half Greek. He helps Bitzi complete her assignment after he picks up great cooking tips 
from both of Athena's grandmothers. 
 
4:00 PM ARTHUR (218) Arthur Vs. The Very Mean Crossing Guard/D.W.'s Ver 
There's a new crossing guard who isn't just mean, he's out of control! He charges $10 to cross the street, and sends his goons 
after those who don't pay. In the second story, D.W. is making Arthur's life miserable.  Francine decides she'd better find the key 
to D.W.'s cranky behavior before Arthur loses his mind. 
 
4:30 PM MAYA & MIGUEL (126) The Cheery Chipper Cupid Sisters 
Maya and her friends are in love with the new girls action cartoon, "The Cheery Chipper Cupid Sisters". They join the fan club, wear 
the t-shirts, chant the chants, and begin to drive their friends and families up a wall. Things only get worse when their efforts to 
spread sweetness, happiness and love in the manner of their two- dimensional idols seem to backfire. Only a very surreal experience 
of trying to find a bird-napped Paco makes Maya realize that perhaps she's taken this latest fad a bit too far. 
 
5:00 PM CYBERCHASE (306) The Grapes of Plath 
A terrible cyberglitch afflicts the young prince of the Crab Kingdom and the CyberSquad must cure him and stop Hacker before all 
is lost. 



THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 3 
 
6:30 AM BARNEY & FRIENDS (705) Bunches of Boxes 
In this episode of Barney & Friends, Barney receives a special delivery of boxes, empty boxes. The gang discovers that the empty 
boxes are just as good as real toys when playing. They build a ship, a castle, and some race cars. When BJ comes to visit, they build 
an elephant and musical instruments, like a guitar, a kazoo and a drum. 
 
7:00 AM SESAME STREET (4050) Zoe's Tutu Gets Stuck in a Tree 
Zoe tutu gets blown away and ends up stuck in a tree.  Telly and Zoe work hard, trying many different strategies in order to get it 
down.  Telly keeps helping Zoe as they try to climb, jump, and boost each other up, and reach the tutu with a stick.  Super Grover 
tries to help and, of course, ends up stuck in the tree with the tutu. Alan comes by and Zoe and Telly explain their problem.  Alan 
suggests getting a ladder from Hooper's store. Just then, Big Bird comes by and Telly has an idea, a big, tall idea!  Big Bird is very 
tall so he should be able to reach the tutu.  Big Bird stands on his tippy toes and is able to reach the tutu.  The problem is solved! 
 
8:00 AM CYBERCHASE (306) The Grapes of Plath 
A terrible cyberglitch afflicts the young prince of the Crab Kingdom and the CyberSquad must cure him and stop Hacker before all 
is lost. 
 
8:30 AM ARTHUR (804) Fernkenstein's Monster/D.W., Dancing Queen 
Fernkenstein's Monster - Inspired by Mary Shelley's "Frankenstein," Fern tells a tale so scary that Arthur and the gang become 
afraid of her! Can Fern prove her skills as a writer and create a different story that's fun instead of frightening? D.W., Dancing 
Queen - Binky decides to teach D.W. to dance, but she just doesn't seem to get the moves. Is D.W. a no-talent klutz? Or is it 
Binky's teaching that needs practice? 
 
9:00 AM CLIFFORD THE BIG RED DOG (131) Doggie Garden/Captain Birdwell's Treasure 
Its Keep Birdwell Beautiful month and the kids are doing their part by planting a flower garden. Seeing this, the dogs decide to 
create a doggie flower garden of their own. But when Cleo hears that almost anything grows in Birdwell Island soil, she decides 
shed much rather grow a garden full of dog toys! She soon learns, however, that working alone for a selfish end is not nearly as 
rewarding as working together for the whole community. Clifford and his dog friends find the long-lost trunk of Captain Birdwell, 
filled with wonderful items brought to the Island by the explorer long ago. But through a misunderstanding, Jetta is given credit 
for the discovery. She knows that telling the truth is the right thing to do, but she cant resist the promise of a gold medal award. 
It doesnt take long for her to realize, however, that awards dont give much pleasure when theyre not deserved. 
 
9:30 AM DRAGON TALES (104) Tails You Lose/Calling Dr. Zak 
After losing a soccer game at home, Emmy vows never to play again. She doesn't like losing. When she and Max go to Dragon Land, 
they find their dragon friends playing "Freeze Dance." Emmy is confident that she'll win but when she's the first to unfreeze, Zak 
shouts "yerrout!" Despite her protests, everyone insists on sticking to the rules; so she storms home, leaving Max behind. In 
"Calling Dr. Zak," Zak and Wheezie practice dancing around for the Two-Headed Dragon Contest. When Zak loses his balance and 
steps on a Spineypine, one of the creature's sharp thorns gets embedded in his foot. They all agree -- this is a job for Dr. 
Booboogone! But Zak isn't so sure. To help ease his fears, the others patiently explain what happens at the doctor's office, show 
him the cool stickers they receive there, and engage in a fun game of "pretend" doctor. 
 
10:00 AM JAKERS (117) Sheep About Town 
When Piggley is put in charge of the sheep, his overly enthusiastic approach makes the sheep disgruntled-and causes Wiley to run 
away. Piggley must then use his ingenuity and understanding to bring his sheep home. Through the process, he learns much about 
how to do a job well, and gains new respect from his father. 
 
10:30 AM CAILLOU (102) Summertime 
It's summertime, and Caillou and his family are making the most of the season with days at the beach, a camping trip in the woods 
and a wonderful day at a theme park. Rexy, Teddy and Gilbert are determined not to be left out, and plan a great picnic of their 
own. It would be a real summer treat, except the puppets forget one little thing: food!  Caillou will never forget swimming and 
building a sandcastle with Dad; spotting a moose near their campsite; and whirling on the theme park rides. But maybe the best day 
of all is the one when Mom perks up a hot afternoon in the backyard with a homemade waterfall: the lawn sprinkler! 
 
11:00 AM BERENSTAIN BEARS (136) Showdown....Wood/Help Around Workshop 
Showdown...Wood - When Too Tall and the gang decide they're going to build "a most excellent" tree fort in a big old tree in 
Birder's Wood, Brother, Sister and their pals try to convince the gang otherwise in order to protect a rare bird nesting in the 
same tree. As the situation escalates, the two sides find themselves locked in a stalemate, both sides believing they are right. 



Ultimately the standoff is ended as Papa helps the cubs come up with a compromise - one that allows the gang their most excellent 
tree house as well as ensures the safety of the bird and it's nest. Help Around Workshop - In an attempt to help him save time, 
Mama puts Papa's workshop in order. She puts every one of his tools away in its own special place so he doesn't have to waste time 
digging around for it. Although it seemed like a good idea, Papa finds Mama's organization has actually cost him more time because 
he has to go ask Mama where she put each tool every time he needs one of them. Ultimately Papa discovers there's more than one 
way to do something right. With Brother's help, he combines his way of having everything out where he can see it along with 
Mama's way of having everything in it's place by arranging all his tools on a big peg board - each one neatly in its own place, but out 
where he can see it. 
 
11:30 AM MISTER ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD (1694) Mister Rogers Talks About Mad Feelings 
What do you do with the mad that you feel?  Do you pound something, like some play clay or a steel pan?  Mister Rogers visits 
people who make and play steel pans. In the Neighborhood of Make Believe, an old friend has a bag of "tricks" that can give Lady 
Elaine better things to do with her mad feelings besides turning things upside down. 
 
2:30 PM BOB THE BUILDER (105) Taking Responsibility 
There are plenty of important jobs to do, and the team learn how to take responsibility. In Mr Bentley - Dogsitter, Mr Bentley has 
his hands full looking after the Mayor's Dog. Spud learns to own up to his mistakes in Spud's Statue. And Trix takes on one job too 
many in Trix's Pumpkin Pie. 
 
3:00 PM BETWEEN THE LIONS (502) The Carrot Seed/The Empty Pot 
A seed that's planted and watered usually sprouts if you're patient, but what happens when the flower seed you plant for the 
Emperor doesn't grow? key word: seed featured consonant sounds: s, d 
 
3:30 PM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (129) Riding The Wave (Cocoa Beach, Florida) 
Surf's up! But beware of the jellyfish and riptides! Buster hits the waves with siblings Forrest and Coral, two native Cocoa 
Beachers for whom surfing is a way of life. Buster learns how, for this Florida family, the beach is home. 
 
4:00 PM ARTHUR (217) Francine Redecorates/Arthur The Loser 
Francine likes bats and lizards, while Catherine's taste runs to lace. Normally, it's fun to be different, but not if you're two sisters 
sharing the same room. In part two, Arthur really wants to say "I win! " But whether it's basketball or a board game, Arthur just 
can't stop losing.  Is it really so wrong to cheat a little? 
 
4:30 PM MAYA & MIGUEL (134) Fashionistas 
When the girls decide that the school needs a fashion show, Miguel agrees to help out. The problem is, he didn't know he agreed to 
actually be a model. What's more, in the audience is going to be the new coach of the local soccer travel team - which Miguel is 
trying out for! Miguel, worried that the coach won't want a player who dresses up in outrageous clothes for a fashion show, has to 
decide whether to participate or whether to "take a dive." 
 
5:00 PM CYBERCHASE (118) Problem Solving In Shangri-La 
(topic: Problem Solving) - Hacker is holding the kids captive aboard the Grim Wreaker, when a storm forces the Wreaker to land on 
a snowy mountaintop.  They are taken prisoner by a peaceful but mysterious Zen Master, who devises a game of strategy to test 
their problem solving skills. The winner of the game will be set free - the loser will remain a prisoner. In the battle of brainpower, 
the kids discover that each of them has a different way of solving problems - and that despite anger and frustration, they need to 
be tolerant of these differences.  Hacker, of course, has his own way of solving problems.  Working together, the kids find a way to 
defeat Hacker and gain their freedom.  The Big Idea: Treat tough math problems like a challenging game.  Set a game plan, and as 
you play, see how it goes.  Take time to review and revise before playing again.  Work on your problem as long as you can, but stop 
before anger and frustration overtake your desire to play. 



FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 4 
 
6:30 AM BARNEY & FRIENDS (706) Stop! Go! 
In this episode of Barney & Friends, the gang learns about stop and go. First, the kids learn about crossing the street, and how 
they must stop, look and listen.When Baby Bop arrives, she learns about opposites. She then takes the stop and go signs out to the 
park to play. Inside, the kids and Barney play dress up and do some silly dancing. When Baby Bop comes back in, Barney reads "The 
Three Billy Goats Gruff" to everyone. 
 
7:00 AM SESAME STREET (4103) Telly's and Baby Bear's Story 
Baby Bear and Telly decide to use their imaginations to write a story together, but have a hard time deciding on whether their 
story should be about a magic bowl of porridge or a magic triangle. With Maria's help, they realize that best friends should be able 
to work together and compromise by deciding to write a story about both! Their story takes place in the Kingdom of Dum Diddley 
Dum Diddley Do. In this Kingdom, there is a magical triangular bowl of porridge. The bowl has three sides and three angles, and is 
filled with an unlimited amount of delicious porridge that King Baby Bear absolutely loves. Baby Bear and Telly realize that they 
make a great team and decide to write another story together! 
 
8:00 AM CYBERCHASE (118) Problem Solving In Shangri-La 
(topic: Probl em Solving) - Hacker is holding the kids captive aboard the Grim Wreaker, when a storm forces the Wreaker to land on 
a snowy mountaintop.  They are taken prisoner by a peaceful but mysterious Zen Master, who devises a game of strategy to test 
their problem solving skills. The winner of the game will be set free - the loser will remain a prisoner. In the battle of brainpower, 
the kids discover that each of them has a different way of solving problems - and that despite anger and frustration, they need to 
be tolerant of these differences.  Hacker, of course, has his own way of solving problems.  Working together, the kids find a way to 
defeat Hacker and gain their freedom.  The Big Idea: Treat tough math problems like a challenging game.  Set a game plan, and as 
you play, see how it goes.  Take time to review and revise before playing again.  Work on your problem as long as you can, but stop 
before anger and frustration overtake your desire to play. 
 
8:30 AM ARTHUR (403) Buster's Breathless/The Fright Stuff 
Will Buster's friends treat him the same after they learn he has asthma? Maybe the answer will be found on a guided tour 
through...Buster's lungs! In the second story, prankster poltergeists have arrived in Elwood City-- and just in time for the "Scare 
Your Pants Off" costume party! It's boys versus girls in what becomes a great big battle of the pranks, until the kids learn a lesson 
about practical jokes...from a spooky source. 
 
9:00 AM CLIFFORD THE BIG RED DOG (132) Welcome to the Doghouse/Promises, Promises 
In this flashback episode we see some of the challenges the Howards faced when they arrived on Birdwell Island with a very big, 
red dog! Where will Clifford live? How will they feed him? What will they use as his water dish? The folks of Birdwell Island work 
together to help the new arrivals solve their dilemmas, forging strong new friendships in the process. Jetta and Emily Elizabeth 
make plans to spend Saturday at the beach together, but Jetta breaks the play date when a better offer from an older girl comes 
along. However, when the older girl calls and cancels on Jetta, Jetta finally understands how Emily Elizabeth must have felt. She 
now realizes that being a good friend means keeping a promise. 
 
9:30 AM DRAGON TALES (105) Pigment of Your Imagination/Zak's Song 
The group runs out of paint just as they are applying the finishing touches to their art pieces for I Love My Mommy Day. Quetzal 
instructs them to retrieve more colors from Rainbow Canyon before it rains and all the shades run together. During their journey, 
the ceramic plate on which their map is painted accidentally breaks. Attempting to piece it back together, the gang works to match 
colors, shapes, edges and corners. In "Zak's Song," The dragons summon Max and Emmy to help them locate the source of 
beautiful, early morning music they've been hearing in Dragon Land. They spot Do-Re-Mi birds and, eager to join them in song, Zak 
instructs everyone to imitate their soft sounds. Insisting on a more aggressive approach, the others instead try excitedl y flying 
toward the birds, singing loudly, throwing dragonberries, birdcalling, and dressing in wild bird costumes. The elegant songbirds 
repeatedly react with horror to these displays and, in panic, retreat further and further away. 
 
10:00 AM JAKERS (118) Treasure Hunt 
Mr. Winks plants a treasure map that inspires Piggley and friends to accomplish their chores without actually realizing they're 
working! But the real "treasure" is learning that when work is done with the right attitude, it can even be fun! 
 
10:30 AM CAILLOU (103) I'm All Better 
Staying healthy -- and coping when you're not -- is the order of the day. Caillou confronts a first visit to the dentist, a follow-up 
with the doctor after painful treatment for an earache and an itchy case of chicken pox! But in each instance, Caillou learns to 
handle his fears with courage and to temper his impatience. And when Dad is laid low with a bad cold, Caillou takes charge, bringing 



him snacks, making a get well card, and keeping his spirits up. Teddy could use some cheering, too; he's not well either, but Rexy 
and Gilbert tend to him. Everyone learns that getting better takes time. 
 
11:00 AM BERENSTAIN BEARS (137) That Stump Must Go/Draw It 
That Stump Must Go - Papa and the cubs each have a problem. No matter what he tries, Papa can't remove an old tree stump that's 
obstructing his view of his garden. No matter what Brother and Sister try, the scarecrow they're building for Papa's garden 
actually attracts the birds instead of scaring them away. It's only after Mama challenges them to look for the good side of their 
situations that Papa and the cubs find resolutions.  Papa decides to leave the stump and turn it into a base for a garden table, and 
the cubs decide to make the scarecrow even more attractive to the birds - then place it far away from the garden so they stay 
away from it completely. Draw It - Brother is pretty good at drawing faces, but he would like to be better at it. When given the 
chance, he joins Mr. Drewbeary's art class. To his disappointment, instead of drawing faces, the teacher has them drawing circles 
and squares instead. It's only through helping a younger cub learn the importance of practising stance and posture in order to hit 
home runs better that Brother realizes the same goes for drawing where he too must learn the basics before going onto the next 
step. 
 
11:30 AM MISTER ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD (1695) Mister Rogers Talks About Mad Feelings 
People can do lots of things with their feet.  They can even make fun noises, like STOMP, a group that makes rhythmic percussion 
type sounds with ordinary household things like brooms and pails.  In the Neighborhood of Make Believe, with the help of her 
friends, Lady Elaine says she's sorry and will try to do healthier things next time she's angry. 
 
3:00 PM BETWEEN THE LIONS (503) Wings/What's in the Box? 
Watch out! The cubs find out what warnings mean, and why it's important to pay attention to them. key words: wings, box featured 
consonant sounds: w, 
 
3:30 PM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (130) Buster's Lucky Year (San Francisco, California) 
Ever since arriving in San Francisco, Buster has been plagued with bad luck. His fortune takes a turn for the better when he meets 
Hayley and Kery, two young Chinese American girls who share their customs: a big family meal before the Chinese New Year 
parade-the biggest in the country! 
 
4:00 PM KIDS' PICKS   
 
4:30 PM KIDS' PICKS   
 
5:00 PM CYBERCHASE (308) Be Reasonable 
Hacker returns to the Cybrary to wreak revenge on Ms. Fileshare and the kids. His crafty plan tricks the kids to try to rescue Ms. 
Fileshare, only to find themselves all trapped! If the CyberSquad doesn't escape in time, Hacker will steal the Cybrary's most 
valuable books - all about the most secret inner-workings of Motherboard! 



SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 6 
 
6:30 AM BARNEY & FRIENDS (702) Up, Down and Around! 
In this episode of Barney and Friends, Tony brings his newly made kite to the park. While the kids were playing with it, a gust of 
wind blew it up into a tree. While they waited for another big breeze to bring it down, the gang learned about orchards, played 
London Bridge with Baby Bop and played I Spy in the caboose. As no breeze had come to release the kite, the gang decided that 
hopping would shake the tree and the kite. It worked! 
 
7:00 AM GEORGE SHRINKS (122) Sunken Treasures 
When George a Becky are playing in the attic, they come across a secret room that belonged to a boy named Russell when he lived 
in the house 70 years ago.  They find a journal detailing how Russell's favourite toy, Space Boy Bob, went missing in the backyard 
pond. George sets out in his Zoopersub to find the toy as well as plenty of adventure down under.  After a close encounter with the 
pond's villain, a turtle named Snapper, George recovers the missing toys and returns them to a very appreciative and now 80 year 
old Russell. 
 
7:30 AM CLIFFORD'S PUPPY DAYS (201) Puppy Dog Power/Extra! Extra! 
Puppy Dog Power - When Clifford and Jorge find that their new rather large puppy playmate Bruno plays too rough for them, they 
ditch him rather than tell him the truth. But upon realizing how much they've hurt his feelings, they discover that telling the truth 
is far less hurtful and is, in fact, the best way to be friends. Extra! Extra! - The kids agree to create a local newspaper for the 
neighborhood. At first they aren't sure they can do it. But with the support of each other - and by believing in themselves - they 
manage to create an exciting newspaper filled with stories from around the neighborhood. 
 
8:00 AM THOMAS & FRIENDS (210) Lost and Found 
Thomas is green with envy when James gets some shiny new trucks. He is delighted however, when Sir Topham Hatt tells Thomas 
that he is getting shiny new trucks too! When James and Thomas make a bet to see who can keep their trucks the cleanest, will 
they get their work done and stay clean or find that a spotless engine is usually one who hasn't left the station! Toby Had a Little 
Lamb Farmer McColl's lambs are stuck on a hillside, cut off by snow. He needs the vet to come and tend to them. The Fat 
Controller sends the vet on Duck with his snowplough, but Duck can't get through. Toby remembers his old branch line and 
volunteers to take a dangerous journey to get through. Can Toby's efforts help save the baby lamb? Duncan and the Old Mine The 
Narrow Gauge engines are carrying coal down from the mountains. Duncan doesn't think that pulling coal trucks is very exciting, so 
when he sees an old track, he sees the opportunity for an adventure. His journey soon leads him to be stuck in an old mine. Will 
Duncan make it out of the mine and learn to always think his adventures through clearly in the future? 
 
8:30 AM BOB THE BUILDER (210) Helping Hands 
When Spud hears that Bob is putting together the machinery for Farmer Pickles' sunflower oil factory, he decides that putting 
things together is something he'd be very good at, and so he heads off to the factory to lend a hand. He even takes a box of parts 
to put together by himself! Will Spud succeed or learn that when you're working on a big project, it's always best to work together 
as a team? Roley's Round Up It's a very hot day at the new community site. Bob and Wendy have got to finish building their 
workshop - it's an inside job so the machines all get the day off. Roley soon finds all sorts of friends who want to be inside as well, 
but with the work to be done, there's no place to go! Can Roley find a solution to keep everyone calm and cool or will his plan have 
Bob over-heating? 
 
9:00 AM MAKE WAY FOR NODDY (109) Master Tubby Goblin/The Out-Of-Control Tower 
Sly and Gobbo think that by declaring Master Tubby Bear a fellow Goblin, not only will he do their mischief for them, he'll take all 
the punishment as well. Noddy and Whizz are making noise around Toy Town with their drumsticks. Noddy learns how to say "noisy" 
in Swahili. Then, when a big storm descends upon Toy Town, Mr. Sparks has to find a way to save the airport tower from blowing 
away with Martha Monkey and Master Tubby Bear inside! Later, Noddy builds a bench as a surprise for Whizz and learns how to say 
"hammer" in Swahili. In the Music Video, The Weather Song, Noddy and his friends sing about all the different types of weather. 
 
9:30 AM DRAGON TALES (101) To Fly with Dragons/The Forest of Darkness 
Max and Emmy aren't sure how they feel about their new home until they discover the playroom with dragon wallpaper - and a 
secret drawer! Inside is a shiny dragon scale, and a poem whose words transport them magically to Dragon Land. Young dragons Ord 
and Cassie have never met children and are amazed that they can't fly. Max is a little nervous at first, but soon he and Emmy fly on 
Ord's and Cassie's backs to see this wondrous new place, meet the two-headed dragon Zak and Wheezie, and learn from Quetzal, 
the teacher in the School in the Sky, how to return home and visit again. In "Forest of Darkness," Quetzal opens his Big Storybook 
and gives Ord a very special assignment -- to locate the Star Tree in the Forest of Darkness and bring back one of its Star Seeds. 
There's only one problem: Ord is afraid of the dark! With a little help from his friends, Ord learns some creative new ways to cope 
with his fear. 



 
10:00 AM ARTHUR (403) Buster's Breathless/The Fright Stuff 
Will Buster's friends treat him the same after they learn he has asthma? Maybe the answer will be found on a guided tour 
through...Buster's lungs! In the second story, prankster poltergeists have arrived in Elwood City-- and just in time for the "Scare 
Your Pants Off" costume party! It's boys versus girls in what becomes a great big battle of the pranks, until the kids learn a lesson 
about practical jokes...from a spooky source. 
 
10:30 AM JAKERS! THE ADVENTURES OF PIGGLEY WINKS (115) Fir Not 
Piggley and his pals try to track down and trap a Fir Darrig, a particularly mischievous leprechaun. In the process, the kids 
accidentally break a window and decide to blame it on the Fir Darrig. Soon it begins to appear that the Fir Darrig is taking his 
revenge on them for giving him the blame-or is it just their guilty consciences? 
 
11:00 AM CYBERCHASE (214) Trick Or Treat 
Hacker shows up at Motherboard Control Central. He pleads guilty to being the King of Chaos, but says he's sorry. He doesn't want 
to be a bad guy anymore. But when nobody's looking, he slips a strange frog into the air duct. What happens when this frog grows 
into a grotesque, alien creature that threatens to destroy Motherboard? And what will happen to the kids when they go inside 
Motherboard to track it down? 



MONDAY, NOVEMBER 7 
 
6:30 AM BARNEY & FRIENDS (707) Red, Yellow and Blue! 
In this episode of Barney & Friends, Barney and the kids learn about colors. Sarah, Mario and Tony have set up a color collection in 
the caboose, placing items in piles of red, yellow and blue. Outside, they meet Miss Jo who is painting a picture of a yellow flower. 
When she is done, she gives the painting to the kids because they need more things yellow. Baby Bop tries to give the kids her 
blankey, but finds that she really needs it to take a nap. Sarah helps out the yellow collection by making flowers out of crepe paper. 
 
7:00 AM SESAME STREET (4051) A Baby Duck Thinks Telly Is His Mommy 
Telly finds an egg on Sesame Street.  As he is looking at it, it hatches! The baby duck looks up at Telly and thinks he is the Mommy!  
The baby duck calls Telly "Mommy" repeatedly and does not want Telly to leave his side. Finally, Telly takes the duckling to Gina 
who begins to care for it.  When Telly leaves Gina's office, the duckling is obviously very sad and all of sudden Telly realizes that 
he must take on the responsibility and care for the baby duck.  Telly is very smart about it and finds out what he should do.  He 
takes the duckling's perspective and decides the duckling really needs to learn how to be a duck.  Telly dresses like a duck and 
waddles about. Eventually the real Mommy duck appears looking for her egg.  Telly explains what happened and Mommy duck thanks 
him for taking such great care of her baby.  Telly is sad about this loss, but he realizes that this is the best thing for the duckling. 
 
8:00 AM CYBERCHASE (308) Be Reasonable 
Hacker returns to the Cybrary to wreak revenge on Ms. Fileshare and the kids. His crafty plan tricks the kids to try to rescue Ms. 
Fileshare, only to find themselves all trapped! If the CyberSquad doesn't escape in time, Hacker will steal the Cybrary's most 
valuable books - all about the most secret inner-workings of Motherboard! 
 
8:30 AM ARTHUR (219) D.W.'s Name Game/Finders Key-Pers 
What's in a name? A lot of hurt feelings, sometimes. At least that's what D.W. and Arthur discover when their efforts to insult 
each other get out of control. In part two, Arthur, Brain, and Binky find a key -- but a key to what? The city? A new sports car? 
And which of them will get to keep whatever fabulous thing they find? When they decide to split it 50-50-50 the trouble really 
begins. 
 
9:00 AM CLIFFORD THE BIG RED DOG (133) Clifford's Hiccups/It's My Party 
Clifford gets a bad case of the hiccups and that's a real problem with a dog the size of Clifford! His dog friends work together to 
come up with various remedies for Clifford. They are not successful and the hiccups eventually go away on their own. But Clifford 
expresses to his friends how good it feels to know they care so much about him./ When Jetta throws a movie-watching party, she 
expects everyone to do things her way which in this case means watching home- movies of herself. The other kids try their best, 
but are soon bored and take a vote to go outside and make their own movie with Vaz's movie camera. Jetta is encouraged to join 
them, but stubbornly refuses. But she soon learns that its more fun to play when everyone has a voice in deciding what to do 
together. 
 
9:30 AM DRAGON TALES (106) Snow Dragons/The Fury Is Out On This One 
Cassie is sick with a cold, so Emmy keeps her company while Quetzal leads Max and Ord on an adventure to find the giant Snow 
Dragon slide. Quetzal says they must stay together at Snowy Summit, but the boys spot a hollowed- out log and hop in for a ride. 
When they land, they've lost Quetzal. Searching high and low, they encounter a Burping Rock who points them in the right direction 
for the Snow Dragon. In "The Fury is Out on This One," Max is "It" in a competitive game of Dragon Tag. He races around in hot 
pursuit of the others, but they delight in remaining just out of reach. In anger, he hurls a pinecone-like pod and out pops Fury, an 
intimidating little man with steam rising from his head.  The madder Max gets, the bigger (and happier) Fury becomesuntil 
eventually he even towers over Ord! Quetzal explains that Furies love to see people mad and that only Max, by controlling his anger, 
has the power to send Fury back into his pod. 
 
10:00 AM JAKERS (119) Milk Melodrama 
When Piggley overhears his dad being worried about the farm's poor milk sales, he launches a creative campaign to improve 
business. Dad is impressed and touched by Piggley's generosity of spirit. Jakers! 
 
10:30 AM CAILLOU (104) Pets 
In this episode, Caillou learns about taking care of his beloved cat, Gilbert. And Gilbert decides he wants to have a pet, not just be 
one. He adopts Rexy, but decides having a pet is too much work. Caillou also discovers the rigors of responsibility. First, he 
comforts Gilbert during a trip to the vet for his shot. Later, when Gilbert is stranded up a tree, Caillou rallies the fire brigade to 
his rescue. He also plays detective to find the missing Gilbert when the cat disappears (napping in Caillou's bed!) . And he plays 
diplomat, too, when Gilbert's resistance to children's games forces Caillou to figure out kitty games that his pet much prefers. 
 



11:00 AM THE BERENSTAIN BEARS (138) Papa's Pizza/The Female Fullback 
Papa's Pizza - Brother and Sister are having all of their friends over for a party, and want to serve something that all of them will 
like to eat. When they poll their pals for everyone's dietary likes and dislikes, they're shocked to discover their friends all like and 
dislike different things. Although Mama and Papa explain that there's nothing wrong with liking and disliking different things as it 
helps make each of us "special", it doesn't help the cubs with their party menu. It's Papa that comes to the rescue when he 
suggests they celebrate everyone's individuality by providing their party guests with the ingredients to make everyone a personal 
pizza of their own. The Female Fullback - Instead of practising, Brother, Cousin Fred and Too Tall discover an easier way of winning 
the big football game - in the form of Betsy Broom. Betsy can run faster than Brother, she can jump higher than Too Tall and 
dodge quicker than Cousin Fred. In exchange for her promise to help them win the game, the boys gladly agree to help Betsy 
practice her track and basketball and ballet. The boys soon find it's not easy keeping up with Betsy but by striving to do so, they 
discover they've improved on certain skills they needed to be better football players. So much so in fact, that they go out and win 
the big game - without Betsy. As it turns out, this was her plan all along. 
 
11:30 AM MISTER ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD (1501) Mister Rogers Talks About Creativity 
Mister Rogers shows a film about how spoons are made.  In the Neighborhood of Make Believe, King Friday issues a royal decree to 
build a mountain and a baton twirler entertains the Neighbors. 
 
2:30 PM READING RAINBOW (1113) How to Make An Apple Pie 
In this episode of "Reading Rainbow," Levar is cooking in the kitchen with chef Curtis Aiken. From cutting onions to peeling 
tomatoes Chef Aiken shows Levar the basics to cooking and retaining natural flavors and vitamins in food. Also, the book "How To 
Make An Apple Pie and See the World" by Marjorie Priceman, is read by Helen Mirren. Finally the kids review the books "The 
Edible Pyramid,""Kids Around the World Cookbook" and "What Food Is This?" 
 
3:00 PM BETWEEN THE LIONS (502) The Carrot Seed/The Empty Pot 
A seed that's planted and watered usually sprouts if you're patient, but what happens when the flower seed you plant for the 
Emperor doesn't grow? key word: seed featured consonant sounds: s, d 
 
3:30 PM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (131) Spring Break (Iqaluit, Canada) 
Spring break.near the North Pole??  While Arthur is hanging out at the beach, Buster spends his spring break in far northern town 
of Iqaluit, capital of Nunavut. Buster quickly learns that the weather, as well as the way of life, are very different than what he's 
used to. But some things, like sledding down hills, are just like home! 
 
4:00 PM ARTHUR (215) Grandma Thora Appreciation Day/Fern's Slumber Part 
Arthur and D.W. are planning a surprise party for Grandma Thora. But somehow, in the midst of all the party-planning mayhem, one 
teeny detail gets forgotten -- the guest of honor! In the second story, shy Fern hosts a slumber party. Her guests are sure it will 
be boring, but when disaster strikes, Fern's special talents save the day. Or, in this case, the night. 
 
4:30 PM MAYA AND MIGUEL TWINNIVERSARY (133) Abuela Upmanship 
Maya is sick about hearing how wonderful Lola's grandmother is - she seems to do everything just perfectly. Maya feels her own 
Abuela is pretty great and wants her to be recognized too. So she happens to mention that Abuela used to be a movie star! Now 
Maya has to prevent her friends and neighbors from discovering that Abuela's acting career was limited to a supporting role in a 
high school play. 
 
5:00 PM CYBERCHASE (402) The Icky Factor 
Hacker launches his most dastardly and secretive scheme ever! He's building a device so dastardly, victory over Cyberspace is in 
his sights. His cunning contraption calls for an unusual power source - the Electric Eel of Aquari-Yum. To get the eel, Hacker traps 
its guardian, cyberslug Icky, far from home. The kids and Digit must use the concept of factoring to save the day. But can they 
rescue Icky and stop Hacker from stealing the Electric Eel? 



TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 8 
 
6:30 AM BARNEY & FRIENDS (708) Play for Exercise! 
In this episode of Barney & Friends, the gang learns about exercise and proper nutrition in order to grow big and strong. First, the 
kids are playing outside and Barney teaches them that movement, playing games and running for example, are important features in 
everyday life. Everyone needs to exercise. Even Baby Bop and BJ come by to teach the kids about different games to play in order 
to get exercise. All of a sudden, it starts to rain so the gang heads into the caboose. Here, they learn that you can exercise inside 
almost as well as outside. Also while inside, they learn about healthy snacks. 
 
7:00 AM SESAME STREET (4104) Grouch Apprentice 
Donald Grump, the grouch with the most trash in the world, is looking for a new apprentice. Oscar, Grundgetta, and the other 
grouches can't wait to meet him because if they get chosen, they will get to keep some of Grump's trash. Elmo decides that he 
wants to be Grump's helper too, but just because he likes to help others. Grump puts them through counting and sorting tasks that 
Elmo does great at. Oscar and Grundgetta are too busy arguing and the other grouches have already been fired. Grump decides 
that even though Elmo succeeded at all the tasks, he is too good at being a helper to help a grouch. Elmo doesn'tmind. He gets to 
leave with the one thing he wanted anyway- Grump's hairpiece. Grundgetta and Oscar are both hired, but they decide that Grump's 
trash isn't worth it if they have to help him to get it.  He leaves Oscar and Grundgetta no choice but to tell him, "You're fired!" 
 
8:00 AM CYBERCHASE (402) The Icky Factor 
Hacker launches his most dastardly and secretive scheme ever! He's building a device so dastardly, victory over Cyberspace is in 
his sights. His cunning contraption calls for an unusual power source - the Electric Eel of Aquari-Yum. To get the eel, Hacker traps 
its guardian, cyberslug Icky, far from home. The kids and Digit must use the concept of factoring to save the day. But can they 
rescue Icky and stop Hacker from stealing the Electric Eel? 
 
8:30 AM ARTHUR (218) Arthur Vs. The Very Mean Crossing Guard/D.W.'s Ver 
There's a new crossing guard who isn't just mean, he's out of control! He charges $10 to cross the street, and sends his goons 
after those who don't pay. In the second story, D.W. is making Arthur's life miserable.  Francine decides she'd better find the key 
to D.W.'s cranky behavior before Arthur loses his mind. 
 
9:00 AM CLIFFORD THE BIG RED DOG (134) Clifford Cleans His Room/Baby Makes Four 
Clifford's good friends come over to help him clean out his doghouse, determined to get rid of all the old junk he no longer uses. 
But before long Clifford realizes that each item holds a special memory and can't be parted with. Mac thinks this is nonsense, until 
he is reminded of a memory in which he was included. He then understands, along with Clifford, that one dogs junk can be another 
dogs treasure./ Jetta gets a new baby brother and at first is extremely proud to be a big sister.  But when she realizes this means 
she will now have to share the spotlight with the baby, she goes all out to get back her position as the center of attention. She 
eventually learns, however, that being a good big sister is far more rewarding than being the star of the show. 
 
9:30 AM DRAGON TALES (107) The Giant of Nod/The Big Sleep Over 
Zak and Wheezie are starring in tonight's concert at Singing Springs Amphitheater, but they can't stop bickering over which song 
to perform. Zak votes for something slow and melodic, while Wheezie likes it loud and rockin'. In their dueling attempts to outsing 
and outplay each other, they awaken the napping Giant of Nod who actually turns out to bea tiny gnome (but with extraordinary 
strength)! In "The Big Sleep Over," Everyone is invited to a big sleepover at Zak and Wheezie's! Cassie, who's never spent the 
night away from home before, is a little scared. At Emmy's suggestion, she brings along a favorite family photo as a reminder of 
home and off she goes to join her friends. Although she has lots of fun popping dragoncorn, playing games, waging pillow fights and 
making shadow puppets, she misses her parents 
 
10:00 AM JAKERS (120) New Best Friends 
Piggley and his best friends Ferny and Dannan are challenged to open their minds and hearts to new friends when Mr. Hornsby 
requires them to do a team project with classmates they don't know very well. 
 
10:30 AM CAILLOU (106) Caillou Creates 
Caillou discovers his creative side. He begins with a Father's Day gift for Dad, a creation of paint and Popsicle sticks that, to 
Caillou's delight, Dad instantly treasures because Caillou made it. A day at Grandma's with Rosie reveals that playing music 
together can be noisy fun. And a gloomy mood is lifted when Caillou turns his blues into a session with Grandma's paints. Caillou also 
has a ball performing in the daycare center play, especially when Mom and Dad come to watch. The puppets are in a creative mood, 
too; Teddy creates a collage, Gilbert writes an ode to the garden, and Rexy does wonders with found odds and ends. 
 
11:00 AM BERENSTAIN BEARS (139) Bears for All Seasons/Grow It 



Bears For All Seasons - When the cubs find their outdoors plans repeatedly cancelled because of unseasonable weather changes, 
instead of moping around the house, Mama gets them outside where they inevitably find all sorts of seasonable things to do. 
Whether it's playing in the leaves, going for hikes or making snowbears, thanks to Mama, the cubs learn not to waste today wishing 
it were yesterday, and to make the most of what each day has to offer. Grow It - When the fur on the top of Sister's head gets a 
severe cutting to get rid of a tangle of burrs, she can't wait for it to grow back. But it seems to be taking forever to grow, just 
like the seed she planted for science class at school. She tries to be patient on both fronts, but waiting is just too hard to do. That 
is until Gramps shares a story about how he too found it hard to be patient when he was young, and discovered the secret to being 
patient is finding something to occupy the time - to take your mind off what you're waiting for. 
 
11:30 AM MISTER ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD (1502) Emergency Room Visit/Opera: Spoon Mountain 
In the Neighborhood of Make Believe, the Neighbors use their creativity to build a mountain for King Friday.  Mister Rogers visits 
an emergency room. 
 
2:30 PM BOB THE BUILDER (106) Creativity 
It's time for arts and crafts as Bob and the team get creative. Lofty learns that size is no barrier to artistic expression in Lofty 
the Artist. Inspiration for Molly's Fashion Show comes from a very unusual place. And for Bob the Photographer, entering a simple 
photography competition isn't as easy as it seems. 
 
3:00 PM BETWEEN THE LIONS (503) Wings/What's in the Box? 
Watch out! The cubs find out what warnings mean, and why it's important to pay attention to them. key words: wings, box featured 
consonant sounds: w, 
 
3:30 PM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (132) Buster Gets On Board (Los Angeles, California) 
Inspired by his arrival in Hollywood, Buster decides to direct a skateboarding action flick featuring Sue Ellen's pen pal Brandon and 
his skateboarding team. Buster discovers that courage and dedication are two key ingredients to becoming serious skateboarders. 
 
4:00 PM ARTHUR (214) Sue Ellen's Lost Diary/Arthur's Knee 
As Sue Ellen's friends help her look for her lost diary, they start to wonder -- how come she won't let them read it? What's in this 
diary anyway? In part two, Arthur's hurt his knee but won't tell Mom because then she'd know he'd been playing down at the dump 
-- where he was not allowed to go. 
 
4:30 PM MAYA & MIGUEL (131) Recipe for Disaster 
Maya wants to win an award offered to the student who donates the most books to a local book fair, so she collects every unwanted 
volume from her apartment, including some old cookbooks of Rosa's. The only problem is that Rosa has an old friend coming to visit, 
and she needs a favorite recipe from one of the books that Maya gave away. Now Maya and Miguel have to get the book back 
before Rosa's friend arrives. 
 
5:00 PM CYBERCHASE (204) True Colors 
Hacker becomes a good guy! Can this possibly be true? A new, reformed Hacker runs for election against Motherboard, claiming to 
have done five good deeds, and promising to turn over a new leaf. Can the kids find a counter example that proves Hacker is lying -- 
or will he be elected the new ruler of cyberspace? Guest voice: Al Roker as "Sam Vander Rom." The Big Idea: When people use 
words like always, never, all, or none to claim something is true, be suspicious! Such claims are often false, and you need only a single 
counter example to disprove them. Math Topic: Counter Examples NCTM Link: Reasoning & Proof. 



WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 9 
 
6:30 AM BARNEY & FRIENDS (709) Come Blow Your Horn! 
In this episode of Barney & Friends, the gang learns about brass bands. There is going to be a brass band concert in the park that 
night and the band is coming to practice in the afternoon. Angela is there practicing her trumpet as she is just beginning to learn. 
BJ comes by with his drum hoping to play with the band. Inside the caboose, Mr. Boyd has set up tables for concert-goers to try 
out different instruments. When Mr. Boyd goes to decorate the park for the concert, the kids and Barney have a picture hunt in 
the caboose to look for Mr. Boyd's musical pictures. When the brass band comes to practice, the kids head out to watch and listen. 
BJ and Barney are even allowed to played along; BJ and his drums and Barney and his tuba. 
 
7:00 AM SESAME STREET (4032) Elmo Falls In Love with Gina 
Elmo takes Dorothy to see Gina for a check-up. While Gina helps Elmo carry Dorothy home, Elmo realizes how wonderful and nice 
Gina is.  He instantly falls in love with her and believes that he wants to marry her.  He is overcome by his emotions and wants to 
tell Gina how he feels but he just can't do it.  Rosita helps him find different ways to tell her, but nothing works.  Eventually Elmo 
is able to express his feelings to Gina.  Gina explains that she loves Elmo too, but that there are different kinds of love and that 3 
year-olds do not marry adults.  Elmo understands that he needs to wait and they have a good conversation about it. Special Guest: 
Laura Bush. 
 
8:00 AM CYBERCHASE (204) True Colors 
Hacker becomes a good guy! Can this possibly be true? A new, reformed Hacker runs for election against Motherboard, claiming to 
have done five good deeds, and promising to turn over a new leaf. Can the kids find a counter example that proves Hacker is lying -- 
or will he be elected the new ruler of cyberspace? Guest voice: Al Roker as "Sam Vander Rom." The Big Idea: When people use 
words like always, never, all, or none to claim something is true, be suspicious! Such claims are often false, and you need only a single 
counter example to disprove them. Math Topic: Counter Examples NCTM Link: Reasoning & Proof. 
 
8:30 AM ARTHUR (217) Francine Redecorates/Arthur The Loser 
Francine likes bats and lizards, while Catherine's taste runs to lace. Normally, it's fun to be different, but not if you're two sisters 
sharing the same room. In part two, Arthur really wants to say "I win! " But whether it's basketball or a board game, Arthur just 
can't stop losing.  Is it really so wrong to cheat a little? 
 
9:00 AM CLIFFORD'S PUPPY DAYS (202) Small Packages/Clifford's Magic Lamp 
Small Packages - At the Dog Run, Clifford can't wait to play with Jorge and the other dogs. But as they play, Clifford is constantly 
reminded of how small he is. When a ball lands on top of a bush, he needs Daffodil's help to get it down. When he can't make it 
over an obstacle course fence, Norville flies down to give him a boost. When Mrs. Z hands out biscuits, Clifford is crowded out, and 
only gets a biscuit because Jorge saves him one. Clifford is just fed up with being small. But his friends remind him that they, too, 
have their own idiosyncrasies to deal with - Jorge has an extra-long body, Norville has all those feathers, and Daffodil has her 
floppy ears. But, Clifford says, all those things are what make them what they are. And they point out that there are great things 
about being small, too, and that's what makes Clifford the special puppy that he is. Clifford's Magic Lamp - Emily Elizabeth has 
read Clifford the story ofAladdin and the Magic Lamp and he can't wait to share it with his friends. Of course, Norville knows all 
about it - he even knows where to find the lamp!  While he's off fetching it, Jorge, Daffodil, and Clifford imagine how they're 
going to spend their wishes. In the end, they all realize they already have everything they need. 
 
9:30 AM DRAGON TALES (108) A Picture's Worth A Thousand Words/The Talent Pool 
Soon it will be time for Ord's mom' s birthday celebration. In anticipation, Ord sets off on an adventure with his friends to find 
some "giggle flowers, " his mom's favorite. While searching high and low, the gang encounters a tiny "doodle fairy" who holds the 
secret to where the flowers are located. However, she doesn't speak! To communicate, she draws pictures. In "The Talent Pool," 
Tonight is the big Dragon School talent show! All the dragons are fine-tuning their acts, but Cassie fears she doesn't have any 
special talent to contribute. At Quetzal's suggestion, Cassie consults the Talent Pool, a magical talking pond that awards talents to 
all who seek them. 
 
10:00 AM JAKERS (121) No Girls Allowed 
When Piggley and Ferny join a "boys only" storytelling club, they learn it's no fun when Dannan is excluded. Jakers! 
 
10:30 AM CAILLOU (107) Caillou Cooks 
Someone's in the kitchen; it's Caillou! After making too much of a mess trying to help Mom, Caillou plays pretend-cooking with 
Sarah, and they bring Mom a bouquet of dandelions and a tasty cake ma de of toy blocks.  The menu is just as playful at Grandma's, 
where she and Caillou make display goodies from cardboard and glue. Later, the results are equally gluey when Caillou tries his hand 



at making cookies. But he does much better the day he makes hi s own breakfast for the first time. Meanwhile, Rexy sends Teddy 
and Gilbert invitations for a costume party feast. 
 
11:00 AM BERENSTAIN BEARS (140) Go Up and Down/Big Bear, Small Bear 
Go Up and Down - When Papa takes the cubs to the Bruin's cottage, he'sin such a hurry to get fishing, he dismisses the cubs' 
suggestion to think ahead and plan out everything they'll need to take with them.  He rushes down the long windy staircase that 
leads to the water far below - only to find himself climbing back up the stairs again and again to get something else they need from 
the cottage. They've forgotten quite a few things - lifejackets, oars, sunhats, the fishing net...so Papa goes up and down and up and 
down, wearing himself out. It's only when the cubs take it upon themselves to think ahead, make a list and take everything they 
need with them that Papa can finally sit back and enjoy a day of fishing. Big Bear, Small Bear - When he's given his very own key to 
the tree house, Brother feels so "all grown up" that he turns his back on frivolous "cub games" in favour of doing "important grown 
up jobs" with Papa. But when Papa can't find a way to help Ms. Grizzle gain access to her accidentally locked house, it's Brother who 
shinnies up a nearby tree to an open window like only a cub can. Realizing that cubs can do important jobs too, like taking care of 
their pets, helping their family and siblings, Brother decides not to be in such a rush to be "all grown up" and rejoins the cub fun 
with his friends. 
 
11:30 AM MISTER ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD (1503) Emergency Room Visit/Opera: Spoon Mountain 
Mister Rogers talks about seatbelts and how important they are.  He shows a film of seatbelts being installed in a car.  In the 
Neighborhood of Make Believe, King Friday decides he'd like to have an opera that takes place on a mountain. 
 
2:30 PM READING RAINBOW (1204) Hotel Animal 
Levar dreams he is miniature size and everything around him is "so very big." When he Awakes, everything is back to normal. He 
learns that size can influence your perception. Things look bigger and a little scary when you're small. But as you grow, your 
perception changes. The suggested books are "Hotel Animal," "The Three Bears," "Mr. Tall and Mr.  Small," and "Zoom. 
 
3:30 PM BETWEEN THE LIONS (504) A Shower of Stars/Two Moons and One Lagoon 
The Lion family stays up late to watch a beautiful meteor shower, and then reads a story about a queen who wants to touch the 
moon. key words: stars, moon featured consonant sounds: st, n 
 
3:30 PM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (121) Buster's League of Champions (Virginia Beach, Virg 
Disappointed with the last Bionic Bunny movie, Buster decides it his duty as a devoted B.B. fan to send a video to the movie's 
producers with suggestions for the next sequel. He enlists the help of kids who live in Trailer City to create their own action-
adventure superheroes in Buster's "Postcard to the Producers." 
 
4:00 PM ARTHUR (213) Water and the Brain/Arthur The Unfunny 
Is the Brain a snob? That seems to be the only explanation for why he won't go to Waterworld with the rest of his friends. Arthur 
tries to discover what's really bugging the Brain. In the second story, Arthur's a notorious joke-killer. But when he's scheduled to 
perform as a carnival clown, Arthur decides he'll learn how to make people laugh --or else! 
 
4:30 PM MAYA & MIGUEL (132) The Pen-Pal 
For school, Miguel is assigned an electronic pen-pal from Puerto Rico. When they start corresponding, Miguel thinks his pen-pal, 
Roman, has a much more glamorous life than he does. So, with a little prompting from Paco, Miguel slowly starts embellishing the 
details of his life. Then, to his horror, Rom¹n writes that he is coming to visit. What will Roman think when he discovers how 
ordinary Miguel's life really is? 
 
5:00 PM CYBERCHASE (201) Hugs and Witches 
It's Valentine's Day, and Hacker captures Doctor Marbles and Lady Ada Lovelace (Jane Curtin), placing them inside a time machine 
invented by the mathematically-minded Lovelace.  The kids and Digit must decipher a series of poems left behind by Lady L, and 
free them from the time machine before it time travels to the nether world of cyberspace - never to return!  Will the kids get 
there in time, or will Valentine's Day bring nothing but broken hearts? 



THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 10 
 
6:30 AM BARNEY & FRIENDS (710) A New Friend 
This episode of Barney & Friends is about meeting new friends. Mr. Boyd's niece, Colleen, is in town. When they come to visit the 
gang at the caboose, Colleen decides to stay and play with everyone. Barney teaches the kids how wonderful it is to meet new 
people, especially people who are different than you. Colleen, for example, has only one hand. Barney reads "The Lion and the 
Mouse" to the kids. Before Colleen leaves, the kids and Colleen decide to be pen pals. 
 
7:00 AM SESAME STREET (4105) Super Chicken On Sesame Street 
Super Chicken helps Luis and Maria replenish their supply of packing tape at the Mail It Shop, helps Miles untie shoelaces, and 
fixes Gabi's broken popcorn machine. As Super Chicken quickly comes to the rescue and solves everyone's problems, Super Grover 
begins to feel sad and useless as a superhero. He thinks that perhaps his friends on Sesame Street don't need him anymore. 
However, Luis, Maria, Gabi, Miles, and Big Bird all convince Super Grover that the only real superhero for Sesame Street is him, 
especially since there's no other superhero in the world who can give a super hug like he does! 
 
8:00 AM CYBERCHASE (201) Hugs and Witches 
It's Valentine's Day, and Hacker captures Doctor Marbles and Lady Ada Lovelace (Jane Curtin), placing them inside a time machine 
invented by the mathematically-minded Lovelace.  The kids and Digit must decipher a series of poems left behind by Lady L, and 
free them from the time machine before it time travels to the nether world of cyberspace - never to return!  Will the kids get 
there in time, or will Valentine's Day bring nothing but broken hearts? 
 
8:30 AM ARTHUR (216) Love Notes for Muffy/D.W. Blows The Whistle 
"--When Muffy tries to bribe the judges at the school science fair, Francine and the Brain plot revenge. But Muffy turns the 
tables, and the joke, on them. In part two, D.W., a newly-deputized Junior Safety Officer, has a reputation for being a strict 
enforcer of the rules -- in other words, a tattle tale. How far will she go to make sure everyone is safe and sound? 
 
9:00 AM CLIFFORD THE BIG RED DOG (135) Jetta's Tall Tale/The Big Fetch 
Jetta feels a twinge of jealousy when the other children make a fuss over Emily Elizabeth's wonderful big pet Clifford, so she 
blurts out a story about her own wonderful big pet a huge parrot named Lulu. But the little lie quickly grows into a big mess, forcing 
Jetta to dress Clifford up as a bird to keep the lie from being exposed. Her conscience finally makes her do the right thing and she 
apologizes for having created the lie in the first place./ Vaz is new at being a paperboy and is struggling with getting the papers 
onto people's doorsteps. Cleo steps in and discovers that she can earn treats by helping out! She recruits Clifford and T-bone and 
together they enjoy helping Vaz out and getting treats. But before long Cleo has forgotten about the helping out part and is only 
concerned with getting treats. Clifford and T-bone help her rediscover that helping for its own sake is its own reward. 
 
9:30 AM DRAGON TALES (109) Emmy's Dream House/Dragon Sails 
Emmy and Max decide to enlist their dragon friends' help in building the treehouse of their dreams. Bubbling with excitement, the 
group unites in a race against the clock to finish their project as purple goo stormclouds loom on the horizon. When self-appointed 
boss Emmy focuses only on her own plans, ignoring the others' needs and ideas, her friends march off in protest. In "Dragon Sails," 
The group sets sail for Rainbow Canyon in search of a special rainbow-colored crystal to complete Cassie's shimmering crystal set. 
When Ord's heavy weight rocks their little boat and they all fall into the water, he's sad because he fears they'll have to continue 
on their adventure without him. He hates being so big! The gang solves the dilemma by crafting a bigger, Ord-size boat and off 
they go again. 
 
10:00 AM JAKERS (122) For Whom The Bell Trolls 
Hector plays a joke on Piggley and friends and they don't think it's so funny. They use their ingenuity to show Hector that "jokes" 
aren't so much fun when the joke is on you! 
 
10:30 AM CAILLOU (109) Traveling 
Trains, boats, cars, planes; Caillou is learning about travel. Caillou and Grandpa fix up an old toy boat and sail it on the lake in the 
park.  Then Caillou and Dad explore the many things to do on a train during a cross- country family trip. Back home, Caillou helps 
Dad wash the car and pretends they're zooming down the road. But it's even more exciting when he gets to sit in the cockpit during 
his first plane flight. The puppets, however, are getting nowhere fast. Rexy thinks he can drive around the world until Gilbert 
explains about oceans. And Teddy attaches wings to his back, pretending to fly.  It's a good thing one can travel by walking, too! 
 
11:00 AM BERENSTAIN BEARS (101) Trouble with Grown Ups/Too Much TV 
Trouble with Grown Ups - In order to convey that it's tough being a cub, Brother and Sister put on a play, which comically depicts 
their parents as overbearing tyrants. The cubs are pleased when Mama and Papa agree they see the cubs' point. However when 



Mama and Papa offer to switch places with Brother and Sister and let them be the parents, the cubs readily agree. It's only after 
the cubs realize they're responsible for doing the dishing, making the meals and keeping the house in order that they come to the 
conclusion, and see Mama and Papa's point, that sometimes it's just as tough being a parent as it is being a cub. Share a Story 
Theme: Acting Out Too Much TV - When Mama puts a ban on television watching for one whole week, the cubs initially go into 
hysterics. As the week unfolds, Brother, Sister and Papa too, find that their interests extend well beyond the television set. They 
grow to realize just how entertaining the great outdoors and other "simple" pleasures can be. SAS Theme: Acting Out, Reading 
Aloud. 
 
11:30 AM MISTER ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD (1504) Emergency Room Visit/Opera: Spoon Mountain 
Mister Rogers visits Negri's Music Shop to learn more about horns. In the Neighborhood of Make Believe, Chef Brockett makes 
popcorn balls and the King decides to have popcorn in the Opera, which is tomorrow. 
 
2:30 PM BOB THE BUILDER (107) Helping Others 
There's a lot to do and the team learns that helping gets the job done in no time. Mr Bentley causes chaos by refusing to delegate 
in Mr Bentley's Winter Fair. Bob the Farmer learns that the country life isn't always the quiet life, while Travis tries to do the 
right thing in Travis's Busy Day, but things don't quite go to plan. 
 
3:00 PM BETWEEN THE LIONS (505) The Golden Meaty Awards 
Lionel is master of ceremonies of this first annual music awards show, featuring favorite tunes from Between the Lions and very 
tasty awards. 
 
3:30 PM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (134) Buster's Sweet Song (Leiper's Fork, Tennessee) 
Muffy has hired Buster to produce a country-themed commercial for Crosswire Motors. But he needs to find the perfect jingle. 
Luckily, Buster is in the heart of country music land, and he gets help from 10 year-old Savanna and Grammy award winning musician 
Billy Dean and his daughter. 
 
4:00 PM ARTHUR (212) Arthur's Faraway Friend/Arthur and the Square Danc 
Arthur gets some bad news -- Buster is leaving town to live with his Dad for a while. Is this the end of their friendship? In part 
two, does Francine have a crush on Arthur? That's what Binky thinks -- and soon even Arthur thinks it, too. Can Arthur manage to 
avoid Francine -- for the rest of his life? 
 
4:30 PM MAYA & MIGUEL (138) Real Twins 
When a TV commercial announces that a new reality show about twins is looking for entrants, Maya thinks that she and Miguel 
should send an audition video. Miguel points out that he and Maya are not identical twins, which is what is usually shown on TV, but 
Maya says the name of the show is "Real Twins"...and she and Miguel are real! Maya and Miguel film a video highlighting all of their 
talents, hoping this will separate them from the crowd. The director of the show appears, telling Maya and Miguel that they are 
finalists for the show! Maya and Miguel are thrilled... until they see the audition tape of the other finalists: Barry and Gary, two 
identical twins at their school who are eerily alike, even for twins. Maya is convinced that she and Miguel need to be more alike to 
get on the show. With their friends' help, they re-decorate their rooms to be exactly alike and begin wearing similar clothes. When 
the director follows them to school, where they are most different, Maya and Miguel must continue the charade, trying to finish 
each other's sentences and engaging in activities they don't actually enjoy. In the end, the entire act unravels, and Maya and 
Miguel are revealed to be very un-alike twins. The director admits that Maya and Miguel's many talents in the audition tape were 
what attracted the director in the first place. 
 
5:00 PM CYBERCHASE (111) A Day at the Spa 
(topic: Combinations) - Hacker finds the Krystal of Kalmoor, the powerful orb that will give him eternal power. By possessing the 
Krystal, Hacker can roam cyberspace and create havoc without having to recharge his power. When the kids and Digit arrive to 
retrieve the Krystal, they are stymied by a series of switches, levers and buttons.  Faced with the challenge of too many choices, 
the kids discover the value of lists, tables and, yes, tree diagrams!  The Big Idea: Overwhelmed with choices?  Lists, tables and 
tree diagrams help you master the combinations. 



FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 11 
 
6:30 AM BARNEY & FRIENDS (711) Numbers! Numbers! 
In this episode of Barney and Friends, the gang learns about numbers. Tony and his father made a box full of numbers for the 
school bulletin board, but when Tony was showing everyone, they blew away. The remainder of the show has the gang on a number 
hunt, searching for Tony's lost numbers. Baby Bop drops by to help and play. Due to their intensive searching, the kids need a 
break, so they make shake pudding. In the end, all of the numbers are found! 
 
7:00 AM SESAME STREET (4049) Stinky and Zoe Write A Story 
Baby Bear and Telly write a story all by themselves.  Telly and Baby Bear read their story to their friends as Stinky listens.  Stinky 
becomes very excited about the idea of writing a story.  He can't believe that Telly and Baby Bear have done this all by themselves. 
His friends encourage Stinky to write his own story.  With a little encouragement, Stinky begins to tell his story and Gordon writes 
down the words.  Zoe helps by acting as one of the characters in Stinky's story.  In his story, Stinky turns into a real boy who can 
dance.  He is happy to be Boy Stinky, but he ends up realizing it's better to stay as he is.  He is very happy that he was able to 
create his very own story! 
 
8:00 AM CYBERCHASE (111) A Day at the Spa 
(topic: Combinations) - Hacker finds the Krystal of Kalmoor, the powerful orb that will give him eternal power. By possessing the 
Krystal, Hacker can roam cyberspace and create havoc without having to recharge his power. When the kids and Digit arrive to 
retrieve the Krystal, they are stymied by a series of switches, levers and buttons.  Faced with the challenge of too many choices, 
the kids discover the value of lists, tables and, yes, tree diagrams!  The Big Idea: Overwhelmed with choices?  Lists, tables and 
tree diagrams help you master the combinations. 
 
8:30 AM ARTHUR (215) Grandma Thora Appreciation Day/Fern's Slumber Part 
Arthur and D.W. are planning a surprise party for Grandma Thora. But somehow, in the midst of all the party-planning mayhem, one 
teeny detail gets forgotten -- the guest of honor! In the second story, shy Fern hosts a slumber party. Her guests are sure it will 
be boring, but when disaster strikes, Fern's special talents save the day. Or, in this case, the night. 
 
9:00 AM CLIFFORD THE BIG RED DOG (136) Potluck Party Pooper/The Best Gift 
The Howard's are having a party and everyone they know will be attending. Everyone but Mr. Bleakman, that is. The old party 
pooper insists that hed rather stay home and do his usual Saturday afternoon routine. But Clifford and Emily Elizabeth and her 
friends wont give up on trying to convince Mr. Bleakman that trying something new can be fun! Finally they are able to convince him 
to join them and a great time is had by all./ Emily Elizabeth believes she has the perfect gift for her mothers birthday. She plans 
to spend the entire afternoon with her mother and the reading of a poem written just for her mom. Charley agrees that the gift is 
perfect, but Jetta has other ideas. Emily Elizabeth agrees to at least try some of Jettas ideas. But in the end she realizes that 
the gift she created from her heart really is the best gift. 
 
9:30 AM DRAGON TALES (110) Eggs Over Easy/A Liking to Biking 
Emmy and Max are teaching their dragon friends how to play baseball when they discover a large sparkling green egg. Cyrus, a 
slinky serpent, claims the egg from them because Cassie is too shy to share what she knows -- that the egg isn't really his. When 
they stumble upon a "Rhyme Bird" nest containing other eggs just like it, they know Cyrus has tricked them! Cassie blames herself 
for being too afraid to speak up and fears Cyrus will eat the egg. In "A Liking to Biking," Emmy and Max want to go biking today, but 
it's raining outside. They know a place where it isn't raining -- Dragon Land! When the kids arrive and show off their skills, Ord is 
dazzled and can't wait to try the activity himself. 
 
10:00 AM JAKERS (123) Extra! Extra! 
The kids set out to write newspaper stories and Piggley and Ferny end up making up exciting adventure stories instead. But Dannan 
knows that news stories are about the truth and that the truth can be powerful - it can actually change the way you think about 
something or someone. 
 
10:30 AM CAILLOU (110) Puppy Love 
Cat-loving Caillou discovers dogs, and Gilbert is jealous! Caillou and Dad bring home a lost pooch, and by the time they find its 
owner, Caillou is attached to his new pup pal. Later in the park, a stranger's fierce dog scares Caillou. Then he meets the kind 
"seeing eye" companion of a blind woman. Caillou's so intrigued by the dog's abilities that he and Mom visit a training school where 
these special dogs learn their skills.  Caillou decides he wants a dog of his own, but Mom and Dad remind him he has Gilbert to love 
and care for. It's a reminder not lost on Teddy and Rexy, whose dress-up game of puppies rouses the sleeping Gilbert, their very 
favorite cat. 
 



11:00 AM BERENSTAIN BEARS (102) Attic Treasure/Moving Day 
Attic Treasure - While digging through the attic looking for something of historic importance to donate to the History of Bear 
Country exhibit, Mama, Papa and the cubs come across all sorts of family mementos. They reminisce about Papa and Brother's first 
father & son ball game, Mama and Papa's wedding day, and the day Sister was born. Although none of the keepsakes are of any 
historical importance to Bear Country, the Bear Family learn that having a chance to share their family's past is a way of bringing 
them closer together.  SAS Theme: Storytelling. Moving Day - The cubs are sad when they hear that their friends down the street 
are moving away. Sister vows that she's never going to move. In fact, she's always going to live right there in the tree house where 
the Bear Family has always lived. It's a big surprise to Sister when Mama and Papa tell her that they used to live somewhere else 
and they too moved away - to the tree house they live in now. In relating the story, Mama and Papa help Brother and Sister see the 
positive side of moving. In turn, Brother and Sister help their friends see the positives as well - new adventures, new friends, a 
place better suited to a growing family, etc.  And of course they all promise to stay in touch and share everything through their 
letters. SAS Theme: Storytelling. 
 
11:30 AM MISTER ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD (1505) Opera Day 
"Spoon Mountain Opera," starring Betty Aberlin and Chuck Aber Wicked Knife and Fork is holding Purple Twirling Kitty captive on 
Spoon Mountain. Prince Extraordinary (Chuck Aber) and Betty Green (Betty Aberlin) from the Park Service must climb the 
mountain to rescue the kitty.  They finally learn the reason for Wicked Knife and Fork's nasty behavior and are able to help him 
change. 
 
3:00 PM BETWEEN THE LIONS (506) Click, Clack, Moo/The Little Red Hen 
Farm animals have a lot to teach Lionel and Leona about the power of writing, and the value of helping. key words: cows, hen 
featured consonant sounds: c, h 
 
3:30 PM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (135) Family Reunion (Nashville, Tennessee) 
The Read family reunion is in Nashville, and Buster joins them as the official cameraman. But when D.W. meets Barin, a 9 year-old 
girl from Nashville's growing Kurdish community, she decides it's much more important to help Barin make her own video postcard 
for her dad who works in Iraq as a translator. 
 
4:00 PM KIDS' PICKS   
 
4:30 PM KIDS' PICKS   
 
5:00 PM CYBERCHASE (114) Cool It 
(topic: Liquid Volume) - Determined to destroy Motherboard in any way possible, Hacker cleverly clogs up her cooling system. Digit 
brings the kids into cyberspace to help fix her, but the special coolant Motherboard needs, cryoxide, is found only in Castleblanca - 
and the supply is closely monitored!  To bring back exactly enough cryoxide for Motherboard, the kids have to figure out the exact 
volume of Motherboard's tank.  In the process, they discover the importance of a standard unit of measure - and fill a most 
unusual container with the precious cryoxide.  The Big Idea: Just because one container appears bigger to the eye doesn't mean it 
holds more liquid than another.  A container's volume depends on all its dimensions. 



SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 13 
 
6:30 AM BARNEY & FRIENDS (707) Red, Yellow and Blue! 
In this episode of Barney & Friends, Barney and the kids learn about colors. Sarah, Mario and Tony have set up a color collection in 
the caboose, placing items in piles of red, yellow and blue. Outside, they meet Miss Jo who is painting a picture of a yellow flower. 
When she is done, she gives the painting to the kids because they need more things yellow. Baby Bop tries to give the kids her 
blankey, but finds that she really needs it to take a nap. Sarah helps out the yellow collection by making flowers out of crepe paper. 
 
7:00 AM GEORGE SHRINKS (127) In The Duck Soup 
When Junior's favorite toy duck goes on the blink, the Shrinks take it to the local toy store to get it replaced or repaired.  While 
there, George and Junior inadvertently activate some defective toy robots who are bent on tearing the stuffing out of Junior's 
duck. George has to use all his wits - and just about every toy in the store - to save his little brother's precious stuffed animal. 
 
7:30 AM CLIFFORD'S PUPPY DAYS (202) Small Packages/Clifford's Magic Lamp 
Small Packages - At the Dog Run, Clifford can't wait to play with Jorge and the other dogs. But as they play, Clifford is constantly 
reminded of how small he is. When a ball lands on top of a bush, he needs Daffodil's help to get it down. When he can't make it 
over an obstacle course fence, Norville flies down to give him a boost. When Mrs. Z hands out biscuits, Clifford is crowded out, and 
only gets a biscuit because Jorge saves him one. Clifford is just fed up with being small. But his friends remind him that they, too, 
have their own idiosyncrasies to deal with - Jorge has an extra-long body, Norville has all those feathers, and Daffodil has her 
floppy ears. But, Clifford says, all those things are what make them what they are. And they point out that there are great things 
about being small, too, and that's what makes Clifford the special puppy that he is. Clifford's Magic Lamp - Emily Elizabeth has 
read Clifford the story ofAladdin and the Magic Lamp and he can't wait to share it with his friends. Of course, Norville knows all 
about it - he even knows where to find the lamp!  While he's off fetching it, Jorge, Daffodil, and Clifford imagine how they're 
going to spend their wishes. In the end, they all realize they already have everything they need. 
 
8:00 AM THOMAS & FRIENDS (211) Bravery 
When Thomas is given a special job along the cliffs to the seaside, Diesel warns him about the "curse of the cliffs." Thomas is 
terrified. But is there really a curse? Has Diesel been telling the truth? To find out, he must explore the cliffs, and learn to always 
believe in himself! Fergus Breaks the Rules Fergus has always done things right. But when Sir Topham Hatt sends him to the 
Smelter's Yard, he thinks he is going to be scrapped. Fergus breaks the rules for the first time and runs away. Thomas helps out 
and decides to look for Fergus and tell the very important news. But will the news be what Fergus had expected? Skarloey the 
Brave When Rheneas teases Skarloey, he decides to prove that he is the bravest engine in the world! To impress the other engines, 
Skarloey tries all sorts of things and finally attaches himself to the winch which lifts the trucks of coal up and down the incline. 
But things don't go to plan and the winch breaks! Can Skarloey fix the problem and get the coal to the village? 
 
8:30 AM BOB THE BUILDER (211) Using Clues 
Dizzy the Detective and Assistant Detective Spud are called in to solve the case of the missing millstone at the old watermill. Spud 
discovers the first clue - and the team is sure that they are on the right trail! But just when they think the job is done, the track 
vanishes! Will Dizzy and the can-do crew ever be able to solve the case and finish the watermill for Farmer Pickles? Two Jobs 
Travis Travis receives his own Talkie Talkie and is very excited to try it out on the job. Then, Mr Beasley arrives in the valley in 
search of the perfect site for his new home. Travis can't wait to help Mr. Beasley and Bob, but then Farmer Pickles calls on the 
Talkie Talkie with another job for Travis! Can Travis get his work done and still have time to answer all the calls on the Talkie 
Talkie? 
 
9:00 AM MAKE WAY FOR NODDY (110) Noddy Builds A Rocketship/Noddy Can Fix It 
The toys build a homemade rocketship which Big Ears sprinkles with magic so Noddy and Master Tubby Bear can fly across the 
starry sky. Noddy and Master Tubby Bear build a fort with blocks and Noddy learns how to say "square" in Spanish. Then, Noddy 
tries to fix his car but unfortunately makes things worse. He learns that sometimes it's better to ask for help. Next, Martha 
Monkey offers Noddy some of her special pie, but Noddy doesn't want any. He learns how to say "no thank you" in Spanish. During 
the Music Video, "Noddy Will Lead the Way," Noddy and his friends sing about all the different people in Toy Town. 
 
9:30 AM DRAGON TALES (106) Snow Dragons/The Fury Is Out On This One 
Cassie is sick with a cold, so Emmy keeps her company while Quetzal leads Max and Ord on an adventure to find the giant Snow 
Dragon slide. Quetzal says they must stay together at Snowy Summit, but the boys spot a hollowed- out log and hop in for a ride. 
When they land, they've lost Quetzal. Searching high and low, they encounter a Burping Rock who points them in the right direction 
for the Snow Dragon. In "The Fury is Out on This One," Max is "It" in a competitive game of Dragon Tag. He races around in hot 
pursuit of the others, but they delight in remaining just out of reach. In anger, he hurls a pinecone-like pod and out pops Fury, an 
intimidating little man with steam rising from his head.  The madder Max gets, the bigger (and happier) Fury becomesuntil 



eventually he even towers over Ord! Quetzal explains that Furies love to see people mad and that only Max, by controlling his anger, 
has the power to send Fury back into his pod. 
 
10:00 AM ARTHUR (215) Grandma Thora Appreciation Day/Fern's Slumber Part 
Arthur and D.W. are planning a surprise party for Grandma Thora. But somehow, in the midst of all the party-planning mayhem, one 
teeny detail gets forgotten -- the guest of honor! In the second story, shy Fern hosts a slumber party. Her guests are sure it will 
be boring, but when disaster strikes, Fern's special talents save the day. Or, in this case, the night. 
 
10:30 AM JAKERS! THE ADVENTURES OF PIGGLEY WINKS (119) Milk Melodrama 
When Piggley overhears his dad being worried about the farm's poor milk sales, he launches a creative campaign to improve 
business. Dad is impressed and touched by Piggley's generosity of spirit. Jakers! 
 
11:00 AM CYBERCHASE (402) The Icky Factor 
Hacker launches his most dastardly and secretive scheme ever! He's building a device so dastardly, victory over Cyberspace is in 
his sights. His cunning contraption calls for an unusual power source - the Electric Eel of Aquari-Yum. To get the eel, Hacker traps 
its guardian, cyberslug Icky, far from home. The kids and Digit must use the concept of factoring to save the day. But can they 
rescue Icky and stop Hacker from stealing the Electric Eel? 



MONDAY, NOVEMBER 14 
 
6:30 AM BARNEY & FRIENDS (712) This Way In, This Way Out! 
In this episode of Barney and Friends, the gang learns about the difference between inside and outside. In begins when Angela 
comes to the park with Terry the Turtle. Terry likes to pop his head in and out of his shell. The kids play with Terry unt il it's time 
for Angela to release him back to the pond. BJ and Baby Bop have been hiking and meet up with the kids and Barney. They stay to 
learn about indoor and outdoor voices as well as watching a butterfly come out of her cocoon. 
 
7:00 AM SESAME STREET (4106) Bob's Deaf Niece 
Rosita and Telly want to play a game of tag but they can't find anyone to play with them. They meet Bob's niece Samara and wonder 
if she would like to play. She can't hear them because she is deaf. Rosita and Telly are concerned because they don't know how 
they will be able to all speak and play together. Samara explains that even though she can't hear them, she can talk to them by 
using sign language. They have a lot of fun learning, playing, and also signing and saying the alphabet together. Everyone on Sesame 
Street gets so excited about sign language that they all can't wait to learn more. 
 
8:00 AM CYBERCHASE (114) Cool It 
(topic: Liquid Volume) - Determined to destroy Motherboard in any way possible, Hacker cleverly clogs up her cooling system. Digit 
brings the kids into cyberspace to help fix her, but the special coolant Motherboard needs, cryoxide, is found only in Castleblanca - 
and the supply is closely monitored!  To bring back exactly enough cryoxide for Motherboard, the kids have to figure out the exact 
volume of Motherboard's tank.  In the process, they discover the importance of a standard unit of measure - and fill a most 
unusual container with the precious cryoxide.  The Big Idea: Just because one container appears bigger to the eye doesn't mean it 
holds more liquid than another.  A container's volume depends on all its dimensions. 
 
8:30 AM ARTHUR (214) Sue Ellen's Lost Diary/Arthur's Knee 
As Sue Ellen's friends help her look for her lost diary, they start to wonder -- how come she won't let them read it? What's in this 
diary anyway? In part two, Arthur's hurt his knee but won't tell Mom because then she'd know he'd been playing down at the dump 
-- where he was not allowed to go. 
 
9:00 AM CLIFFORD THE BIG RED DOG (137) Two's Company/Fair Weather Friend 
All of the dogs are so excited that their old friend K.C. is back on the island for a couple of days. Cleo, however, is particularly 
excited and focuses all of her attention on him at the expense of ignoring T-bone and Clifford. She discovers that being a good 
friend means you should be kind and considerate to all your friends and not take any of them for granted./ Mac is particularly 
disappointed when rainy weather threatens to ruin the upcoming Back-To-School Barbecue held every year at Jettas house. The 
other dogs, seeing his disappointment, vow to find a way to stop the rain from falling. It doesnt take long for them to realize that 
you cant change the weather. But Macs disappointment is replaced with delight that his friends would go to such lengths to try and 
help him. 
 
9:30 AM DRAGON TALES (111) Sky Pirates/Four Little Pigs 
When a pirate ship drops anchor in Dragon Land, out steps Captain Scaliwag, looking for a treasure he buried when he was young. 
The kids' eyes light up -- they'll be glad to help with a treasure hunt! Instead of a map, Scaliwag shows the group three sketches 
to help them find the treasure. After some thought, they correctly identify his first two pictures, but have no luck locating the 
treasure in either place. In his third drawing, however, they immediately recognize the familiar bell and flag as the School in the 
Sky. When Quetzal helps him recall the burial spot, Scaliwag is overjoyed to be reunited with his wonderful treasure of childhood 
toys. In, "Four Little Pigs," Max and Emmy have a great idea -- they'll use their dad's old clothes to put on a puppet show in Dragon 
Land! After much thought, the kids and dragons choose to act out "The Three Little Pigs." Ord, Max and Cassie offer to play the 
pigs. Emmy wants to be the wolf, but so do Zak and Wheezie, who are tired of always having to provide the music. They don't want 
to play if they can't be the wolf, so they leave. 
 
10:00 AM JAKERS (124) Ferny Gets A Crush 
Piggley and Dannan think they know best how to help a love-struck Ferny get the attention of his schoolmate, Millie. While he 
appreciates that his friends are trying to help, in the end Ferny learns that he's really much better off trusting his own feelings 
and instincts. 
 
10:30 AM CAILLOU (111) Best Behavior 
Sometimes it's okay to be messy and loud, but Caillou is learning there are times and places when he has to be on his best behavior. 
During a Sunday brunch with the family at a fancy restaurant, Caillou minds his Ps and Qs; it's Rosie who fools around under the 
buffet table!  Caillou also conducts himself well when he's Sarah's guest at school at Little Brother or Sister Day. But he learns 



that good behavior also means being considerate of the feelings and belongings of others after he's mean to Rosie and ruins one of 
her dolls. The rambunctious Rexy, too, gets lessons in good manners from Gilbert and Teddy -- but he's still got a lot to learn! 
 
11:00 AM BERENSTAIN BEARS (103) The Giddy Grandma/Trouble at School 
The Giddy Grandma - When Sister is hard pressed to find 'The Bear I Admire Most' to write about for her school project, she 
visits Grizzly Gran to borrow a book on the 100 Most Famous Bears. While digging through Gran's attic for the book, they discover 
so many awards and trophies from Gran's younger years that Sister decides her grandma is the bear that she truly admires most.  
SAS Theme: Conversation, Storytelling. Trouble at School - Brother has been kept home from school for a few days with the flu 
and neglects to do the schoolwork that Sister delivered from his teacher. As a result, Brother's next math test mark is zero and 
he doesn't know how to break the bad news to Mama and Papa. He turns to Gramps and Gran for help and learns that getting a 
problem out in the open goes a long way toward solving it. 
 
11:30 AM MISTER ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD (1476) Mister Rogers Talks About Divorce 
During this week, Mister Rogers deals with divorce in a gentle and compassionate way.  Mister Rogers reassures his viewers that 
most parents get angry and quarrel sometimes and that arguments do not have to mean that parents are going to get a divorce.  In 
a flashback sequence, Mr. McFeely reminisces about his wedding. 
 
2:30 PM READING RAINBOW (509) Mummies Made In Egypt 
MUMMIES MADE IN EGYPT, written and illustrated by Aliki is the READING RAINBOW book of the day.  Levar Burton goes to 
the Boston Museum of Fine Arts which houses the largest mummy collection in the U.S.  The show also turns to Kalamazoo, Michigan 
where they try to examine the mummy corpse and reconstruct the face, by examining x-rays of the skull.  The likeness of the 
mummified person is recreated with styrofoam, plastic and clay.  This way archeologists have an idea of what the person looked like 
2500 years ago. 
 
3:00 PM BETWEEN THE LIONS (505) The Golden Meaty Awards 
Lionel is master of ceremonies of this first annual music awards show, featuring favorite tunes from Between the Lions and very 
tasty awards. 
 
3:30 PM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (136) Alien Adventure (Roswell, New Mexico) 
Buster's obsession with space aliens reaches new heights in Roswell, where UFO fans from all over the country come to the annual 
Alien Days Festival. During a car ride with his incredulous dad, Buster swears he's seen an alien crash landing. With the help of 
local kids, Buster sets out to find the truth. 
 
4:00 PM ARTHUR (901) Castles in the Sky/Tipping The Scales 
Castles In the Sky - The gang is devastated after their tree house collapses. It was the best place to hang out in the whole world. 
Can architect Frank Gehry get them to agree on a new design and help them to rebuild? Tipping the Scales - Everyone in Arthur's 
chorus group is excited about their upcoming performance in Crown City. Everyone knows nothing beats that post-concert 
cheesecake at Finklemeyers! But when strict Dr. Fugue replaces fun Mrs. Krasny as their teacher, the gang worries -will music class 
ever be fun again? 
 
4:30 PM MAYA & MIGUEL (105) Rhymes with "Gato" 
When Chrissy's kitten runs away, Maya and her friends put up signs and spread the word about the lost "gato." Unfortunately, 
Maggie's Spanish is terrible, and she tells people they're missing a "pato" - a duck. Soon Maya is stuck with a disgruntled and 
irascible duck in her apartment, on the same afternoon, it turns out, that the landlord is comi ng by to make some repairs. And she 
still has to find the lost kitty. 
 
5:00 PM CYBERCHASE (301) Ecohaven Cse 
Someone has stolen the legendary cyberbeast Choocroca from cybersite EcoHaven, and the only clue is the culprit's footprint. 
Using the principles of "body math," the CyberSquad has to sleuth out who took Choocroca, and rescue the massive beast. The 
suspects are members of a safari team -- one of them is secretly working for Hacker, who wants to capture the creature and use it 
to takeover Cyberspace. The CyberSquad must use forensic science to build their case and find both the culprit and the critter 
before Hacker gets his way. 



TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 15 
 
6:30 AM BARNEY & FRIENDS (713) Spring Into Fun! 
When we first meet the gang, it's raining outside so they have to play inside. But when Barney appears, he teaches the kids to sing 
a song to make the rain go away. Once it stops raining, they learn about some of their favorite Spring activities. The kids and 
Barney blow bubbles, have a picnic, and meet some baby ducklings. 
 
7:00 AM SESAME STREET (4052) Baby Bear and Telly Find A Bagpipe 
When Scotty McKilt (AM Bagpipe Player) asks Zoe to watch his bagpipe when he goes to Hooper's for a bite to eat, the drama 
begins.  Zoe is not really listening when McKilt asks her to watch his pipes.  She forgets and goes off to show Oscar her new dance.  
While she is gone, Telly and Baby Bear comes across the bagpipe and wonder what it could be.  They imagine many things, and 
eventually they learn that the bagpipe is McKilt's musical instrument. 
 
8:00 AM CYBERCHASE (301) Ecohaven Cse 
Someone has stolen the legendary cyberbeast Choocroca from cybersite EcoHaven, and the only clue is the culprit's footprint. 
Using the principles of "body math," the CyberSquad has to sleuth out who took Choocroca, and rescue the massive beast. The 
suspects are members of a safari team -- one of them is secretly working for Hacker, who wants to capture the creature and use it 
to takeover Cyberspace. The CyberSquad must use forensic science to build their case and find both the culprit and the critter 
before Hacker gets his way. 
 
8:30 AM ARTHUR (213) Water and the Brain/Arthur The Unfunny 
Is the Brain a snob? That seems to be the only explanation for why he won't go to Waterworld with the rest of his friends. Arthur 
tries to discover what's really bugging the Brain. In the second story, Arthur's a notorious joke-killer. But when he's scheduled to 
perform as a carnival clown, Arthur decides he'll learn how to make people laugh --or else! 
 
9:00 AM CLIFFORD THE BIG RED DOG (138) Topsy Turvy/Clifford's Charm School 
Jetta and Emily trade dogs for the Islands annual Topsy Turvy Day, a day when everything gets turned around. Jetta learns that 
being kind and thoughtful gets you a lot farther than being bossy./ Mrs. Bleakman is having a very special party for her book club 
members and Cleo and Mac convince Clifford that his regular good manners wont be good enough for the event. Clifford believes he 
is just fine the way he is, but Cleo and Mac insist on teaching him some special fancy manners. In the end, Clifford decides to just 
be himself and ends up saving the party by providing shade for Mrs. Bleakmans guests. 
 
9:30 AM DRAGON TALES (112) Zak and the Beanstalk/A Feat On Her Feet 
The Do-Re-Mi birds are gone, and Zak and Wheezie are afraid something bad has happened to them! A worried Sid Sycamore says 
that the birds have been kidnapped by Mungus the Giant. When Emmy, Max, Zak and Wheezie sneak into Mungus' castle and 
confront him, he confesses that he's not a mean giant at all. He only took the birds because he loves their music. He agrees to let 
them go if the kids and dragons can teach him to make his own music. In "A Feat on her Feet," Cassie is carefully pushing a wagon 
filled with Jingle Flowers, which she needs to plant at Singing Springs. When she sees her friends on skates heading right toward 
her, she loses her grip on the wagon, and it slams into a ditch. What will they do now? The flowers need the fountain's musical 
water fast, but the wagon's wheels are broken. They decide the only way to get to Singing Springs in time to save the flowers is to 
each take a corner of the wagon and skate it there. But Cassie doesn't know how to skate. As the others coach her, she practices 
the right moves and is determined not to give up. 
 
10:00 AM JAKERS (125) My Right Arm 
Friendship comes through again for our heroes when Ferny and Dannan help Piggley overcome his temporary handicap-a broken arm-
to win the Ball Toss Contest at the annual School Fair. 
 
10:30 AM CAILLOU (112) The Starry Night 
Things that go bump in the night, and others that light up the sky, are on everyone's mind today. A family corn-roast dinner at 
Grandma and Grandpa's under the star-studded sky prompts Grandpa to bring out his telescope and introduce Caillou to the 
constellations, planets and moon.  But fun turns to fear at bedtime when Caillou decides that a monster is lurking in his room. Maybe 
he's picked up the puppets' jitters; their own night under the stars convinces Rexy that a monster's hovering over them!  All's well 
when Mom and Dad unmask Caillou's monster as a tree branch on the window, and Rexy's one-eyed monster turns out to be the 
shimmering moon! 
 
11:00 AM BERENSTAIN BEARS (104) The Jump Rope Contest/Lost in a Cave 
The Jump Rope Contest - When Sister is picked to represent her school in the upcoming Jump Rope Contest, it goes to her head. 
All the adulation from her friends has Sister convinced she can't lose...that is until Lizzy helps her discover that her competition is 



just as skilled at rope jumping as she is, if not more so. Although all her boasting has set her up for a big fall, thanks to Mama and 
her friends, Sister learns that anyone who tries their best is a winner. ~~Lost in a Cave - When Papa leads the Bear Scouts on a 
spelunking expedition, it turns out Cousin Fred is afraid of dark, spooky caves. Through echoes, fang toothed stalactites and creepy 
bats, the cubs help Fred realize there's a logical explanation for everything and what may seem scary at first, often turns out to 
be nothing to be afraid of at all. However when the pack find themselves suddenly lost, it's Fred's cool thinking that leads them 
out. 
 
11:30 AM MISTER ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD (1477) Mister Rogers Talks About Divorce 
Mister Rogers visits a pretzel factory.  In the Neighborhood of Make- Believe, King Friday and Queen Sara argue because King 
Friday wants to buy a fancy jet airplane.  Prince Tuesday runs away to the home of his friend Daniel Tiger. 
 
2:30 PM BOB THE BUILDER (108) Animal Habitats 
Bob and the team learn all about bird and animal homes. Spud tries his hand at magic in Spud and the Doves. An ingenious solution is 
called for when Bob discovers a badger's set in Bob and the Badgers. Mr Beasley discovers he has bats in the belfry in Mr 
Beasley's New Friends. 
 
3:00 PM BETWEEN THE LIONS (507) Sylvester and the Magic Pebble/I Miss You, Stinky 
It's hard to be away from your family, especially when you've been turned into a rock, or the cheetah taking you home doesn't want 
to leave the jungle. key words: picnic, mama featured consonant sounds: p, m 
 
3:30 PM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (137) Coming Together (Seattle, Wa) 
During their visit to Seattle, Los Viajeros are performing to benefit a local senior home. Buster's new friend DeShe shows him how 
he helps others through his family's gospel ensemble. It gets Buster thinking: what has he been doing to help others? 
 
4:00 PM ARTHUR (902) Francine's Big Top Trouble/George Blows His Top 
Francine's Big Top Trouble - Francine is sure she will be a star at circus camp. Since Catherine did so well there - how hard could it 
be? Well, very, it turns out. Will Francine ever get the hang of tumbling? And, more importantly, will she ever step out of her 
sister's shadow? George Blows His Top - George is always more than happy to lend his pals whatever they need, especially Buster. 
But when Buster's borrowing gets out of control, will George risk their friendship to say enough is enough! 
 
4:30 PM MAYA & MIGUEL (108) Teacher's Pet 
When Paco stops speaking, Maya and Santiago take him to the vet, who tells them that the poor parrot is simply lonely staying at 
home all day. Maya solves the problem by taking Paco to school with her. But when Paco gives wrong answers in front of the class, 
accidentally insults kids in the hall, and eventually flies off somewhere in the school, Maya has a lot of problems to solve all at once. 
 
5:00 PM CYBERCHASE (403) Penguin Tears 
Hacker's secret quest continues, with the nefarious `borg on the hunt for the next piece of his mysterious machine. His search for 
the legendary Prism of Penguia takes him to snowy Cyberia. While trying to stop Hacker, Digit and the kids are trapped in an icy 
cave and must master the principles of bouncing in order to break out. Can they escape in time or will Hacker's plan succeed? 



WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 16 
 
6:30 AM BARNEY & FRIENDS (714) Play It Safe! 
In this episode of Barney and Friends, Barney teaches the kids how to play safe. Baby Bop and BJ come to the park to play and 
learn how to swing and slide and still follow the safety rules. "Don't stand on the swing." "Always take turns on the slide." Sarah and 
Whitney put on a puppet show with nursery rhymes that aren't very safe, including Humpty Dumpty and Jack Be Nimble. Before 
it's time to go, Barney and the gang learn that you can't forget to clean up - another safety rule. 
 
7:00 AM SESAME STREET (4093) Baby Bear's First Day of School 
It's Baby Bear's first day of school and he's very excited! Papa Bear drops Baby Bear off at the Storybook Community School and 
tells him that he loves him and will be back after school to pick him up. At school, Baby Bear meets and becomes friends with 
Hansel and Gretel, Jack and Jill, Little Red Riding Hood, and other storybook characters. While Baby Bear is having fun making 
friends and learning new things, he often misses his family throughout the day. Baby Bear wonders what they are doing and wishes 
that they could be there to share in the excitement of his first day in school. When Papa Bear picks Baby Bear up, Baby Bear tells 
him that while he had a great time at school, he also really missed his family. Papa Bear reassures Baby Bear by telling him that it's 
okay to miss the family. He tells Baby Bear to just think about the time they get to see each other again at the end of the day, and 
how he will tell his family about all the great things he did in school! 
 
8:00 AM CYBERCHASE (403) Penguin Tears 
Hacker's secret quest continues, with the nefarious `borg on the hunt for the next piece of his mysterious machine. His search for 
the legendary Prism of Penguia takes him to snowy Cyberia. While trying to stop Hacker, Digit and the kids are trapped in an icy 
cave and must master the principles of bouncing in order to break out. Can they escape in time or will Hacker's plan succeed? 
 
8:30 AM ARTHUR (212) Arthur's Faraway Friend/Arthur and the Square Danc 
Arthur gets some bad news -- Buster is leaving town to live with his Dad for a while. Is this the end of their friendship? In part 
two, does Francine have a crush on Arthur? That's what Binky thinks -- and soon even Arthur thinks it, too. Can Arthur manage to 
avoid Francine -- for the rest of his life? 
 
9:00 AM CLIFFORD'S PUPPY DAYS (203) Finder's Keepers/You're Famous! 
Finders Keepers: When Jorge digs up a shark tooth necklace in the courtyard, it is taken from him and given to its rightful owner. 
He cannot understand why "Finders Keepers Loser Weepers" (the children's proverb of dubious ethical merit) doesn't apply. He 
takes the necklace back and buries it again. Clifford sees this and must decide if he should dig it up and return it, or protect his 
friend - even though he believes that Jorge is wrong. Clifford resolves the problem by convincing Jorge to do the right thing. 
You're Famous!: Nina and Jorge become instant celebrities when they get their picture in the newspaper. All this attention makes 
them act differently and alienate their friends. When their "15 minutes" ends and isolation sets in, Nina and Jorge realize that it's 
time to mend fences and come back to earth. Luckily, their friends are there to welcome them back. 
 
9:30 AM DRAGON TALES (113) Not Separated at Birth/A Kite for Quetzal 
Zak and Wheezie are bickering over what they'll build for the new playground - the xylophone slide or the drum trampolines. When 
they wish they had separate bodies, Quetzal gives them some magic crystals -- and their wish comes true! But when Wheezie's 
slide collapses because she didn't follow directions, she misses Zak's patient input. Zak makes the trampoline so loose and saggy 
that Cassie and Emmy can't jump on itand he misses Wheezie, who always knows how to make things fun. In, "A Kite for Quetzal" 
The gang wants to surprise Quetzal by making a kite for "Kite Day" all by themselves. They make a list of the materials they'll need 
and set off in different directions to locate them. But when they all return with sticks and string, they decide they need a better 
plan. 
 
10:00 AM JAKERS (126) Lucky U 
Using creativity and cleverness, Piggley, Dannan and Ferny work together toward the common goal of finding and testing three 
lucky horseshoe legends in order to find the "true" story behind the horseshoe Mr. Hornsby has hung on the schoolhouse door. 
 
10:30 AM CAILLOU (113) Lost and Found 
A day of new discoveries! Caillou loses his voice, finds a frog in his throat, and learns other neat ways to communicate, until the 
frog goes away. The puppets are also in on the discovery action when Rexy finds what he believes to be a magic Bauble on the 
ground. But when he finds out Didi lost her precious "thing," Rexy magically returns it to her.  Caillou, later on, is missing one of his 
favorite socks. He searches the house, and accidentally locks himself in the basement.  Daddy comes to the rescue -- only he locks 
himself in the basement too. All is well when Mommy saves them both and finds the missing sock. 
 
11:00 AM BERENSTAIN BEARS (105) The Birthday Boy/Go to Camp 



The Birthday Boy - With Mama and Papa too busy setting up Brother's birthday party, Sister reluctantly decides to do her "Tell Us 
About A Family Member" school assignment on Brother. However videotaping him for her project not only allows her to see a side 
of him she never saw before, it helps her realize just how much her big brother really means to her. Ultimately not only is Sister's 
Birthday Boy video an A+ project, it also doubles as Brother's best birthday gift ever.  SAS Theme: Storytelling (and media 
literacy). Go to Camp - The cubs have had a fantastic summer at day camp. When camp leader, Grizzly Ted, announces an end of 
summer sleep out at Skull Rock, everyone is excited...everyone except Sister. She's anxious about sleeping outside. With the help 
of her friend Lizzy, Sister has a trial camp out in her own backyard and is able to overcome her anxiety of sleeping under the stars. 
 
11:30 AM MISTER ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD (1478) Mister Rogers Talks About Divorce 
Mister Rogers visits a garage where electric cars are being made.  In the Neighborhood of Make-Believe, Handyman Negri 
organizes a search for Prince Tuesday and the unhappy Prince is finally found. 
 
2:30 PM READING RAINBOW (408) Chickens Aren't The Only Ones 
 
3:00 PM BETWEEN THE LIONS (508) A Tasty Piece of Cheese/The Lion and the Mouse 
A taste for cheese leads a fox to trick a crow, and lands a mouse in the paws of a hungry lion. key words: cheese, little featured 
consonant sounds: ch, l 
 
3:30 PM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (138) Treasure Island (San Juan, Puerto Rico) 
Los Viajeros are stuck in a recording studio in San Juan, and Carlos has writer's block. So he enlists Buster and Bo's help to 
uncover some of his childhood memories and stimulate his songwriting. While in Puerto Rico, Buster discovers the beauty of Old San 
Juan, secret beaches, and the rainforest. He also puts to use the Spanish that he'slearned on his travels. 
 
4:00 PM ARTHUR (903) Arthur Weighs in/the Law of the Jungle Gym 
Arthur Weighs In - When Arthur doesn't fit into his costume for the play, he's shocked to learn that he's gotten "husky-sized." 
Now he's serious about getting in shape.  Will he turn to an all-protein diet? Eat only herbs and berries?  Or will he try something 
really radical.. .exercise?! The Law of the Jungle Gym - Muffy found the perfect place to take pictures with her new digital camera 
- the jungle gym. Unfortunately, it's Tough Customer territory, and Molly wants to bully Muffy right out of her new studio. But 
Crosswires do not compromise! Or. do they? 
 
4:30 PM MAYA & MIGUEL (113) The Bully and the Bunny 
A hulking new kid named Jimmy McCorkle moves in across the street and - at least it seems to Miguel and his friends - begins to 
bully everyone around. He kicks Miguel's soccer ball over the building, rips apart Maya's favorite video game, and commands Theo 
to remember his name...or else. Maya, however, is not so sure; she thinks maybe Jimmy's not so bad. When Jimmy buys Maya and 
Miguel's favorite bunny rabbit from the pet store, Maya decides they have to find out once and for all whether Jimmy really is a 
bully, or just misunderstood. 
 
5:00 PM CYBERCHASE (107) The Poddleville Case 
(topic: Patterns) - The diabolical Hacker wreaks havoc when he steals the power pods of Poddleville, a cybercity filled with 
patterns.  Our heroes must use math and logic to crack the double pattern that unlocks the Poddles' cyberpower vault before 
Hacker and his henchmen do!  The Big Idea: Patterns are sequences that repeat or change in an orderly way.  You can use patterns 
to predict the next step in solving a problem. 



THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 17 
 
6:30 AM BARNEY & FRIENDS (715) Three Lines, Three Corners 
In this episode of Barney & Friends, the gang learns about triangles. First, they play triangle hop-scotch, but then wander around 
the park and in the caboose pointing out different triangles. The kids decide to do craft projects using mainly the triangle shape. 
Finally, as Mario is preparing for his weekend family camping trip, Barney and the kids imagine that it is night and they have a 
campfire with s'mores in the park. 
 
7:00 AM SESAME STREET (4031) Karaoke Night at Hooper's Store 
It's Karaoke night at Hooper's and everyone is getting ready to sing! Telly is extremely nervous about singing and his friend Baby 
Bear tries to encourage him to participate.  The two of them sit and listen as everyone sings their songs.  Rosita makes a mistake 
but keeps going and Telly sees that this is okay.  When Baby Bear gets up to sing he gets very nervous and Telly ends up helping his 
friend and singing along.  When the karaoke machine breaks, everyone gets their instruments and they make their own music 
together, singing until late into the evening. 
 
8:00 AM CYBERCHASE (107) The Poddleville Case 
(topic: Patterns) - The diabolical Hacker wreaks havoc when he steals the power pods of Poddleville, a cybercity filled with 
patterns.  Our heroes must use math and logic to crack the double pattern that unlocks the Poddles' cyberpower vault before 
Hacker and his henchmen do!  The Big Idea: Patterns are sequences that repeat or change in an orderly way.  You can use patterns 
to predict the next step in solving a problem. 
 
8:30 AM ARTHUR (211) D.W.'s Deer Friend/Buster Hits The Books 
The Reads go on a camping trip, and D.W. wants to bring a little bit of nature back home -- a rather large deer named Walter! In 
the second story, Buster has gotten through school without reading a book. But now he's got just one week to finish a whole book -- 
with chapters! -- and write about it. 
 
9:00 AM CLIFFORD THE BIG RED DOG (139) Forgive & Forget/Mimi's Back In Town 
When Clifford forgets a play date, Cleo gets really upset. After all, she would never do that to a friend. Cleo wont even accept 
Cliffords apologies. But T-bone points out to Cleo that maybe she is the one who isnt being a good friend. After all, Clifford did 
apologizeand a good friend would never hold a grudge. Cleo learns that good friends forgive (and forget!)./ T-bone really likes Mimi, 
the little brown poodle who visits the Island on occasion, and is very excited to hear she's coming back again! But when Cleo starts 
teasing him about how much he likes Mimi, T-bone feels embarrassed and uncomfortable. He finally confronts Cleo about it and Cleo 
learns that teasing can be anything that makes someone feel uncomfortable. 
 
9:30 AM DRAGON TALES (114) Dragon Drop/Cassie Loves A Parade 
Zak and Wheezie are in big trouble because the Dragon Fair is today, and they don't know how to catch. If they drop the sack at 
the Sackberry Toss, they'll get covered in sticky purple juice. Coach Emmy springs into action, going over the basics: stand in front 
of the ball, always keep your eye on it and use both hands to catch. In, "Cassie Loves a Parade," Cassie's all dressed up to ride the 
Book Float in the School in the Sky parade. But when Quetzal randomly draws names from a hat, she finds out that she hasn't been 
picked. Distraught, Cassie flies off by herself and meets up with Cosmo -- a flower who's crying into his petals because he, too, 
wasn't chosen to be in the parade. 
 
10:00 AM JAKERS (127) Ferny Wears The Star 
Ferny gets the chance to be the leader in a game of cowboys, and Piggley is put in the unusual position of being a follower. But 
Ferny doesn't play cowboys Piggley's way, and Piggley soon loses interest and goes home. Mr. Winks convinces Piggley to try Ferny's 
way and Piggley ends up having fun- and gaining new respect for his friend. Jakers! Live and Learn: Cobi Jones presents some kids 
who are invited to play a game called "hurly," but aren't told the rules. The result is chaos! The kids learn that a game is much more 
fun to play when you know the rules. 
 
10:30 AM CAILLOU (114) Just for Laughs 
Caillou's clowning around today and having a wonderful time. Seeing Bravo the magician at a friend's birthday party inspires Caillou 
to become Caillou the Great and put on a magic show of his own. Later, he plays the clown for a wary Rosie, who's afraid of clowns 
until Caillou shows her they're just people wearing silly costumes. Caillou also gets to go to a parade, have another pretend parade 
with Dad, and even makes puppet clowns with Grandma. Meanwhile, the resident puppets, Rexy, Teddy and Gilbert, trade jokes and 
hearty laughter. 
 
11:00 AM BERENSTAIN BEARS (106) Visit The Dentist/Too Much Junkfood 



Visit the Dentist - When Sister gets her first loose tooth, Brother teases her that the dentist will extract it with a big yanking 
tool. After Sister watches Brother get a cavity filled, she discovers that her dentist is a very gentle fellow and he assures her 
that most baby teeth don't need yanking. They fall out all on their own. Too Much Junkfood - Papa and the cubs decide to train 
together for theAnnual Bear Country Run, but find their performance level isn't increasing the way that it should. Dr. Grizzly 
informs them that exercise is important, but so is a healthy diet. When Papa and the cubs put away the junk food and eat more 
nutritious foods, their energy level is given the boost it needs to run the big race. 
 
11:30 AM MISTER ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD (1479) Mister Rogers Talks About Divorce 
Mister Rogers visits Joe Negri's music shop and meets Dr. Earl Grollman, author of books for parents and children about divorce. 
Unlike musical instruments, relationships can't always be fixed.  In the Neighborhood of Make-Believe, Prince Tuesday returns to 
the castle and talks to his parents concerning his fears that their quarreling was going to lead to their divorce.  Mister Rogers 
reassures his viewers that when parents quarrel it does not necessarily mean they are going to get a divorce. 
 
2:30 PM BOB THE BUILDER (109) Discovery 
The team makes some remarkable discoveries. Mr Fothergill discovers the unlikely cause of his allergies in Hamish's New Home. 
Muck discovers an ancient racetrack and becomes an archaeologist in Racing Muck. Pilchard becomes a detective in Pilchard's Pets. 
 
3:00 PM BETWEEN THE LIONS (509) Earl's Too Cool/When I Was Five 
Making new friends and keeping old friends is too cool. key words: too, five featured consonant sounds: t, f 
 
3:30 PM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (139) Step By Step (Hartford, Connecticut) 
Francine and Sue Ellen need to learn the 1-2-3s of Puerto Rican dance. So Buster explores the Puerto Rican community in Hartford 
where he meets 10 year-old Katerina. She shows Buster the traditional bomba and plena dances, and the modern salsa. She also 
shares her hearing impairment with Buster, proving that nothing can stop her from doing what she loves most 
 
4:00 PM ARTHUR (905) Lights, Camera.... Opera!/All Worked Up 
Lights, Camera ...Opera! - When Muffy's Dad gives her concert tickets, she couldn't be more excited, until she discovers that she's 
going to ... gasp! ... the opera. How will she even understand what's going on let alone stay awake?  Opera singer Rodney Gilfrey 
guest stars to show Muffy why Bizet's "Carmen" can be a whole lot more fun than ` Tween Dream! All Worked Up - Arthur aced 
five quizzes in a row! But his luck runs out when Mom takes a new job. Did his streak end because Mom's schedule is disrupting his 
perfect routine?! At first Arthur and D.W. get all worked up over this change at home, but they learn that they'll always be 
priority number one. 
 
4:30 PM MAYA & MIGUEL (130) The Dogwalkers 
In order to send their neighbor, the retired Broadway dancer Mrs. Salviati, to her high school reunion, Maya and Miguel decide to 
open a pet-care business to raise money for the plane fare. But when they take on a few too many jobs, they are overwhelmed with 
neighborhood pets needing to be walked, fed, bathed, groomed and clipped. In the end, they learn not to bite off more than they 
can chew. 
 
5:00 PM CYBERCHASE (210) Raising The Bar 
The main Cybrary is under attack. Hacker, disguised as an exterminator called the Vermin Vexer, has released a mysterious 
cyberbug that is systematically destroying certain information - but Ms. Fileshare, the overworked Cybrarian, is too busy to notice. 
When Hacker uses bar graphs to confuse Ms. Fileshare, the kids create bar graphs of their own to counter his contentions. Which 
graph will Ms. Fileshare believe? And what information is Hacker trying to destroy? Math Topic: Bar Graphs; NCTM Links: 
Representation. *With special guest star Jasmine Guy* 



FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 18 
 
6:30 AM BARNEY & FRIENDS (716) A Parade of Bikes 
In this episode of Barney & Friends, the kids are getting ready for a bike parade. Nick, who is bringing the decorations, has an 
accident and his bike needs to be fixed. Luckily, Mr. Boyd is there to help. Baby Bop comes by, showing off her skill at riding her 
tricycle. The kids review important bike safety tips, including remembering to look both ways before crossing the street. Once 
Nick's bike is fixed, the kids finish decorating their bikes with balloons from Barney. 
 
7:00 AM SESAME STREET (4094) Telly Learns The Grouchketeer Cheer 
Telly Monster tells Gordon that he feels miserable because in order to go on Oscar's Annual Grouch Picnic and Field Day, he has to 
learn the Official Grouch Cheer and he's the only one who can't do it right. Gordon talks to Oscar and convinces him to let Telly try 
learning to do it right. Telly is so discouraged at this point that he keeps saying that he can't do the cheer. Gordon motivates Telly 
by practicing the cheer with him and by telling him that he can do it! Through Gordon's encouragement, constant practice, and 
believing in himself, Telly finally learns to do the cheer! Telly shows Oscar that he can do the cheer beautifully, and boards the bus 
to go on the field trip with all the other Grouchketeers! 
 
8:00 AM CYBERCHASE (210) Raising The Bar 
The main Cybrary is under attack. Hacker, disguised as an exterminator called the Vermin Vexer, has released a mysterious 
cyberbug that is systematically destroying certain information - but Ms. Fileshare, the overworked Cybrarian, is too busy to notice. 
When Hacker uses bar graphs to confuse Ms. Fileshare, the kids create bar graphs of their own to counter his contentions. Which 
graph will Ms. Fileshare believe? And what information is Hacker trying to destroy? Math Topic: Bar Graphs; NCTM Links: 
Representation. *With special guest star Jasmine Guy* 
 
8:30 AM ARTHUR (901) Castles in the Sky/Tipping The Scales 
Castles In the Sky - The gang is devastated after their tree house collapses. It was the best place to hang out in the whole world. 
Can architect Frank Gehry get them to agree on a new design and help them to rebuild? Tipping the Scales - Everyone in Arthur's 
chorus group is excited about their upcoming performance in Crown City. Everyone knows nothing beats that post-concert 
cheesecake at Finkleme yers! But when strict Dr. Fugue replaces fun Mrs. Krasny as their teacher, the gang worries -will music class 
ever be fun again? 
 
9:00 AM CLIFFORD THE BIG RED DOG (140) Blanket Blues/Dino Clifford 
Cleo spies Clifford's favorite blanket--one he has had since he was a puppy--and proclaims it the perfect cape for Super T-bone. 
Clifford reluctantly allows his friends to use the blanket, if they promise to be very careful. The game turns rambunctious, the 
blanket gets dirty and Clifford gets upset. Cleo and T-bone realize that to be a good friend you should listen to and respect the 
wishes and property of others./ Vaz's big sister Teresa is home from college and ready to dig for dinosaur bones & fossils on 
Birdwell Island! Who more perfect to help her dig than Clifford and his dog friends? Everybody has great luck digging up fossils 
that will complete a dinosaur skeleton that Teresa is piecing together--everybody but T-bone that is. But by believing in himself, T-
bone ultimately comes up with one of the most important bones needed to complete the job. 
 
9:30 AM DRAGON TALES (115) A Cool School/Max's Comic Adventure 
Emmy hatches a plan to have Max, who is anxious about his first day at their new school, "practice" by attending the School in the 
Sky with their dragon friends in Dragon Land. When the children find they are not naturals at certain dragon activities, the wise 
teacher Quetzal is there to encourage persistence. In, "Max's Comic Adventure" Max shows off his favorite superhero comic book, 
"The Adventures of Mondo Mouse. " As everyone takes turns looking through the special 3D glasses, they start to see strange 
picture symbols all over Dragon Land. Figuring out each clue eventually leads them to a bright light coming from a cave, where they 
discover a caged Mondo shining his mega-mirror! Just as in Max's book, he has been captured by the Cat Napper. To free him, the 
group tries various combinations on the lock keypad, which resembles a hopscotch board. Zak's "hopscotch skip" does the trick, and 
Mondo thanks them all by taking them for an exciting ride on his rocket skateboard. 
 
10:00 AM JAKERS (128) Molly Had A Little Lamb 
Molly is about to start school and feels very grown up.  To prove it, she persuades her parents to let her take care of an adorable 
lamb. But when Molly can't say "no" to the little darling, he becomes a troublemaker causing chaos on the farm, in the house, and 
even at school. Molly soon realizes that even little lambs need rules! Jakers!  Live and Learn: Cobi Jones presents some kids who are 
invited to play a game called "hurly," but aren't told the rules. The result is chaos! The kids learn that a game is much more fun to 
play when you know the rules. 
 
10:30 AM CAILLOU (115) Caillou Helps Out 



Everyone's lending a helping hand today. Caillou plans a surprise birthday party for Grandpa with Grandma's help. He and Grandma 
get everything ready, and Grandpa is very surprised and very happy. Rexy, on the other hand, is disappointed when Teddy and Didi 
are too busy with their chores to play with him. Gilbert suggests that Rexy help the others out -- that way they'll be finished 
sooner and ready to play. Caillou really likes to play with Leo's pet hamster and would love to have one of his own. He doesn't realize 
how much hard work having a hamster can be until he offers to look after Leo's pet while Leo and his parents are out of town. He 
soon realizes it's not all fun and games - especially with Gilbert around! 
 
11:00 AM BERENSTAIN BEARS (107) Mama's New Job/Mighty Milton 
Mama's New Job - When Mama decides to open her own quilt shop, Papa and the cubs are convinced they won't be able to cope 
around the house without her. However it's only when they stop thinking about themselves and start thinking about supporting 
Mama and her new endeavour do Papa and the cubs band together to share the load and make it work. Mighty Milton - When a new 
cub at school is teased by Too-Tall and thegang for his lack of sporting ability, Brother takes it upon himself to help his new friend 
renew his self- esteem by finding value in the things he can do well. 
 
11:30 AM MISTER ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD (1480) Mister Rogers Talks About Divorce 
Mister Rogers takes his young viewers on a commercial airliner to help them feel at home when traveling by air.  In the 
Neighborhood of Make- Believe, a sad clown learns to feel good about being himself and King Friday's electric plane-car is 
delivered. 
 
3:00 PM BETWEEN THE LIONS (510) It's Red! It's Green!/Joseph Had A Little Overcoat 
In these folktales, a red hat is really green (or is it red?), and an old overcoat is also a button. key words: red, jacket featured 
consonant sounds: r, j 
 
3:30 PM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (140) Buster's Big Goal (East Boston, Massachusetts) 
The first game of Elwood City's soccer season is coming up, but with all the traveling, Buster's game is a little rusty. So he enlists 
the help of his new Brazilian friends and soccer experts, Rafael, Pedro and Eduardo. Buster gets all the practice he needs just in 
time to impress his friends back home. 
 
4:00 PM KIDS' PICKS  
 
4:30 PM KIDS' PICKS  
 
5:00 PM CYBERCHASE (105) Sensible Flats 
(topic: Area) - Our Cyber-Team is transported to a Wild West site to prove that Hacker has taken a larger piece of land than he is 
allowed.  Hacker is in jail and the trial is about to begin, but is his homestead really larger than what Judge Trudy will allow? The 
kids must discover how to measure the area of his irregularly shaped property in order to find the answer.  The Big Idea: To find 
the area of an object, count how many squares fit on it. But there's an easier way!  Measure an object's dimensions, and you can use 
mathematics to calculate its area. 



SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 20 
 
6:30 AM BARNEY & FRIENDS (712) This Way In, This Way Out! 
In this episode of Barney and Friends, the gang learns about the difference between inside and outside. In begins when Angela 
comes to the park with Terry the Turtle. Terry likes to pop his head in and out of his shell. The kids play with Terry until it's time 
for Angela to release him back to the pond. BJ and Baby Bop have been hiking and meet up with the kids and Barney. They stay to 
learn about indoor and outdoor voices as well as watching a butterfly come out of her cocoon. 
 
7:00 AM GEORGE SHRINKS (132) All Along The Clocktower 
The whole town is working together to clean up the town square.  But only George and his special size can get inside the town hall 
clock to fix it. And that becomes an adventure in itself. 
 
7:30 AM CLIFFORD'S PUPPY DAYS (203) Finder's Keepers/You're Famous! 
Finders Keepers: When Jorge digs up a shark tooth necklace in the courtyard, it is taken from him and given to its rightful owner. 
He cannot understand why "Finders Keepers Loser Weepers" (the children's proverb of dubious ethical merit) doesn't apply. He 
takes the necklace back and buries it again. Clifford sees this and must decide if he should dig it up and return it, or protect his 
friend - even though he believes that Jorge is wrong. Clifford resolves the problem by convincing Jorge to do the right thing. 
You're Famous!: Nina and Jorge become instant celebrities when they get their picture in the newspaper. All this attention makes 
them act differently and alienate their friends. When their "15 minutes" ends and isolation sets in, Nina and Jorge realize that it's 
time to mend fences and come back to earth. Luckily, their friends are there to welcome them back. 
 
8:00 AM THOMAS & FRIENDS (212) Loyalty 
When Edward starts wheezing and leaking steam, he is afraid that Sir Topham Hatt will find out and scrap him. Worried Edward is 
given an important job, and when he confides in Thomas, Thomas offers to do his job for him. Thomas works hard, but soon starts 
running late. Will the plan save Edward or put both engines out of work? A Bad Day for Harold Harold the helicopter loves flying 
and sometimes delivers the mail, which is Percy's favorite job. He gets very cross if Harold takes his mail - something that Harold 
loves to tease Percy about. Unfortunately, when Percy is unable to deliver the mail, Harold is called in to take over. Will Percy ever 
get to take over the mail run again? Thomas and the Golden Eagle When a golden eagle has been spotted on Sodor, Thomas and 
Percy both want to see it. Percy and Thomas strike a deal to help each other out so they have time to see the eagle. But will 
splitting the work cause neither of the jobs to get done or will the engines' efforts bring a bigger reward than they'd imagined? 
 
8:30 AM BOB THE BUILDER (212) A Colorful Discovery 
Bob is building an extraordinary new cave-house for Sandy Beach - a caveman expert! At the site, Dizzy decides that Sandy's cave-
house would look much nicer with more color, and Sandy agrees. So Scrambler is off to find the perfect colors to decorate the 
cave! But finding the right materials for the job turns out to be harder than he thought! Will Scrambler come up with the right 
plan and the right colors for Sandy's cave! Spud's Bumper Harvest Farmer Pickles asks Bob to help build a silo to store sunflowers 
before they're taken to the factory. Spud decides that it would be a good idea to harvest them now, before Squawk the crow can 
get to them! But when Bob takes longer than expected to finish the job, Spud must find another place to store his harvest! Will 
Spud's sunflower harvest be too big for a scarecrow to handle? Will he need to call in the team? 
 
9:00 AM MAKE WAY FOR NODDY (111) The Case of the Missing Ball/Mr. Sparks and the Br 
 
9:30 AM DRAGON TALES (111) Sky Pirates/Four Little Pigs 
When a pirate ship drops anchor in Dragon Land, out steps Captain Scaliwag, looking for a treasure he buried when he was young. 
The kids' eyes light up -- they'll be glad to help with a treasure hunt! Instead of a map, Scaliwag shows the group three sketches 
to help them find the treasure. After some thought, they correctly identify his first two pictures, but have no luck locating the 
treasure in either place. In his third drawing, however, they immediately recognize the familiar bell and flag as the School in the 
Sky. When Quetzal helps him recall the burial spot, Scaliwag is overjoyed to be reunited with his wonderful treasure of childhood 
toys. In, "Four Little Pigs," Max and Emmy have a great idea -- they'll use their dad's old clothes to put on a puppet show in Dragon 
Land! After much thought, the kids and dragons choose to act out "The Three Little Pigs." Ord, Max and Cassie offer to play the 
pigs. Emmy wants to be the wolf, but so do Zak and Wheezie, who are tired of always having to provide the music. They don't want 
to play if they can't be the wolf, so they leave. 
 
10:00 AM ARTHUR (901) Castles in the Sky/Tipping The Scales 
Castles In the Sky - The gang is devastated after their tree house collapses. It was the best place to hang out in the whole world. 
Can architect Frank Gehry get them to agree on a new design and help them to rebuild? Tipping the Scales - Everyone in Arthur's 
chorus group is excited about their upcoming performance in Crown City. Everyone knows nothing beats that post-concert 



cheesecake at Finklemeyers! But when strict Dr. Fugue replaces fun Mrs. Krasny as their teacher, the gang worries -will music class 
ever be fun again? 
 
10:30 AM JAKERS! THE ADVENTURES OF PIGGLEY WINKS (124) Ferny Gets A Crush 
Piggley and Dannan think they know best how to help a love-struck Ferny get the attention of his schoolmate, Millie. While he 
appreciates that his friends are trying to help, in the end Ferny learns that he's really much better off trusting his own feelings 
and instincts. 
 
11:00 AM CYBERCHASE (301) Ecohaven Cse 
Someone has stolen the legendary cyberbeast Choocroca from cybersite EcoHaven, and the only clue is the culprit's footprint. 
Using the principles of "body math," the CyberSquad has to sleuth out who took Choocroca, and rescue the massive beast. The 
suspects are members of a safari team -- one of them is secretly working for Hacker, who wants to capture the creature and use it 
to takeover Cyberspace. The CyberSquad must use forensic science to build their case and find both the culprit and the critter 
before Hacker gets his way. 



MONDAY, NOVEMBER 21 
 
6:30 AM BARNEY & FRIENDS (717) It's A Happy Day! 
In this episode of Barney & Friends, the kids are looking for something new and fun to do. Beth comes up with the idea of a new 
holiday called Happy Day. The kids make a wish and everyone works together to make that wish come true. For example, Whitney's 
wish was to play Three Little Kittens and BJ wants to go fishing. The gang also learn how you can tell if someone is happy or sad. 
 
7:00 AM SESAME STREET (4033) Cookie Monster Is Blamed for Stealing Cookies 
Cookie Monster is in search of cookies as usual.  He can smell cookies in the air, but every time he comes upon some friends with 
cookies, he is told that he cannot have any because they are being used for something else. Cookie Monster fights his instincts and 
refrains from eating the cookies. However, there is someone else stealing the cookies and Cookie Monster is continuously blamed!  
He is very, very frustrated because he is telling the truth but no one believes him given his usual tendencies.  Out of the blue, 
Cookiehood arrives on his horse and we learn that he is the one who has been stealing all of the cookies and giving them away.  
Everyone apologizes to Cookie for underestimating him and for not believing what he said.  Then Cookiehood goes off to Hooper's 
to buy cookies for Cookie Monster. 
 
8:00 AM CYBERCHASE (105) Sensible Flats 
(topic: Area) - Our Cyber-Team is transported to a Wild West site to prove that Hacker has taken a larger piece of land than he is 
allowed.  Hacker is in jail and the trial is about to begin, but is his homestead really larger than what Judge Trudy will allow? The 
kids must discover how to measure the area of his irregularly shaped property in order to find the answer.  The Big Idea: To find 
the area of an object, count how many squares fit on it. But there's an easier way!  Measure an object's dimensions, and you can use 
mathematics to calculate its area. 
 
8:30 AM ARTHUR (902) Francine's Big Top Trouble/George Blows His Top 
Francine's Big Top Trouble - Francine is sure she will be a star at circus camp. Since Catherine did so well there - how hard could it 
be? Well, very, it turns out. Will Francine ever get the hang of tumbling? And, more importantly, will she ever step out of her 
sister's shadow? George Blows His Top - George is always more than happy to lend his pals whatever they need, especially Buster. 
But when Buster's borrowing gets out of control, will George risk their friendship to say enough is enough! 
 
9:00 AM CLIFFORD THE BIG RED DOG (201) That's Snow Lie/A Friend In Need 
THAT'S SNOW LIE - Clifford's Big Idea: Believe in Yourself Cleo pretends to hurt her paw so she won't have to embarrass 
herself on the ice rink A FRIEND IN NEED - Clifford's Big Idea: Be a Good Friend Jetta insists on taking on a big job without help 
so she can be a " hero." 
 
9:30 AM DRAGON TALES (116) It Happened One Nightmare/Staying Within The Lines 
A festive scene is set for a carnival in Dragon Land! Amid colorful streamers, balloons and flags, the kids arrive to find the dragons 
too pooped to party. Ord, who has been having bad dreams, kept them all awake during a sleepover at his cave. They agree to take a 
quick nap and all snuggle into Quetzal's hammockbut still Ord is afraid to doze off.  In, "Staying Within the Lines," The Stickleback 
Mountains have lost their color! It was washed away in a big rainstorm, so Quetzal puts the gang to work painting the scene. Max, 
who is not worried about staying within the lines, gets carried away with the blue he's using for the stream. As the river threatens 
to overflow, Emmy and Cassie finish off a boulder dam just in time. 
 
10:00 AM JAKERS (129) Trial and Error 
When Dannan's school bag is chewed to pieces, Finnegan the donkey is the likely suspect. The kids hold a "trial" in the barn, where 
witnesses tell different versions of the crime. When it is revealed that Finnegan was not to blame, everyone learns an important 
lesson about the dangers of making accusations without knowing all the facts. Jakers! Live and Learn: Cobi Jones shows us a local 
elementary school where the students recreate their own version of the trial scene from "Trial and Error." 
 
10:30 AM CAILLOU (116) Imagine! 
Today, Caillou discovers something inside him that makes ordinary things fun: imagination! Unable to fly his kite on a windless day, 
Caillou stares at the clouds and finds they're really wagons, balloons and dinosaurs, if you look at them just right. When rain 
grounds his kite another day, Caillou and Dad turn the living room into a pirate ship -- with Gilbert shaking the dormant kite like a 
lively fish. It's also fun playing with his friend George, who no one can see but Caillou.  Meanwhile, the puppets fall into individual 
reveries about singing, dancing, and conducting an orchestra -- then realize they can imagine together, and make a full concert of it! 
 
11:00 AM BERENSTAIN BEARS (108) Go to School/Week at Grandma's 
Go to School - Too-Tall and the gang amuse themselves at Sister's expense by warning her how hard third grade will be and how 
strict Teacher Jane is. Brother tries unsuccessfully to convince Sis not to worry. Mama reminisces about Sister starting 



kindergarten and reflects on how her daughter's feelings back then were exactly the same. Sure enough, when Sister starts grade 
three she enjoys the new experience just like she did when she started kindergarten. Week at Grandma's - When Mama and Papa 
go off on a second honeymoon, Brother and Sister are certain they're in for the most boring time of their lives spending an entire 
week with their grandparents. However the cubs' preconception that old people are boring does a complete turnaround as they end 
up having an even better time than their parents - thanks to their anything but boring grandparents. 
 
11:30 AM MISTER ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD (1701) When Parents Go to Work Week 
This new week encourages children to feel good about helping and asking for help.  While using a vacuum cleaner that he's brought 
to use at the home of a sick neighbor, Mister Rogers helps children with their fear of its noise and its suction.  His helpful 
neighbors, the McFeelys, invite hi m to come by and see a mother dog and puppies for whom they are "puppy- sitting." 
 
2:30 PM READING RAINBOW (1203) Bread Is for Eating 
LeVar Burton focuses on the art of baking bread and its cultural value throughout the world. Bread is considered to be the most 
basic food that we consume. It can be fun to make, tasty, and it's part of a balance daily diet. But in many cultures, the making and 
comsumption of bread takes on an even larger meaning for many. The Hopi Tribe of northern Arizona bake their bread, bekee, on a 
hot stone outside. In keeping with Native American tradition, the stone is always borrowed and a family member is invited to help 
with preparations. This time is viewed as an opportunity to draw closer to one another and nature. In the Indian culture, no meal is 
complete without bread. Nan, the basic bread is spicy and baked in a clay oven. This episode's suggested books are "Bread is for 
Eating", "Bread, Bread, Bread", "The Tortilla Factory", and "Walter the Baker." 
 
3:00 PM BETWEEN THE LIONS (508) A Tasty Piece of Cheese/The Lion and the Mouse 
A taste for cheese leads a fox to trick a crow, and lands a mouse in the paws of a hungry lion. key words: cheese, little featured 
consonant sounds: ch, l 
 
3:30 PM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (105) Among The Hmong (Madison, Wisconsin) 
At a Southeast Asian festival, Buster meets Diana, Caitlin, and Rosie, who share the same last name and Hmong heritage - AND 
they all live on the same street! Buster cheers on the girls in a traditional dance competition and joins in on a family barbecue that 
includes Hmong foods and one of Buster's favorites, hot dogs. 
 
4:00 PM ARTHUR (907) Three's A Crowd/A Is for Angry 
Three's a Crowd - Prunella's favorite time of day is early morning, when she and her Mom do yoga. So when her best friend Marina 
joins them, will Prunella feel that more is merrier... or that three's a crowd? Can Prunella learn to share her Mom - or will she have 
to give up yoga forever!? A is for Angry- When Arthur decides to take-on Brain at an all school checkers competition, everyone 
rallies behind the underdog. That is until Arthur rejects all the fan support with a big "yowl." Will Arthur get his fan support 
back.and does he even want it back? 
 
4:30 PM MAYA & MIGUEL (128) Friends Forever? 
"Las Tres Amigas" get into an argument and split up. Miguel, Theo and Andy watch their breakup with amusement. As the girls 
return each other's borrowed belongings and try to avoid each other in the lunchroom, the boys smugly believe that such a thing 
could never happen to them. But when Theo and Andy discover that Miguel has been secretly coaching each of them for an open 
position on the soccer team, that's exactly what happens. The guys find themselves doing the exact same splitting-up routine, 
returning all their borrowed stuff. Before long, however, the girls and the boys realize that no kid is an island; each person is 
different from the other, but it makes the whole group better. 
 
5:00 PM CYBERCHASE (202) Totally Rad 
The dastardly Hacker (Christopher Lloyd) takes over the Radopolis cybersite, declaring himself King in "Totally Rad," the season 
premiere of CYBERCHASE.  In an effort to dethrone him, the kids challenge the Hacker's extreme team to a winner-take-all 
skate-off. There's just one catch: high- scoring tricks need as much area as possible and the field keeps mysteriously changing!  
With Digit ( Gilbert Gottfried) as coach, the kids put on a dazzling display of blading, boarding, and biking, but can they match 
their performance to the changing arena?  The Big Idea: Different shapes bounded by the same perimeter can enclose very 
different areas. Math Topic: Perimeter/Area. 



TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 22 
 
6:30 AM BARNEY & FRIENDS (718) My Family and Me 
This episode of Barney and Friends is all about family. The kids are invited to a picnic in the park, but they don't know who the 
mysterious host is. They were asked to bring a family treasure along too. Barney teaches the kids the importance of family. After 
taking a break inside where the kids practice reading, thekids draw pictures of their families. 
 
7:00 AM SESAME STREET (4095) Who'll Replace The Big Bad Wolf 
The Big Bad Wolf feels so exhausted from having to chase pigs and dress up like a Grandma all the time that he decides to take a 
vacation. In the meantime, Zoe, Elmo, and Telly audition to be the temporary wolf. The three of them have to first, blow down a 
straw house, then chase pigs, and lastly, pretend to be Grandma. All three of them creatively think of different strategies to pass 
the test. They all then begin arguing over who could best play the role of the Big Bad Wolf. Gordon talks to them and helps them to 
realize that it'smore important to stay friends than to be the wolf. When it's time for the Big Bad Wolf to decide, he gives the 
role to Gordon since he did such a great job showing Telly, Zoe, and Elmo how to do everything that a Big Bad Wolf should do! 
 
8:00 AM CYBERCHASE (202) Totally Rad 
The dastardly Hacker (Christopher Lloyd) takes over the Radopolis cybersite, declaring himself King in "Totally Rad," the season 
premiere of CYBERCHASE.  In an effort to dethrone him, the kids challenge the Hacker's extreme team to a winner-take-all 
skate-off. There's just one catch: high- scoring tricks need as much area as possible and the field keeps mysteriously changing!  
With Digit ( Gilbert Gottfried) as coach, the kids put on a dazzling display of blading, boarding, and biking, but can they match 
their performance to the changing arena?  The Big Idea: Different shapes bounded by the same perimeter can enclose very 
different areas. Math Topic: Perimeter/Area. 
 
8:30 AM ARTHUR (903) Arthur Weighs in/the Law of the Jungle Gym 
Arthur Weighs In - When Arthur doesn't fit into his costume for the play, he's shocked to learn that he's gotten "husky-sized." 
Now he's serious about getting in shape.  Will he turn to an all-protein diet? Eat only herbs and berries?  Or will he try something 
really radical.. .exercise?! The Law of the Jungle Gym - Muffy found the perfect place to take pictures with her new digital camera 
- the jungle gym. Unfortunately, it's Tough Customer territory, and Molly wants to bully Muffy right out of her new studio. But 
Crosswires do not compromise! Or. do they? 
 
9:00 AM CLIFFORD THE BIG RED DOG (202) Fan Mail/Hooray for Cleo 
Clifford's Big Idea: Believe in Yourself Emily Elizabeth writes a fan letter to her favorite pop star and discovers - with the help of 
Mr. Bleakman - that sometimes wishes do come true. (Literacy episode.) HOORAY FOR CLEO - Clifford's Big Idea: Be Honest Cleo 
withholds information and makes ev eryone think she's a beachball playing star. 
 
9:30 AM DRAGON TALES (117) Follow The Dots/A Smashing Success 
During a badminton-like game of "Whack-it-Back," Ord hits the whistling birdie so hard that it disappears over the trees. Norm the 
Number Gnome pres ents a challenge: number and connect the ten black dots that he scatters across the land, and they'll find the 
birdie. Using what Max remembers from his puzzle book at home, they track down dots represented by various numbers of 
cactuses and watermelons, chili peppers and Dandylions, Do-Re-Mi birds and Stinky Dink bugs. When they connect all ten in the 
correct order, the lines form an arrowpointing to Ord's whistler in a tree! In, "Smashing Success" The kids get their first look at 
the dragons' Music Night act, and Emmy is overcome with admiration for Wheezie's talent. When the dragons take a break, she 
attempts to imitate her trumpet playing and accidentally breaks the instrument. Fearful that Wheezie won't like her anymore, 
Emmy hides the broken trumpet, then tries unsuccessfully to repair it. Wheezie blames Zak, and Emmy isn't confessing despite her 
brother's urgings. 
 
10:00 AM JAKERS (130) Rain, Rain, Go Away 
When Mr. and Mrs. Winks have to go out in the rain to repair a fence, Piggley must keep Molly inside and entertained. He quickly 
realizes that what is fun for him isn't necessarily fun for Molly. Piggley uses his ingenuity to come up with some great games they 
both can play and enjoy-and discovers how much fun it is to be a truly helpful older brother! Jakers! Live and Learn: Cobi Jones 
shows us a local elementary school's "Buddies Program," where first and fifth graders are paired up and discover that friendships 
can span all ages. 
 
10:30 AM CAILLOU (118) Words! 
Writing and reading are the focus today. Caillou is all excited to read the weekend paper with Daddy, but the wind and a very 
mischievous cat delay his reading time. With a little patience and persistence, Caillou finally gets to enjoy his favorite comic strip. 
Later, when Mommy is upset because the mailman only brings bills, bills and more bills, she tells Caillou that it would be nice to get a 
nice letter for a change.  Caillou and Daddy decide to write Mommy a really nice letter, and the next morning they give it to the 



mail carrier to deliver. Mommy is thrilled! Meanwhile Teddy and Rexy each learn a new word from the dictionary and decide to use 
their new words all day long. 
 
11:00 AM BERENSTAIN BEARS (111) Trouble with Money/Double Dare 
TROUBLE WITH MONEY: When Mama and Papa refuse to buy Brother and Sister trendy overly expensive sport shirts, the cubs 
decide to earn the money themselves. However the cubs go overboard and get so caught up in everything from lemonade stands to 
dog walking services that they leave themselves no time for their friends. It's only when they finally reach their goal that Brother 
and Sister realize the price tag has turned out to a lot bigger than they thought. Their blind pursuit of material things has cost 
them their friends. DOUBLE DARE: Brother displays some real moxie when he attempts to get back Sisters skipping rope from Too 
Tall and his mischievous gang. Too Tall thinks Brother has what it takes to join his gang. After Brother becomes a member he's 
required to follow the leader... and that means trespassing on Farmer Ben's property to swipe watermelons. Brother is the only one 
caught and Farmer Ben has a heart to heart talk with him about how to deal with peer pressure. 
 
11:30 AM MISTER ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD (1702) When Parents Go to Work Week 
Mr. McFeely brings a video showing how people make vacuum cleaners. In the Neighborhood of Make-Believe, Lady Elaine has a 
nightmare about sweepers and is determined to get rid of all of them in the world.  A dynamic musical group from Kenya, Jabali 
Afrika, visits Negri's Music Shop. 
 
2:30 PM BOB THE BUILDER (110) Anticipating Outcomes 
More surprises for the team. Mrs Bentley has a special train-set built for her husband in Mr Bentley's Trains. Dizzy has an extra-
special surprise when she tries to be Dizzy the Sheep-Dog. Scoop gets a surprise when he investigates some missing Snowman's 
noses in Snowman Scoop. 
 
3:00 PM BETWEEN THE LIONS (301) Hay Day 
Can Lionel, Leona, and Gus help a girl named Fay turn hay into gold in just one day? Guest stars: Khaliah Adams, Paul Benedict, Reg 
E. Cathey, and Oliver Platt Designated Reader: Al Franken. Key word: hay. Target vowel: long a 
 
3:30 PM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (125) The Low Riders (East Los Angeles, California) 
Buster thought he had his heart set on buying a sparkling new Schwibbermeier 5000 bike direct from their L.A. factory. But when 
he meets R.J. and his younger cousins Brian and Anthony in east L.A., they introduce him to the world of lowrider bikes. Buster 
finds out that sometimes the coolest things aren't what you can buy but what you can make. 
 
4:00 PM ARTHUR (908) The "A" Team/Emily Swallows A Horse 
The "A" Team - Francine and Brain are the best players on the soccer team and, well, sometimes they wish their teammates could 
take the game a bit more seriously. So when they make the Elwood City All- Stars Traveling Team, they're as happy as they could 
be. Ore are they? Is winning really everything - or is there something about playing with friends that can't be beat. Emily Swallows 
a Horse - Emily really wants the sparkly ball D.W. justfound, so she tells a little white lie about how Marie-Helene actually gave it 
to her. No harm done, right? But then Emily has to tell even bigger lies to cover her story!  Will she be like that old woman in the 
fairy tale, who had to swallow the horse to eat her lie... er, fly? 
 
4:30 PM MAYA & MIGUEL (135) Maya Quixote and Miguel Panza 
Maya reads Don Quixote de la Mancha and is inspired by the themes of truth, honor, and courage found in the novel. When Miguel's 
favorite flavor of ice cream is discontinued, she decides they must go on a Don Quixote-style quest to get the flavor reinstated. 
They don a variety of household objects as makeshift knight's armor, and set out on their trusty "steeds" (Maya's bike and 
Miguel's skateboard). On the way to the ice cream shop, they encounter several people in need. Maya (who acts as Don Quixote in 
this tale) says that as knights, they must stop and help them. Miguel (who takes the place of Sancho Panza) wants to get to the ice 
cream shop as soon as possible, but is convinced by Maya to help. They stop and help Mrs. Salviati (who Maya sees as a helpless 
damsel) cross the street, Sr. Felipe deliver the mail (Maya sees him as a medieval scribe facing a bull), and return a cellphone to a 
businessman (Maya sees him as a King who has dropped a jewel). They finally make it to the ice cream shop and confront the "giant" 
(i.e., the shop owner, in Maya's fantasy), but their numbers are too small to convince him. Spying a nearby TV reporter, Miguel gets 
an idea and convinces her to help them. With her report, everyone in the neighborhood shows up to support Maya and Miguel's 
quest... and the ice cream flavor is reinstated. 
 
5:00 PM CYBERCHASE (307) A Perfect Fit 
The monster Gigabyte returns! The bad guys bring Gigabyte to a remote, Mayan-style pyramid on cybersite Jimaya. The 
CyberSquad must work their way past a variety of obstacles, and block the rays of the sun before it can energize the metal 
monster and cause chaos! 



WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 23 
 
6:30 AM BARNEY & FRIENDS (901) Everybody's Got Feelings 
With Barney's help, the children learn all about feelings, especially feeling happy, sad, and angry. 
 
7:00 AM SESAME STREET (4034) Bert's Birthday 
It is Bert's birthday and Ernie is very excited.  He has planned a party complete with elephants, honkers, and dingers, but Bert has 
other ideas. When Ernie surprises Bert, Bert says he would really like a day of peace and quiet so he can read his book.  Even 
though Ernie is excited about the party, he realizes that Bert really wants to be alone so he respects this wish and leaves.  Ernie 
works very hard to keep himself occupied on Sesame Street so that he will not go back to the apartment and bother Bert. 
Eventually Bert realizes he really misses Ernie and he goes out to find him. When he tells Ernie that he changed his mind about the 
party, Ernie understands and immediately gets the party started again. 
 
8:00 AM CYBERCHASE (307) A Perfect Fit 
The monster Gigabyte returns! The bad guys bring Gigabyte to a remote, Mayan-style pyramid on cybersite Jimaya. The 
CyberSquad must work their way past a variety of obstacles, and block the rays of the sun before it can energize the metal 
monster and cause chaos! 
 
8:30 AM ARTHUR (905) Lights, Camera.... Opera!/All Worked Up 
Lights, Camera ...Opera! - When Muffy's Dad gives her concert tickets, she couldn't be more excited, until she discovers that she's 
going to ... gasp! ... the opera. How will she even understand what's going on let alone stay awake?  Opera singer Rodney Gilfrey 
guest stars to show Muffy why Bizet's "Carmen" can be a whole lot more fun than ` Tween Dream! All Worked Up - Arthur aced 
five quizzes in a row! But his luck runs out when Mom takes a new job. Did his streak end because Mom's schedule is disrupting his 
perfect routine?! At first Arthur and D.W. get all worked up over this change at home, but they learn that they'll always be 
priority number one. 
 
9:00 AM CLIFFORD'S PUPPY DAYS (204) Sandcastle Hassle/School Daze 
Sandcastle Hassle: EE and Nina join in a sandcastle competition at the beach. Goaded by another contestant's dog, Clifford and 
Jorge become super competitive to help their girls win. It's EE who has to explain that they didn't enter the contest to win, but to 
have fun. School Daze: As the kids go off for their first day of school, the gang decides in would be fun to have their own school, 
too. There's just one problem. While they seem to have five qualified teachers, they only have one willing pupil-Clifford. When an 
overworked Clifford is too tired to play with EE after school, the gang realizes how unfair they've been, and set up school in a more 
equitable way. 
 
9:30 AM DRAGON TALES (118) Quibbling Siblings/Wheezie's Hairball 
Zak is excited about trying to find a rare Jugglebug for school Sharing Time. But Wheezie's being a real pain - she makes noise 
when he's trying to sleep, ruins his breakfast and loses his magnifying glass. He retreats by placing a large cone over his head so he 
can't hear her. She doesn't understand why he's so angry, so Emmy and Max explain and Wheezie begins to realize how important 
the mission is to Zak. In, "Wheezie's Hairball" Emmy and Max are greeted in Dragon Land by a strange orange fur ball, Zak and 
Wheezie's new pet, Slurpy. They're learning how to take care of him, and it isn't easy! Since he can't talk, Slurpy tries to 
communicate by bouncing twice and spinning around. 
 
10:00 AM JAKERS (131) A Touch of Spain 
A series of misunderstandings lead the villagers of Tara to believe that Don Toro and Ferny are moving back to Spain. In response, 
the townspeople decide to throw Don Toro a special birthday fiesta complete with Spanish music, dancing, food and even fireworks. 
Then they discover that Don Toro had only been planning a weekend trip to Dublin! Jakers! Live and Learn: Cobi Jones introduces us 
to several children from various backgrounds who share their cultural heritage with each other. 
 
10:30 AM CAILLOU (119) I Can Do It 
Caillou's learning to do new things, and discovering it's okay to have help while he learns. To prove he's ready to help Dad paint the 
porch, Caillou paints Rosie's dollhouse first -- and Gilbert, with paint-dipped paws, does some painting too! Caillou moves from 
renovation to recreation when Dad and Sarah teach him to play baseball, Dad teaches him to swim, and Clementine goads him into 
going down the big kids' slide. With courage and practice, he's soon able to do these things on his own -- unlike Rexy, who makes a 
mess of his efforts to build a snowman until Gilbert and Teddy help him out, and make it more fun, too. 
 
11:00 AM BERENSTAIN BEARS (112) Out for the Team/Count Their Blessings 
OUT FOR THE TEAM: Brother and Sister are good baseball players and both sign up to try out for the Bear Country Cardinals. The 
problem is - there's only one position left on the team. Worried about the humiliating possibility of losing to his talented kid sister, 



Brother backs out of the competition. Sister has some encouraging words for Brother, which inspires him to stick with it. The two 
cubs practice for the big tryout together. COUNT THEIR BLESSINGS: Brother and Sister often complain that their friends have 
more things than they do. Mama and Papa tell them they should be thankful for all the things they do have. When a big 
thunderstorm rages outside and the power goes out, the cubs are reminded of how fortunate they are to have loving parents and a 
cozy home to live in. It's a good time to count their blessings. 
 
11:30 AM MISTER ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD (1703) When Parents Go to Work Week 
At B. Smith's restaurant, in New York City, Mister Rogers meets some of the people who work in the kitchen and watches as they 
help each other prepare the food.  He even helps make a tasty dessert from custard and raspberries.  In Make-Believe, Lady Elaine 
has been gathering up every vacuum cleaner in the royal neighborhood!  A young boy teaches Mister Rogers how to make a stoveless 
treat in his kitchen. 
 
2:30 PM READING RAINBOW (110) The Gift of the Sacred Dog 
 
3:00 PM BETWEEN THE LIONS (302) Pigs Aplenty 
Theo and Cleo leave Marmy in charge of the cubs, and she throws a big pig party in the library. Uh-oh.... Guest stars: India.Arie and 
Sigourney Weaver. Designated Readers: Jon Stewart. Key word: pigs. Target vowel: short i 
 
3:30 PM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (103) Buster and Beatrice (San Antonio, Texas) 
Buster meets 12 year-old Robert who has been playing Conjunto music on his accordion since he was five with grown ups who share 
this traditional Mexican-American musical form. In between jam sessions, Buster gets a lesson in real Mexican cooking and learns 
what makes a perfect taco. 
 
4:00 PM ARTHUR (909) D.W. Beats All/Buster The Myth Maker 
D.W. Beats All - After the Tibbles get a set of drums to play at the music festival, D.W. is determined to get an even bigger and 
louder one. But when Mom tells her she can't get everything she wants (gasp!) D.W. realizes that she can march to a different 
beat. Buster the Myth Maker - Buster is always telling the most incredible stories - like the one about the rat in the soda bottle, or 
grasshopper eyes in Crinkle-Chaw gum! Now he claims there is a tiger in the state forest, which of course explains all those missing 
dogs. (Huh?) Can Arthur help Buster separate fact from fiction in order to solve this mystery? 
 
4:30 PM MAYA & MIGUEL (106) La Nueva Cocinita 
While Maya and Miguel are searching with their Abuela Elena for treasures through her seemingly bottomless trunk of memories, 
they happen upon an old menu from her defunct restaurant "La Cocinita." She rhapsodizes dreamily about the menu - summoning 
magical concoctions with mystical powers that can cure an ill-tempered grouch. After a walk around the neighborhood, they see 
grumpiness and general disharmony everywhere, and Maya quickly decides that not only Abuela Elena, but the whole neighborhood is 
in need of a New Cocinita to bring happiness and harmony to everyone with the magic of the old recipes. Enlisting her friends to be 
the kitchen and wait staff, Maya prepares for the big opening night over Miguel's steady stream of protests and warnings. Of 
course, Maya and her crew soon get in over their heads… 
 
5:00 PM CYBERCHASE (410) A Tikiville Turkey Day 
A TIKIVILLE TURKEY DAY Math topic: Patterns in Nature Hacker steals the legendary Egg of Benedicta ? and the lush landscape 
of Tikiville w ilts and turns brown.  The spirit of the Tikians is crushed and Creech is in big trouble unless the CyberSquad can help! 
When their attempt to recover the Egg from Hacker fails, they hatch a new plan to replac e the Egg.  By studying patterns in 
nature, can they recreate the nest and restore peace and harmony to Tikiville? 



THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 24 
 
6:30 AM BARNEY & FRIENDS (902) Caring Hearts 
A school project provides a perfect opportunity for Barney and his friends to learn about love and relationships. 
 
7:00 AM SESAME STREET (4096) Mexico On Sesame Street 
Rosita is feeling homesick for her abuela and for Mexico. Seeing how much Rosita misses Mexico and her abuela, Big Bird and 
friends decide to bring Mexico to her by decorating Sesame Street to look just like Mexico! They also bring in authentic Mexican 
food and Luis sings a traditional Mexican song. Rosita is truly surprised and grateful when she realizes what everyone has done. To 
everyone's surprise, Rosita's abuela shows up too! She missed Rosita so much that she had to fly in to see her. Rosita couldn't be 
happier! They all continue the fiesta together. 
 
8:00 AM CYBERCHASE (410) A Tikiville Turkey Day 
A TIKIVILLE TURKEY DAY Math topic: Patterns in Nature Hacker steals the legendary Egg of Benedicta ? and the lush landscape 
of Tikiville w ilts and turns brown.  The spirit of the Tikians is crushed and Creech is in big trouble unless the CyberSquad can help! 
When their attempt to recover the Egg from Hacker fails, they hatch a new plan to replac e the Egg.  By studying patterns in 
nature, can they recreate the nest and restore peace and harmony to Tikiville? 
 
8:30 AM ARTHUR  Arthur & Buster Thanksgiving Stunt 
 
9:00 AM CLIFFORD THE BIG RED DOG  Arthur & Buster Thanksgiving Stunt 
 
9:30 AM DRAGON TALES  Arthur & Buster Thanksgiving Stunt 
 
10:00 AM JAKERS  Arthur & Buster Thanksgiving Stunt 
 
10:30 AM CAILLOU (140) Fall Is in the Air 
Autumn brings fresh cool air and fun surprises. Caillou and Rosie have a ball playing in the piles of fallen leaves in the backyard. 
Come October, Grandpa and Caillou take a trip to the pumpkin patch and have Daddy help them carve their jack-o-lantern. In 
November, Thanksgiving seems like a big hassle until Mommy and Daddy explain its significance, which gets Caillou into the spirit. 
 
11:00 AM BERENSTAIN BEARS (113) Slumber Party/The Talent Show 
Slumber Party - Ensured by Sister that she knows the meaning of responsibility, Mama and Papa allow her to go to a sleep over at 
Lizzy's house. However Mama and Papa are totally unaware that the Bruins have gone out and left a babysitter in charge. When 
practically every cub in town shows up at the party it gets so out of hand that when the Bruins return they call all the parents to 
come and take their cubs home. Although Mama and Papa agree that Sister is partially to blame, they also realize that if they had 
been a little more responsible themselves, they would have found out about the baby sitter early enough to nip it in the bud. The 
Talent Show - Convinced that he doesn't have any talent to offer for the upcoming school talent show, Brother is recruited to be 
the talent scout. Guided by Teacher Bob's conviction that everyone has talent, Brother helps the other cubs discover their own 
special talents, and in so doing, discovers he also has a talent just as Teacher Bob suspected - a talent for finding talent. 
 
11:30 AM MISTER ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD (1704) When Parents Go to Work Week 
After making a chalk drawing, Mister Rogers watches a video of how people make the chalk.  He learns about Chinese calligraphy 
from his friend, Professor Wang.  Professor Wang demonstrates ancient and contemporary calligraphy and Mister Rogers tries it, 
too!  In Make- Believe, the neighbors realize that Lady Elaine has taken all the vacuum cleaners because she's afraid of them.  
Maybe Purple Panda can help! 
 
2:30 PM BOB THE BUILDER (111) Confidence 
Bob and the team learn more about their own abilities. Lofty has a tricky job in Lofty's Long Load. Ballroom Bob impresses everyone 
with his dance moves and Roley learns that, when it comes to building, everyone has a role to play. 
 
3:00 PM BETWEEN THE LIONS (303) What Parakeets Need 
Theo and Cleo give the cubs a pet parakeet...but will Sweety Tweety talk? Designated Reader: Kelly Ripa. Key word: parakeet. 
Target vowel: double e - ee 
 
3:30 PM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (128) Homes Sweet Homes (Miami, Florida) 



Buster really misses his mom. But Bitzi is stuck in Elwood City trying to write a new food column for the newspaper. In Miami, 
Buster meets Athena who is half Cuban and half Greek. He helps Bitzi complete her assignment after he picks up great cooking tips 
from both of Athena's grandmothers. 
 
4:00 PM ARTHUR (904) Buster's Green Thumb/My Fair Tommy 
Buster's Green Thumb - Buster finds out that his collection of old food makes excellent compost - which makes for even better 
tomatoes! But he's dismayed when he runs out of fresh veggies to give away. until his new friend who runs the community garden 
shows him what it takes to grow and care for his own plants. My Fair Tommy - Neither of the Tibble twins has ever won the 
coveted "Good Behavior of the Week" cupcake award. When Tommy sets his sights on getting the prize, can D.W. show him how it's 
done, or will Timmy stand in his way? 
 
4:30 PM MAYA & MIGUEL (152) The Best Thanksgiving Ever 
Santiago's mother, Tata Santos, is coming from Puerto Rico for Thanksgiving, and Maya and Miguel want to make sure that she gets 
to have the best Thanksgiving ever. But one by one, things don't go quite as planned - the parade, the family football game, even 
the enormous turkey Rosa intended to serve - and Maya and Miguel have to salvage what could turn out to be a disastrous holiday. 
 
5:00 PM CYBERCHASE (213) A Time to Cook 
Hacker finds the part he needs to fix his Magnetic Magnotube - a machine that would disable Motherboard forever - in a most 
unlikely place. All he has to do to get it is win a cooking contest on the hit cyberspace TV show, THE FEARLESS CHEF. Hacker's 
plan? To kidnap his competition. But the Cybersquad is on to him. The girls go on a rescue mission to save the Fearless Chef, while 
Matt and Digit take on Hacker. Digit is already a celebrity chef, so this should be a piece of cake. They must race the clock and 
Hacker to cook three delicious dishes in three outrageous locations. Will Digit beat Hacker? Only time will tell. Math Topic: Elapsed 
Time; NCTM Links: Measurement. 



FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 25 
 
6:30 AM BARNEY & FRIENDS (903) Let's Make Music! 
A fun day with friends helps to reinforce learning about music, rhythm, and musical instruments. 
 
7:00 AM SESAME STREET (4035) Big Bad Wolf's Brother Is Falsely Accused 
The Big Bad Wolf's brother Leonard comes to Sesame Street.  He is accused of blowing down Elmo and Zoe's block structure of 
the letter "U." He promises that it was not him, but because he is a wolf and a direct relative of the Big Bad Wolf who is always 
blowing things down, he is continuously held responsible.  Leonard explains that even though he is a wolf, he actually does not like to 
blow things down. He does not huff and puff like his brother.  Elmo and Zoe learn that there are all different kinds of wolves and 
that Leonard actually plays violin and chess.  The three of them end up playing together. 
 
8:00 AM CYBERCHASE (213) A Time to Cook 
Hacker finds the part he needs to fix his Magnetic Magnotube - a machine that would disable Motherboard forever - in a most 
unlikely place. All he has to do to get it is win a cooking contest on the hit cyberspace TV show, THE FEARLESS CHEF. Hacker's 
plan? To kidnap his competition. But the Cybersquad is on to him. The girls go on a rescue mission to save the Fearless Chef, while 
Matt and Digit take on Hacker. Digit is already a celebrity chef, so this should be a piece of cake. They must race the clock and 
Hacker to cook three delicious dishes in three outrageous locations. Will Digit beat Hacker? Only time will tell. Math Topic: Elapsed 
Time; NCTM Links: Measurement. 
 
8:30 AM ARTHUR (907) Three's A Crowd/A Is for Angry 
Three's a Crowd - Prunella's favorite time of day is early morning, when she and her Mom do yoga. So when her best friend Marina 
joins them, will Prunella feel that more is merrier... or that three's a crowd? Can Prunella learn to share her Mom - or will she have 
to give up yoga forever!? A is for Angry- When Arthur decides to take-on Brain at an all school checkers competition, everyone 
rallies behind the underdog. That is until Arthur rejects all the fan support with a big "yowl." Will Arthur get his fan support 
back.and does he even want it back? 
 
9:00 AM CLIFFORD THE BIG RED DOG  Big Big Friend Day 
 
9:30 AM DRAGON TALES  Big Big Friend Day 
 
10:00 AM JAKERS  Big Big Friend Day 
 
10:30 AM CAILLOU  Big Big Friend Day 
 
11:00 AM BERENSTAIN BEARS (114) The Haunted Lighthouse/The Baby Chipmunk 
THE HAUNTED LIGHTHOUSE: When the Bear Family vacations in an old lighthouse rendered obsolete by modern technology, they 
discover that it's rumoured to be haunted. Although the cubs encounter mysterious sights and sounds, they're anything but 
spooked. In fact Brother and Sister actively pursue the clues to the point where they not only reveal the "ghost" but also come up 
with a way to give new life to the old lighthouse as well as the old lighthouse keeper. THE BABY CHIPMUNK: When she adopts a 
baby chipmunk, Sister learns the hard way about trying to keep a non-domestic animal as a house pet. As a baby all the chipmunk 
does is eat and sleep. However, the bigger it grows the more active it gets and the more mess it makes and the more trouble it 
causes. Of course none of it's intentional. That's just the creature's nature. But when it accidentally bites Papa, Sister finally 
realizes that if she really loves Little Brown Eyes, she'll do what's best for the chipmunk and return him to the outdoors where he 
belongs. 
 
11:30 AM MISTER ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD (1705) When Parents Go to Work Week 
Mister Rogers meets with some children who are making crafts at the Inner City Art Center in Los Angeles.  In Make-Believe, Lady 
Elaine's friends help her conquer her fear of vacuum cleaners they're just for dirt.  Mister Rogers says that talking about feelings 
can help, especially when you're afraid. 
 
3:00 PM BETWEEN THE LIONS (304) Too Cool 
Lionel thinks the new kid at school, Derek Cheetah, is too cool to be on his baseball team. But what does Derek think? Guest Stars: 
Mo Lewis of the New York Jets. Designated Readers: Jon Stewart, Mo Rocca, and Steve Carell. Key word: cool. Target vowel: 
double o - oo 
 
3:30 PM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (101) Meet Me at the Fair (Knox, Indiana) 



Feed the cows, take out the garbage, clean the house, all before breakfast? ! That's part of life on the farm for sister and brother 
Lauren and Nathan. But as they show Buster, there's more to living on a farm than chores-like riding horses, driving tractors, and 
showing off their pigs at the County Fair! 
 
4:00 PM KIDS' PICKS  
 
4:30 PM KIDS' PICKS  
 
5:00 PM CYBERCHASE (305) The Creech Who Would Be Crowned 
The CyberSquad is summoned to Tikiville to stop Hacker from winning a race that would allow him to take over the cybersite. Upon 
arrival, Matt and Jackie tease Inez about her big vocabulary, so she decides to say just one small word -- "Bye!" She splits from 
the group and teams up with a Tikiville girl named Creech. Creech considers it her destiny to rule the land her family once ruled for 
so many years. Hacker, of course, is out to win any way he can. The kids have to overcome their differences as well as use their 
knowledge of direction and distance to help Creech take a shortcut to the finish line...but will they cross it before Hacker? 



SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 27 
 
6:30 AM BARNEY & FRIENDS (717) It's A Happy Day! 
In this episode of Barney & Friends, the kids are looking for something new and fun to do. Beth comes up with the idea of a new 
holiday called Happy Day. The kids make a wish and everyone works together to make that wish come true. For example, Whitney's 
wish was to play Three Little Kittens and BJ wants to go fishing. The gang also learn how you can tell if someone is happy or sad. 
 
7:00 AM GEORGE SHRINKS (137) King Kongo 
George and Becky are making a monster movie but things aren't going very smoothly.  Junior their star "monster" is more 
interested in snacking on cookies than acting.  Meanwhile Mom and Dad are hosting an important fundraiser for the Arts and are 
busy organizing the evenings' entertainment festivities.  But just as George and Becky are about to give up, they find a new star, a 
monkey in their backyard that has escaped from the circus. Mom and Dad's fundraiser turns into a lot of monkey business which 
ends in "King Kongo" going home to the circus and Mom and Dad raising a lot of money for a good cause. 
 
7:30 AM CLIFFORD'S PUPPY DAYS (204) Sandcastle Hassle/School Daze 
Sandcastle Hassle: EE and Nina join in a sandcastle competition at the beach. Goaded by another contestant's dog, Clifford and 
Jorge become super competitive to help their girls win. It's EE who has to explain that they didn't enter the contest to win, but to 
have fun. School Daze: As the kids go off for their first day of school, the gang decides in would be fun to have their own school, 
too. There's just one problem. While they seem to have five qualified teachers, they only have one willing pupil-Clifford. When an 
overworked Clifford is too tired to play with EE after school, the gang realizes how unfair they've been, and set up school in a more 
equitable way. 
 
8:00 AM THOMAS & FRIENDS (213) Seasons 
It's winter on Sodor and the first engine to finish its jobs will get to pull the presents train! James and Edward are both eager to 
finish first but in all the hurry, Sir Topham Hatt becomes cross and declares that James has caused confusion and delay - Edward 
will now take the presents. Will the engines work out a way to share the load and the presents train? Edward's Brass Band Every 
year Edward loves taking the brass band to the concert. But when an accident occurs, he has to go to the fitter's yard instead. 
Bertie is then asked to take the band, but heavy rains have made the roads muddy. Will Edward be fixed in time to come to the 
rescue? Flour Power It's Halloween and Thomas must work with Devious Diesel to get the Island's flour ready for the morning. On 
the way to the flour mill, Diesel points out the scary things along the way. But Thomas has a few tricks up his tank! Will Diesel and 
Thomas solve the ghost engine mystery and get the flour ready in time? 
 
8:30 AM BOB THE BUILDER (213) Taking Charge 
Bob has just finished a new waterwheel for the old watermill, but it'sso big that they have to move it piece by piece. Muck can't 
wait to lead the way, and sets off with Scoop, Lofty, Benny and the wheel to get the job done! However, when Muck can't 
remember exactly how the plan was supposed to go, the crew ends up stuck! Can Muck make things right and lead the team to the 
mill? While Bob's Away, Robert Will Play Robert and Dot, Bob's Mom and Dad are visiting the new community when a roof problem 
at the school leaves Marjorie's children with no place to go! Bob and Wendy volunteer to fix the roof while Bob's parents look 
after the children. Robert wants to build them a playground, just like the one Bob had as a child, but when he can't quite remember 
which part of the playground was Bob's favorite; and is all out of materials, can Robert reuse something old to finish the 
playground and surprise Bob? 
 
9:00 AM MAKE WAY FOR NODDY (112) Noddy's Family Tree/Noddy Through The Looking Glas 
Noddy discovers that nearly everyone in Toy Town comes from a big family except for him. In this adventure, Noddy realises and is 
comforted by the fact that his friends are his family. Later, Noddy and Whizz are in the dark woods and Noddy is a bit scared. He 
learns how to say "it's dark" in Russian which prompts Whizz to shed some light on the situation. Then, when Noddy touches 
something he shouldn't in Big Ears' house, he finds himself in a topsy-turvy world where everything he knows is upside down and 
backwards. When the Goblins play a joke on Noddy, he learns how to say "mirror" in Russian. In the music video, The Animal Song, 
Noddy and his friends learn how to sound like lots of different animals. 
 
9:30 AM DRAGON TALES (116) It Happened One Nightmare/Staying Within The Lines 
A festive scene is set for a carnival in Dragon Land! Amid colorful streamers, balloons and flags, the kids arrive to find the dragons 
too pooped to party. Ord, who has been having bad dreams, kept them all awake during a sleepover at his cave. They agree to take a 
quick nap and all snuggle into Quetzal's hammockbut still Ord is afraid to doze off.  In, "Staying Within the Lines," The Stickleback 
Mountains have lost their color! It was washed away in a big rainstorm, so Quetzal puts the gang to work painting the scene. Max, 
who is not worried about staying within the lines, gets carried away with the blue he's using for the stream. As the river threatens 
to overflow, Emmy and Cassie finish off a boulder dam just in time. 
 



10:00 AM ARTHUR (907) Three's A Crowd/A Is for Angry 
Three's a Crowd - Prunella's favorite time of day is early morning, when she and her Mom do yoga. So when her best friend Marina 
joins them, will Prunella feel that more is merrier... or that three's a crowd? Can Prunella learn to share her Mom - or will she have 
to give up yoga forever!? A is for Angry- When Arthur decides to take-on Brain at an all school checkers competition, everyone 
rallies behind the underdog. That is until Arthur rejects all the fan support with a big "yowl." Will Arthur get his fan support 
back.and does he even want it back? 
 
10:30 AM JAKERS! THE ADVENTURES OF PIGGLEY WINKS (129) Trial and Error 
When Dannan's school bag is chewed to pieces, Finnegan the donkey is the likely suspect. The kids hold a "trial" in the barn, where 
witnesses tell different versions of the crime. When it is revealed that Finnegan was not to blame, everyone learns an important 
lesson about the dangers of making accusations without knowing all the facts. Jakers! Live and Learn: Cobi Jones shows us a local 
elementary school where the students recreate their own version of the trial scene from "Trial and Error." 
 
11:00 AM CYBERCHASE (202) Totally Rad 
The dastardly Hacker (Christopher Lloyd) takes over the Radopolis cybersite, declaring himself King in "Totally Rad," the season 
premiere of CYBERCHASE.  In an effort to dethrone him, the kids challenge the Hacker's extreme team to a winner-take-all 
skate-off. There's just one catch: high- scoring tricks need as much area as possibl e and the field keeps mysteriously changing!  
With Digit ( Gilbert Gottfried) as coach, the kids put on a dazzling display of blading, boarding, and biking, but can they match 
their performance to the changing arena?  The Big Idea: Different shapes bounded by the same perimeter can enclose very 
different areas. Math Topic: Perimeter/Area. 



MONDAY, NOVEMBER 28 
 
6:30 AM BARNEY & FRIENDS (904) Movin' Along 
Barney and his friends have fun with creative movement while learning new dances, having races, and acting out a story. 
 
7:00 AM SESAME STREET (4097) Rock Sitter for Rocco 
Zoe needs a rock-sitter to read, sing, and play with Rocco while she is away in swimming class. Telly agrees to take care of Rocco in 
the meantime. Since Rocco likes rock stories, Telly, with Elmo's help, first tells her the story of "Goldirock and the Three Bears." 
Since Rocco also likes rock music, Telly, Alan, and Bob sing, "Rock Around the Rock" to her. When Zoe returns from her swimming 
class, Telly tells her about all the fun they had while she was away, and offers to help her take care of Rocco anytime! 
 
8:00 AM CYBERCHASE (305) The Creech Who Would Be Crowned 
The CyberSquad is summoned to Tikiville to stop Hacker from winning a race that would allow him to take over the cybersite. Upon 
arrival, Matt and Jackie tease Inez about her big vocabulary, so she decides to say just one small word -- "Bye!" She splits from 
the group and teams up with a Tikiville girl named Creech. Creech considers it her destiny to rule the land her family once ruled for 
so many years. Hacker, of course, is out to win any way he can. The kids have to overcome their differences as well as use their 
knowledge of direction and distance to help Creech take a shortcut to the finish line...but will they cross it before Hacker? 
 
8:30 AM ARTHUR (908) The "A" Team/Emily Swallows A Horse 
The "A" Team - Francine and Brain are the best players on the soccer team and, well, sometimes they wish their teammates could 
take the game a bit more seriously. So when they make the Elwood City All- Stars Traveling Team, they're as happy as they could 
be. Ore are they? Is winning really everything - or is there something about playing with friends that can't be beat. Emily Swallows 
a Horse - Emily really wants the sparkly ball D.W. justfound, so she tells a little white lie about how Marie-Helene actually gave it 
to her. No harm done, right? But then Emily has to tell even bigger lies to cover her story!  Will she be like that old woman in the 
fairy tale, who had to swallow the horse to eat her lie... er, fly? 
 
9:00 AM CLIFFORD THE BIG RED DOG (205) Magic in the Air/Everyone Loves Clifford 
MAGIC IN THE AIR - Clifford's Big Idea: Be Responsible When the Peter Poundstone Magician craze sweeps the island, Charley 
gets carried away and neglects an important assignment.  (Literacy episode.) EVERYONE LOVES CLIFFORD - Clifford's Big Idea: 
Be Kind When Emily Elizabeth scratches Clifford's "sweet spot," his back leg starts thumping and the whole island shakes! 
 
9:30 AM DRAGON TALES (121) Do Not Pass Gnome/Treasure Hunt 
Emmy tells Max not to play with her yo-yo, but he doesn't listen and accidentally breaks it. In Dragon Land, an elfin fellow named 
Simon says he can fix it if they reach the end of a checkered gameboard path while playing his version of Simon Says. But it won't 
be easy because to move forward, they must follow his instructions only when they begin with the words Simon says. Treasure 
Hunt--Emmy reads about dragon treasures and can't wait to discover them. In Dragon Land, Quetzal shows everybody pictures of 
Treasure Trove and explains that it can be entered only by inserting special jewels into its magic door. He gives them the jewels 
along with an important instruction: be sure to bring them inside because they are also needed to unlock the exit door. But when 
they arrive, they're so awestruck by the beautiful sight, they forget and leave the jewels outside. 
 
10:00 AM JAKERS (134) Father's Day 
Piggley needs to help his father with some chores around the farm. But when Piggley takes a more creative than practical approach 
in painting the milk cart and builds a castle of hay for the new chicks, his father thinks Piggley is playing instead of working. In the 
end, Piggley's overworked father sees the joy Piggley is getting from his work and redi scovers his own sense of play. Jakers! Live 
and Learn: Cobi Jones introduces viewers to some friends who find a fun way to clean up a messy room. 
 
10:30 AM CAILLOU (121) Winter! 
Wintertime brings lots of new experiences. Sarah teaches Caillou to build a snowman, Dad helps him stay upright on his ice skates 
(and picks him up when he falls down), and Mom shows Caillou the fine points of downhill skiing, including how not to be afraid of the 
ski lift. Meanwhile, Rexy has never seen snow and thinks the backyard is disappearing. The shimmering winter blanket inspires 
Gilbert to write a poem. And, Teddy, in true bear style, just craves a long winter's nap! But soon, a glorious sight makes everyone 
sit up and take notice.  When Caillou and Dad get to the vendor too late to buy a good Christmas tree, they decorate one in the 
yard instead. All the beautiful colored lights chase away the winter gloom. 
 
11:00 AM BERENSTAIN BEARS (115) Get The Gimmies/The Green-Eyed Monster 
GET THE GIMMIES: Brother and Sister think they're entitled to treats every time the family goes grocery shopping and Mama 
and Papa get tired of their "gimmie gimmie" attitude. When Gramps and Gran drop by for a visit, they tell a touching story that 
inspires Brother and Sister toJ change their selfish ways and start thinking about others in need. THE GREEN-EYED MONSTER: 



When Brother gets a brand new three- speed racer, Sister's envious feelings are personified in her dreams by a little green 
version of herself. This Green Eyed Monster convinces Sister to sneak Brother's new bike out for a ride but when she does, Sister 
realizes too late that it's too big for her and she can't control it. Fortunately Brother and Papa rescue Sister before Brother's 
bike can crash, then together they help chase the Green Eyed Monster away by jazzing up Brother's old bike and giving it to 
Sister. 
 
11:30 AM MISTER ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD (1511) Games 
Mister Rogers visits a tower factory.  In the Neighborhood of Make- Believe, an invitation is delivered to the Make-Believe Olympic 
Games. Everyone consents to the games, but Lady Elaine Fairchilde wants to be assured that she will win! 
 
2:30 PM READING RAINBOW (109) Three Days on a River in a Red Canoe 
 
3:00 PM BETWEEN THE LIONS (301) Hay Day 
Can Lionel, Leona, and Gus help a girl named Fay turn hay into gold in just one day? Guest stars: Khaliah Adams, Paul Benedict, Reg 
E. Cathey, and Oliver Platt Designated Reader: Al Franken. Key word: hay. Target vowel: long a 
 
3:30 PM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (110) Moose on the Loose (Jackson Hole, Wyoming) 
Amidst the beauty of Jackson Hole, Buster is determined to track down a moose to show his friends back home. With help from 
some knowledgeable nature lovers, Buster discovers all that Wyoming offers: fly fishing, bird watching, and maybe even the elusive 
moose. 
 
4:00 PM ARTHUR (410) My Music Rules/That's A Baby Show! 
It's the duel of the century as cellist Yo-Yo Ma faces jazz saxophonist Joshua Redman in the toughest gig of their careers...in the 
Elwood City library?! Whose music will rule after the greats duke it out in the battle of classical versus jazz? In the second story, 
will Arthur be exposed as a a baby show lover? What he gest hooked on "Love Ducks" he tries to hide it from his friends--not an 
easy feat since it's on at the same time as the new Bionic Bunny spin-off everyone's talking about! 
 
4:30 PM MAYA & MIGUEL (136) The Taming of Mr. Shue 
When the beloved teacher Mrs. Langley leaves to have a baby, the kids get a long-term substitute, Mr. Shue. Mr. Shue seems much 
more serious and not nearly as much fun as Mrs. Langley, so the kids decide they have to win him over. The only problem is, he only 
seems to like one thing - math. With the help of Celia Lopez, Gus the baker's niece, they eventually succeed, and in the process 
learn that sometimes you need to give people a chance. 
 
5:00 PM CYBERCHASE (205) All The Right Angles 
Motherboard mistakenly sends a treasure map to Hacker.  The treasure is the secret to the legendary cyber-pirate Ivanka the 
Invincible's invincibility.  If Hacker finds it, cyberspace is doomed!  To help Motherboard, the kids must find the secret treasure 
before Hacker does, and use their skill with angles to read the strange map that contains only riddles about twists and turns.  The 
Big Idea: To turn something so it points in just the right direction, use an angle to measure the size of the turn.  Math Topic: Angle 
Measurement. 



TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 29 
 
6:30 AM BARNEY & FRIENDS (905) Let Your Creativity Fly! 
The children let their "creativity fly" when they use their imaginations to build an airplane. 
 
7:00 AM SESAME STREET (4037) Super Grover's Cape 
Super Grover's cape is worn out and he will not be able to get a new one until Thursday!  He desperately needs his cape Many people 
need his help and without his cape, Super Grover cannot reach them! Super Grover's friends decide to help.  They begin thinking of 
other ways to solve the problem.  Big Bird gets a bed sheet but this is way too big!  Zoe brings her washcloth but this is far too 
small.  A towel is the right size but it does not carry Super Grover into the sky.  They all think about what could carry Super 
Grover into the sky and make suggestions such as a bird, but there are no birds that could fly and carry Super Grover.  They 
suggest a helicopter but the closest thing at Hooper's Store is a beanie hat with a propeller on top.  This doesn't work either.  
Finally, Super Grover's new cape is delivered and as he takes off, he thanks his friends for all of their help. 
 
8:00 AM CYBERCHASE (205) All The Right Angles 
Motherboard mistakenly sends a treasure map to Hacker.  The treasure is the secret to the legendary cyber-pirate Ivanka the 
Invincible's invincibility.  If Hacker finds it, cyberspace is doomed!  To help Motherboard, the kids must find the secret treasure 
before Hacker does, and use their skill with angles to read the strange map that contains only riddles about twists and turns.  The 
Big Idea: To turn something so it points in just the right direction, use an angle to measure the size of the turn.  Math Topic: Angle 
Measurement. 
 
8:30 AM ARTHUR (909) D.W. Beats All/Buster The Myth Maker 
D.W. Beats All - After the Tibbles get a set of drums to play at the music festival, D.W. is determined to get an even bigger and 
louder one. But when Mom tells her she can't get everything she wants (gasp!) D.W. realizes that she can march to a different 
beat. Buster the Myth Maker - Buster is always telling the most incredible stories - like the one about the rat in the soda bottle, or 
grasshopper eyes in Crinkle-Chaw gum! Now he claims there is a tiger in the state forest, which of course explains all those missing 
dogs. (Huh?) Can Arthur help Buster separate fact from fiction in order to solve this mystery? 
 
9:00 AM CLIFFORD THE BIG RED DOG (206) Clifford Grows Up/Jetta's Sweater 
CLIFFORD GROWS UP - Clifford's Big Idea: Help Others The Howards do their best to make Clifford comfortable after he's 
grown too big for their city apartment.  So they finally move to Birdwell Island to make Clifford happy. JETTA'S SWEATER - 
Clifford's Big Idea: Be Honest Jetta inadvertently gives Emily Elizabeth a sweater that was a gift from her grandma.  When she 
realizes her mistake, she resorts to all kinds of tricks to get it back. 
 
9:30 AM DRAGON TALES (122) The Jumping Bean Express/Get Off A My Cloud 
The Jumping Bean Express--Quetzal gives the gang some jumping beans to return safely to his brother. But on the way they 
accidentally drop the carrying case. When the door flies open, the hyperactive beans grab their suitcases, wave goodbye and make 
a mad dash for the forest.  The kids chase the beans high and low as they bounce under bridges, between tree trunks and over 
streams. Frustrated and exhausted, the kids consider giving up, but all vow to complete the task Quetzal has given them no matter 
how difficult. Get Off a My Cloud--Emmy and Ord plant a garden and Cassie waters eachplant with a single drop of Wonder Water, 
which will make them grow very big ... fast! Max, who is feeling discouraged after having messed up the garden earlier, tries to help 
by adding more water. Instantly, a huge sunflower grows up into the sky, taking Max along for the ride. He ends up in a cloud with a 
tiny guy named Squink, and it's up to Max to rescue them both. 
 
10:00 AM JAKERS (135) Growing Pains 
After griping about his parents' rules, Piggley wishes he were a grownup, so he could do as he pleases. But when Dad sprains his 
ankle, putting Piggley in charge of the farm for a day, Piggley finds being a grownup is a lot harder than it looks. Jakers! Live and 
Learn: Cobi Jones and children get a chance to try out all the things they're too young (or old) to do- with humorous results. 
 
10:30 AM CAILLOU (122) After Dark 
Things get a little scary today. Caillou and his new neighbors, Jason and Jeffery, are playing hide and go seek in the backyard, until 
dusk brings out the shadows. A flashlight and Mommy help chase the shadows away. That evening, Caillou can't fall asleep when he 
hears scary " scratchy monster" noises and thinks there's a monster in his room. Daddy shows him that a tree branch brushing 
against the window is making the noises and the only monster in Caillou's room is Gilbert. Later, a bad dream about a scary monster 
leads to a restless night for Caillou. Mommy and Daddy help him learn to fall asleep safely in his own bed. Meanwhile, in a burst of 
imagination, Rexy makes up a scary "Spookindoodle" character. It takes Teddy and Gilbert to help Rexy realize the "Spookindoodle" 
only exists in his mind. And, finally, when Caillou sleeps over at Leo's house for the first time, he has fun till it's time to go to 
sleep. A phone call to Mommy reminds Caillou that Teddy was looking forward to spending the night. Together they rest easily. 



 
11:00 AM BERENSTAIN BEARS (116) The Wishing Star/The Homework Hassle 
THE WISHING STAR: When Mama casually mentions the 'Star light, star bright' principle, Sister takes it to heart and wishes for 
a certain birthday gift and a better grade on her next math quiz. She gets both. However when the pony she wishes for doesn't 
materialize, Papa helps Sister understand that she really got her first two wishes all by herself - her special birthday gift because 
she'd been so helpful around the house and the better math mark because she studied really hard for the quiz. Bolstered by this, 
Sister makes her pony wish come true by making a deal with Farmer Ben to help him pick his peas in exchange for being allowed to 
spend time with his retired farm horse Princess. THE HOMEWORK HASSLE: Brother complains that he's given too much homework 
and that's why he has fallen so far behind at school. Papa blames it on his highly distractive study environment and until Brother 
gets caught up, there'll be no television, video games, loud music or chatting on the phone. When Brother decides to do a little 
homework every night, he finds it's much easier to stay on top of his workload. 
 
11:30 AM MISTER ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD (1512) Games 
Bob Trow and Mister Rogers finish making a rocking chair.  In the Neighborhood of Make-Believe, Lady Elaine Fairchilde makes 
rocking chairs keep rocking, interrupting a Stop-and-Go game between Bob Dog and Lady Aberlin.  Lady Aberlin reassures Daniel 
that he doesn't have to play games he doesn't want to, or doesn't know how to play, despite what Lady Elaine Fairchilde has said. 
 
2:30 PM BOB THE BUILDER (112) Using Clues 
Bob and the team investigate some unexplained goings-on. What can be the solution to Mr Beasley's Noisy Pipes? Bob's biscuits are 
going missing in Pilchard and the Field Mice, what can be the cause? And Bob's tools are going missing. Is Scruffty really to blame? 
Find out in Scruffty on Guard. 
 
3:00 PM BETWEEN THE LIONS (305) You Can't Touch Me! 
Lionel gives Leona "The Gingerbread Man" book for her birthday.  Will it spoil her party? Guest Stars: Larry King, Susan Lucci, and 
Dr. Ruth Westheimer. Designated Reader: Dan Elias. Key word: catch. Target vowel: short a 
 
3:30 PM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (109) Buster's Buffalo Round-Up (Rapid City, South Dakot 
Buster experiences the traditions, history, and adventure of South Dakota. Chris, a direct descendent of a Lakota soldier, takes 
Buster behind the scenes at the Crazy Horse Memorial. Buster also gets a close up look at a South Dakota tradition with the Lantis 
family on a buffalo round up full of cowboy adventures. 
 
4:00 PM ARTHUR (409) What Is That Thing?/Buster's Best Behavior 
Arthur and friends are all faced with seemingly impossible tasks, from fixing a model biplane to babysitting D.W. (!). But they each 
encounter a mysterious and magical device that solves all their problems. What is that thing?1! In the second story, Buster knows 
he's fun, but he's beginning to feel like he's not particularly good at anything. Arthur knows he's smart, but he's beginning to feel 
like he's boring. When Buster and Arthur try to become like each other, everyone feels confused! 
 
4:30 PM MAYA & MIGUEL (129) The Slump 
When Miguel's baseball batting average drops off the charts, the bad vibes begin to extend into all areas of his life. In a 
desperate attempt to help Miguel regain his magic, Andy and Theo put Miguel through a series of slump- busting exercises... but 
nothing works, and Miguel quits the team. Meanwhile, Maya is on a mission to get the team new uniforms through sponsorship from 
neighbors. Friends are skeptical when she sets the extremely high goal of signing twenty- five sponsors, but she perseveres and 
succeeds. When Miguel sees the shiny new uniforms, he is inspired by his sister's determination. He returns to the team just in 
time to break out of his slump. 
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6:30 AM BARNEY & FRIENDS (906) Imagine That! 
Barney and the children have an "island adventure" by imagining themselves in Laura's picture. 
 
7:00 AM SESAME STREET (4098) Goldilocks Takes Over Nursery Rhymes 
Being completely oblivious to their feelings, Goldilocks takes Little Miss Muffet's curds and whey, and then sticks her finger into 
Little Jack Horner's pie. She takes both of their nursery rhymes and makes them her own! Little Miss Muffet and Little Jack 
Horner are so upset that they start crying and run off to Baby Bear and Big Bird who offer to help them. They encourage Little 
Miss Muffet and Little Jack Horner to be assertive and stand up for themselves. Little Miss Muffet and Little Jack Horner gain 
the confidence to approach Goldilocks who is at Hooper's Store with Alan. Alan notices that Little Miss Muffet and Little Jack 
Horner are very upset so he encourages them to share their feelings with Goldilocks. After they express how badly she made them 
feel, Goldilocks realizes that she wouldn't like it if they did the same thing to her and apologizes, saying that she really didn't 
mean to make them feel sad. 
 
8:00 AM CYBERCHASE (404) Past Perfect Prediction 
Convinced that the last piece he needs to activate his powerful new machine is hidden in Slider's garage, Hacker threatens to evict 
the teen unless he pays up on an old debt. Enter the kids and Digit. As a way to raise the money, they convince Slider to open the 
garage for business - just like his dad did. They do, but quickly discover that there's more to it than meets the eye. Can they 
unlock the past to find the key to saving Slider's future? 
 
8:30 AM ARTHUR (904) Buster's Green Thumb/My Fair Tommy 
Buster's Green Thumb - Buster finds out that his collection of old food makes excellent compost - which makes for even better 
tomatoes! But he's dismayed when he runs out of fresh veggies to give away. until his new friend who runs the community garden 
shows him what it takes to grow and care for his own plants. My Fair Tommy - Neither of the Tibble twins has ever won the 
coveted "Good Behavior of the Week" cupcake award. When Tommy sets his sights on getting the prize, can D.W. show him how it's 
done, or will Timmy stand in his way? 
 
9:00 AM CLIFFORD'S PUPPY DAYS (205) Celebrating Spring/Garden Delights 
Celebrating Spring: The kids gather to turn a vacant lot into a city garden. But without a plan, things turn into a chaotic mess. It's 
only when they finally work together that they create a beautiful garden. Garden Delights: When Jenny replants a broken willow 
branch so that itcan grow to be a new tree, Norville tells the gang the same trick works with broken toys. The animals' effort to 
replant their toys results in nothing but a big muddy mess, until the kids come to their aid, and on their own, decide to create new 
toys from the old. 
 
9:30 AM DRAGON TALES (123) Backwards to Forwards/Sounds Like Trouble 
Backwards to Forwards--As the dragons and kids play Leap Dragon, music sparkles begin to rain down on Dragon Land and, voila! 
everything suddenly goes backwards. At first it's fun to skip around the meadow, in reverse and to go up a waterfall -- and Ord 
rather likes the possibility of always eating dessert before a meal -- but the mix-up quickly becomes frustrating. Sounds Like 
Trouble--Max can't wait to show Ord the drippy goo ball hes made! But during a game of Hot Potato, it slips away from them and 
rolls into a dark cave. Afraid of the loud echoes and the darkness, Ord is reluctant to enter. Determined to recover the goo ball, 
the others encourage him to cope with his fear by reassuring him of the harmless nature of the scary sounds (a dragon frog, a 
Jugglebug, a waterfall, etc.) and suggesting he cover his ears so he can't hear them. 
 
10:00 AM JAKERS (136) Dannan Does A Jig 
When Dannan's grandma, Grandmother O'Mallard, teaches the class to dance, Dannan proves an enthusiastic student of the art.  
But then Dannan realizes that she isn't a very good dancer, and she becomes afraid that she will let her friends down and doesn't 
want to dance anymore. EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVE: The most important thing is to do the best you can - and to enjoy yourself! 
 
10:30 AM CAILLOU (123) Nature 
Today Caillou discovers the wonders of the natural world. Grandma introduces Caillou to the many birds that live in the park, and 
then gives him a bird house for his own backyard. That's why Caillou's prepared when he and Sarah find a baby bird that's fallen 
from its nest, and they nurse it back to health. Later, Caillou and his daycare buddies have a treasure hunt in the forest. With 
Sarah and a magnifying glass, Caillou pretends to be a jungle explorer, hunting " big game" (like Gilbert and butterflies) in the 
garden. The puppets are on their own safari: Gilbert plays a detective game with flowers, Teddy searches for wild berries, and 
Rexy goes on the lookout for wild animals. 
 
 



11:00 AM BERENSTAIN BEARS (117) Too Much Vacation/The Giant Mall 
TOO MUCH VACATION: From the moment the Bear Family arrives at their mountain cabin, Papa's promise of 'the best vacation 
ever' begins going down hill like an alpine avalanche. Not only is the cabin a shack, but also the lake has more weeds than the 
Sargasso Sea and the only thing biting are the mosquitoes. It becomes increasingly difficult for Papa to keep a smile on his face as 
he slips down muddy slopes, breaks through the bottom of the rotten rowboat and is chased by little forest critters. Ultimately it 
rains so much, the run off floods them out and carries a sleeping Papa out to the middle of the lake on his mattress. That's the last 
straw. Papa's best vacation ever has turned out to be the worst vacation ever. It's only when the cubs show Papa the snapshots 
they've been taking of him and the so called calamities that he finally realizes how much fun they've been having all along because 
having fun is just a matter of attitude. THE GIANT MALL: When the Bear Family visit the new mall, they're amazed by the sheer 
size of it. It's huge. Mama goes over a few "mall" rules - so they don't get lost, and what they should do in the event they do get 
separated from the family. Of course Papa has no concerns about such rules, proclaiming that a wise old grown up woods bear like 
himself never gets lost. Papa soon finds out that rules are for everyone when he's the one who ends up having to be rescued from 
the "little lost cubs" station by Mama, Brother and Sister. 
 
11:30 AM MISTER ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD (1513) Games 
Mister Rogers has a magic lamp.  He talks about inventions and visits a robot factory with Mr. McFeely.  In the Neighborhood of 
Make- Believe, a robot comes to measure the Neighborhood of Make-Believe Olympic Games. Neighbors find out that machines 
don't feel, think or care only people can do those things. 
 
2:30 PM READING RAINBOW (1110) Archibald Frisby 
In this episode of "Reading Rainbow," Levar goes to the amusement park and rides the roll-a-coaster. The program deals with 
science and what makes everyday things work. From velcro, to weightlessness to testing cars for safety; the program shows how 
science is used to create and activate society. Michael Chesworth reads the book, "Archibald Frisby, " about a child who is 
interested in science and how things work. The children review the books "WHAT MAKES POCORN POP?," "I WONDER WHY 
BUBBLES MAKE SOAP," and "SCIENCE MAGIC WITH LIGHTS." 
 
3:00 PM BETWEEN THE LIONS (306) Huff and Puff 
Whatever happened to the three little pigs after the wolf received his just deserts? Leona and Lionel want to know...so they write 
their own sequels to the story! Guest Stars: Teresa Weatherspoon of the New York Liberty and Vanessa Williams . Designated 
Reader: Susan Lucci. Key word: puff. Target vowel: short u 
 
3:30 PM POSTCARDS FROM BUSTER (108) Rodeo Cowgirl (Houston, Texas) 
When Buster arrives in Houston, he is disappointed to learn that Texas isn't all cowboys and open country. Then he meets12 year-
old Tayler, a self- described "rodeo rat" and grand-daughter of retired African American rodeo star Cornelius Cleveland. Buster 
goes on an adventure into the heart - and history - of cowboy country. 
 
4:00 PM ARTHUR (408) 1001 Dads/Prunella's Prediction 
When Buster cheerfully insists that he will miss the Father's Day picnic because he has other plans, Arthur is convinced that he's 
really sad about his parents' divorce and embarrassed to show up alone. Can Arthur and the gang find Buster a new dad in time for 
the picnic? In the second story, Rubella's tarot cards foresee the delivery of a special birthday present and Prunella predicts a 
gift of flashpants, the hottest new fasion. When she gets a watch instead, Prunella can't bear to face the others, particularly since 
Muffy will be waring them to the big skating party. 
 
4:30 PM MAYA & MIGUEL (127) Team Santos 
Maya accidentally sets off an air horn during an important soccer play, ruining Miguel's kick and losing the game for him. Feeling 
terrible, she embarks upon a plan to cheer him up. If he could only win the big carnival competition, he'd feel a lot better... and also 
perhaps forgive Maya. Unfortunately, the carnival competition pits Miguel against the soccer player who beat him in the previous 
game... and all his athletic brothers! Maya and Miguel must compete against them with the only family members at their disposal: 
Abuela Elena, Tito, and Paco. Maya's plan is unraveling; there's no way they can win against the other team. But Abuela Elena points 
out that there's more to competing than just winning. It's also important to have fun! It turns out that Abuela was a ringer all 
along, and with her help, they win the carnival competition. But, more importantly, they also have a great time! 
 
5:00 PM CYBERCHASE (405) Measure for Measure 
Hacker's mysterious machine is finally revealed - "The Transformatron"can change anyone into anything! He learns the kids have 
the Network Interface Card - the final piece he needs.  But the kids have also found a map that leads them to Coop, Slider's long 
lost father. They are shocked to discover Coop has been a victim of magnetite.  Before they can measure out the antidote, Hacker 
grabs the "NIC" - and Slider! Will the CyberSquad be able to rescue Slider? Can they cure Coop? And how will they stop Hacker 
from taking over Cyberspace with his dastardly device? 


